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Simple fault tester, Low-cost bridge emulator,
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Voice activated recorder, Electronic antenna lengthener
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Quality second-user
test 8« measurement
equipment

Fluke 570)-s NIultifunction Calibrator with 5725A
Aniplirier
£17,000
Hewlett Packard 836401. (10MHz -40 GHz) Synth.
swept signal generator
£15000
Hewlett Packard 8349B (2 -20 GHz) Microwave Amplifier
£2500
Hewlett Packard 8508A (with plug-in 85082A-2GHz)
Vector 'Voltmeter
£2500
Hewlett Packard 3324A synth. function/sweep gen. (21MHz) £2250
Hewlett Packard 3314A Function Generator 20MHz
£1250
Hewlett Packard 8904A Multifunction Synthesiser (opt 2+4) £1950
Hewlett Packard 4278A IkHeIMHz Capacitance Meter
£3750
Hewlett Packard 53310A Modulation Domain Analyser
(opts 1&31)
£6750
Hewlett Packard 4191A RN Impedance
Analyser (1-1000MHz)
£4995
Hewlett Packard ESG-D3000A (F.4432A) 250 kHz-36H,
Signal Gen.
£6995
Hewlett Packard 3325B Synthesised Function Generator
£3250
Hewlett Packard 3326A Two-Channel Synthesiser
£3000
Marconi 6310 - programmable sweep generator
(2 to 20GHz) - new
£2500
Marconi 6311 Prog'hle sig. gen. (10MHz to 20GHz)
£2995
Marconi 6313 Prog'ble sig. gen. (10MHz to 26.5GHz)
£4750
R&S SMG (0.1-1GHz) Sig. Generator (opts B1+2)
£2750
Rohde & Schwarz SM1Q-03B (opt11,12,14,20,1142)
Vector Signal Generator (300kHz-3.3GHz)
£85041

Radio Communications Test Sets

Marconi 2955
Marconi 295513/60B
Marconi 2955A
Marconi 29550
Anritsu MT 8801C Radio Comms Analyser 300kHz -3GHz (opt 1,4,7)
Hewlett Packard 8920B (opts 1,4,7,11.12)
Schlumberger Stabilock 4031
Schlumberger Stabilock 4040
Racal 6111 (GSM)
Racal 6115 (GSM)
Racal 6103 (GSM) Digital Radio Test Se
Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94 (GSM)
Rohde & Schwarz CMT 55 (2GHz)
Rohde & Schwarz CMT 90 (2GHz) DECT
Rohde & Schwarz CMD 57 GSM test set (opts B1/34/6/7/19/42/43/61
Wavetek 4103 (GSM 900) Mobile phone tester

£1250
£3500
£1750
£1995
£6500
£6750
£2750
£1300
£1250
£1750
£6250
£4500
£7500
£3995
£7995
£1500

Wavetek 4106 (GSM 900, 1800. 1900) Mobile phone tester

£2000

OCSILLOSCOPES
Gould 400 20MHz -DSO -2 channel
Gould 1421 20MHz -DSO -2 channel
Gould 4068 150MHz 4 channel DSO
Gould 4074 100MHz -400 Mss -4 channel
Hewlett Packard 54201A -300MHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54600A -100MHz - 2 channel
Hewlett Packard 54502A -400MHz - 400 MSis 2 channel
Hewlett Packard 54810A ilnfinium 500MHz 2ch
Hewlett Packard 54520A 500MHz 2ch
Hameg 205-2 20MHz DSO
Hitachi V152N212N222N302BN302F V353FN550BV650F
Hitachi VI 100A -100MHz -4 channel
Intron 2020 -20MHz. Dual channel D.S.0 (new)
lwatstu SS 5710/SS 5702 Kikusui COS 5100 -100MHz -Dual channel
Lecroy 9314L 300MHz -4 channels
Meguro MS0 1270A -20MHz -D S.O. (new)
Philips PM3094 •200MHz -4 channel
Philips 3295A -400MHz -Dual channel
Philips PM3392 -200MHz -200Ms/s -4 channel
Philips PM3070 -100MHz -2 channel -cursor readout
Tektronix 465 -100MHz -Dual channel
Tektronix 464/466 -100MHZ -(with AN. storage)
Tektronix 475/475A -200MHz/250MHz
Tektronix 468 -100MHz D.S.0
Tektronix 2213/2215 •60MHz -Dual channel
Tektronix 2220 -60MHz -Dual channel D S.0
Tektronix 2235 -100MHz -Dual channel
Tektronix 2221 -60MHz -Dual channel D.S.0
Tektronix 2245A -100MHz -4 channel
Tektronix 2440 -300MHz/500MSis D S 0
Tektronix 2445/24456 •150MHz -4 channel
Tektronix 2445 -150MHZ •4 channel +DMM
Tektronix TAS 475 -100MHz -4 channel
Tektronix 7000 Series (100MHZ to 500MHZ)
Tektronix 7104 -1GHz Real Time - with 7A29 x2, 7610 and 7615
Tektronix 2465/2465A 2465B -300MHz350MHz 4 channel
Tektronix 2430/2430A •Digital storage -150MHz
Tektronix TOS 310 50MHz DSO -2 channel

£695
£425
£1250
£1100
£750
£675
£1600
£3500
£2750
£495
from £100
£750
£4513
from £125
£350
£2750
£450
£1500
£1400
£1750
£650
£295
£295
from £400
£500
£300
£850
£500
£850
£700
£2100
£800
£850
£850
from £200
from £1950
from £1250
from £1250
£750

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Advantest 4131 (10kHz - 3.5GHz)
£3750
Ando AC 8211 -1.7GHz
£1500
Avcom PSA-65A -2 to 1000MHz
£750
AdvantestTAKEDA RIKEN •4132 -100KHz -1000MHz
£1350
Hewlett Packard 8596E (opt 41. 101. 105,130) 9KHz -12.8GHz
£9950
Hewlett Packard 8756A/8757A Scaler Network Analyser
from £900
Hewlett Packard 853A Mainframe + 8559A Spec An. (0.01 to 21GHz)
£2500
Hewlett Packard 182T Mainframe • 8559A Spec An. (0.01 to 21GHz)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8568A (100Hz -1500MHz) Spectrum Analyser
£3000
Hewlett Packard 8567A -100Hz -1500MHz
£3400
Hewlett Packard 8752A -Network Analyser (1.3GHz)
£4995
Hewlett Packard 8754A •Network Analyser 4MHz -1300MHz)
£1500
Advantest R3272 Spectrum Analyser (9kHz-26.5GHz)
£12000
Anntsu 54154A Scalar Network Analyser (2-32GHz)+detectors+SWR
£9950
Anntsu 54111A Scalar Network Analyser (0.001-3GHz) +dets+SWR
£7000
Hewlett Packard 87536+85046A Network An • S Param (3GHz)
£6500
Hewlett Packard 8713C (opt 1El) Network An. 3 GHz
£6000
Hewlett Packard 70001A/70900k70906A/70902A/70205A -26.5 GHz
Spectrum Analyser
£7000
Hewlett Packard 3561A Dynamic signal analyser
£2950
Hewlett Packard 35660A •Dynamic signal analyser
£2500
Hewlett Packard 8753A (3000KHz -3GHz) Network An
£3250
Hewlett Packard 3582A (0.02Hz -25.5kHz) dual channel
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8590A (opt 01. 021, 040) 1MHz-1 5MHz
£2500
Hewlett Packard 8560A (50MHz-2.9GHz) High performance with Tracking
Generator option (021
£5500

All equipment is used

-with 30 days guarantee and

90 days in some cases
Add carriage and VAT to all goods.

Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binley Industrial Estate,
Coventry CV3 2SF.

RUM]
IFR A7550 -10KHz-GHz Portable
Meguro -MSA 4901 -30MHz -Spec Anaylser
Meguro -MSA 4912 -IMHz -1GHz Spec Anaylser
Tektronix 2712 Spec Anaylser (9KHz -1.8GHz)
Tektronix 492P (op112,3) 50KHz -21GHz
Wiltron 6409 -10-2000MHz R/F Analyser

£1750
£600
£750
£3250
£3500
£1250

MISCELLANEOUS
EIP 548A 26.5GHz Frequency Counter
£1995
Gigatronics 8541C Power Meter + 80350A Peak Power Sensor£1750
Gigatronics 8542C Dual Power Meter + 2 sensors 80401A
£2500
Hewlett Packard 53131A Universal Frequency counter (3GHz)
£850
Hewlett Packard 85024A High Frequency Probe
£1000
Hewlett Packard 8642A - high performance R/F synthesiser (0.1-1050MHz)
£2500
5
Hewlett Packard 3335A - synthesiser (2001-lz-81MHz)199
Hewlett Packard 436A power meter and sensor (various)
from £750
Hewlett Packard 339A Distortion measuring set
£750
Hewlett Packard 3457A mull meter 6 1/2 digit
£850
Hewlett Packard 3784A -Digital Transmission Analyser
£3750
Hewlett Packard 5385A -1GHz Frequency counter
£495
Hewlett Packard 6033A -Autoranging System PSU (20v-30a)
£750
Hewlett Packard 6622A -Dual 0/P system p.s.0
£1250
Hewlett Packard 6624A -Quad Output Power Supply
£2000
Hewlett Packard 6632A -System Power Supply (20v-5A)
£695
Hewlett Packard 83506 -Sweep Generator Mainframe
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8656A -Synthesised signal generator
£750
Hewlett Packard 86566 -Synthesised signal generator
Hewlett Packard 8657A -Synth. signal gen 10 1-1040MHz)
££
10
51 5
Hewlett Packard 8901B -Modulation Analyser
£2250
Hewlett Packard 8603A. B and E -Distortion Analyser
from £1000
Hewlett Packard 379000 -Signalling test set
£2950
Hewlett Packard 8657B -100MHz Sig Gen -2060 MHz
£3950
Hewlett Packard 86570 -XX DOPSK Sig Gen
£3950
Hewlett Packard 4276A LCZ Meter (100MHz-20KHz)
£1400
Hewlett Packard 53506 20KHz Microwave Freq Counter
Hewlett Packard 11729B/C Carrier Noise Test Set
from £
£2
2°
5e21
Hewlett Packard 53151B Microwave Freq Counter (26.5GHz)
£3400
Hewlett Packard 53516 (pt 1& 6) Microwave Freq Counter (26.5GHz)
£3000
Hewlett Packard 6626A /6629A Quad 0/1. Power Supply
£3500
Ballantine 1620A 100Amp Transconductance Amplifier£1750
Keithley 486/487 Picoammeter )*volt source)
£1350/£1850
Keithley 237 High Voltage -Source Measure Unit
£4500
Keithley 238 High Current -Source Measure Unit
£4500
Keithley 8006 Component Test Fixture
£1750
Marconi 6950/6960/696013 Power Meters & Sensors
from £400
Marconi 2840A 2 Mbit/s Transmission Analyser
£1100
Philips 5515 -TN -Colour TV pattern generator
£1
14
300
Philips PM 5193 -50 MHz Function generator50
Leader 3216 Signal generator 100KHz •140MHz -AM/FMICW with built in FM stereo
modulator (as new) a snip at
£650
Rohde & Schwarz NRV dual channel power meter & NAV Z2 Sensor
£1000
Rohde & Schwarz FAM (opts 2.6 and 8) Modulation Analyser
£4250
Tektronix ASG100 -Audio Signal Generator
£750
Wavetek 178 Function generator (50MHz)
Wayne Kerr 3245 -Precision Inductance Analyser£
50
50
Bias unit 3220 and 3225L Cal Coil available if required
(P.O.A)
Wayne Kerr 6245 -Precision Component Analyser
£2250
Wayne Kerr 3260A +. 3265A Precision Magnetics Analyser with Bias Unit
£5500

Tel: 02476 650 70'
Fax: 02476 650 71
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Steady as she goes

MAKING
DOUBLE-SIDED PCBS

NEWS

C', ru Bateman describes how to get
round the problem of aligning films when

COMMENT

• New batteries outperform alkalines
• World's largest fuel cell: 1.4MW
• New chips for 10Gbitis Ethernet
• Electrodes check nerve activity
• NV displays are faster than LCD
• Steerable micromirror
• Epoxy resin can be electrically un-stuck
• LEDs look set to replace CCFLs
• Accelerator speeds up signal processing

producing one-off double-sided circuit
boards.

32

TEST •St MEASUREMENT
ON A BUDGET

39

Richard Black discusses using aPC, a
CD rewriter and asound card for making
audio-band measurements with the help of
versatile sound analysis software.

16

CIRCUIT IDEAS
• Tester in akey fob
• Low-cost bridge emulator
• Minimal loudspeakers
• Voice-operated recorder
• Electronic antenna lengthener

Each platinum-tipped needle in this array tapers
from 80pm to 2pm, yet they are strong enough
to puncture egg shelL News starts on page 5.

12

PlCmicro one-time-programmable
and flash microcontrollers now
come in packages that are not
much bigger than the chip itself.
This, and more exciting new
products are featured, starting on
page 39.

46

NEW PRODUCTS

The month's top new products, selected
and edited by Richard Wilson.

500MHZ SAMPLING
FRONT END
Building on his earlier article, outlining
how to make a500MHz scope adaptor.

BEHIND RDS

Jason Back has developed
oscilloscope software that he' s
making available to readers free of
charge -details in Letters, starting
on page 56.

There's quite abit more information in
RDS transmissions than is displayed by

Ian Hickman discusses the remaining
sections needed to implement the scheme.

&D151
most RDS-equipped radios. Roger
fhomas explains what the Radio Data
System' is, and how to reveal exactly
what's being transmitted.

56

60

LETTERS

• Star-point grounding
• Making your own PCBs
• Free USB scope software
• Measuring small capacitor values
• Homopolar response

WEB DIRECTIONS

Useful web addresses for electronics
engineers.

Sound cards and CD rewriters are
high-performance pieces of kit, but
we tend to take them for granted
because they're so cheap. Richard
Black looks at ways of using such
hardware -together with some
low-cost software -for analysing
audio-band signals. Page 12.
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-----------------leer The HS801: the first 100 Mega samples per second measuring
instrument that consists of a MOST (Multimeter, Oscilloscope,
Spectrum analyzer and Transient recorder) and an AVVG (Arbitrary
Waveform Generator). This new MOST portable and compact
measuring instrument can solve almost every measurement
problem. With the integrated AVVG you can generate every signal
you want.
The versatile software has a user-defined
toolbar with which over 50 instrument
settings quick and easy can be
accessed. An intelligent auto setup
allows the inexperienced user to perform
measurements immediately. Through the
use of asetting file, the user has the
possibility to save an instrument setup
and recall it at a later moment. The setup
time of the instrument is hereby reduced
to a minimum.

When aquick indication of the input
signal is required. asimple click on the
auto setup button will immediately give a
good overview of the signal. The auto
setup function ensures a proper setup of
the time base, the trigger levels and the
input sensitivities.

The sophisticated cursor read outs have
21 possible read outs. Besides the usual
read outs. like voltage and time. also
quantities like rise time and frequency
are displayed.

Measured signals and instrument
settings can be saved on disk.This
enables the creation of a library of
measured signals. Text balloons can be
added to asignal. for special comments.

The (colour) print outs can be supplied
with three common text lines (e.g.
company info) and three lines with
measurement specific information.

The HS801 has an 8 bit resolution and a
maximum sampling speed of 100 MHz.
The input range is 0.1 volt full scale to 80
volt full scale The record length is
32K/64K samples. The AVVG has a 10 bit
resolution and asample speed of 25
MHz The HS801 is connected to the
parallel printer port of acomputer.

The minimum system requirement is a
PC with a486 processor and 8 Mbyte
RAM available. The software runs in
Windows 3.xx /95 /98 or Windows NT /
2000 /XP and DOS 3.3 or higher.
TiePie engineering (UK), 28 Stephenson
Road. Industrial Estate. St. Ives.
Cambridgeshire, PE17 3VVJ, UK
Tel: 01480-460028; Fax: 01480-460340
TiePie engineering (NL),
Koperslagersstraat 37, 8601 WL SNEEK
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 515 415 416: Fax +31 515 418 819

Web: http://www.tiepie.n1
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Steady as she goes?

I

nMarch the London Internet Exchange (LINX)
announced it had switched its 250 trillionth that's 250,000,000,000,000th -packet of data
since its foundation in 1994. It also claims to
handle up to 96 per cent of UK Internet traffic.
That's no mean achievement -especially as
LINX is also the largest Internet exchange point in
Europe. Peak traffic flows at the exchange can top
14 gigabits per second, about 140 times greater
than its closest UK rival.
Please understand, I'm not knocking the
organisation's success. It's highly commendable but disturbing too when you consider the number
of eggs assembled in just one basket.
It was last September's terrorist attacks (I could
not avoid mentioning them!) that brought the
resilience of the Internet into question. Until then
the Internet was probably the last thing you'd
expect to fail. Its diversity and built-in redundancy
were designed to ensure its survivability; resilience
was akey feature of its very nature. In theory.
Events in New York City dispelled this notion
and proved that the Internet was perfectly capable
of collapsing, even if the failures and logjams that
resulted didn't command prominence in the news.
The investigations held afterwards uncovered
major limitations in the UK Internet infrastructure
as well.
It is even rumoured that Her Majesty's
Government then gave rather more attention than
hitherto to the well-being of the Internet. For
anyone reliant on the Internet its strength should
now be amatter of prime concern.
Britain has had its share of home-grown Internet
incidents. Last October LINX reported that an
uncorrected broadcast flood unexpectedly knocked
out much of the UK's inter-carrier Internet traffic.
Normally, the deluge of traffic would have been
corrected automatically but arouter fault meant the
problem prevented virtually all inter-ISP
communication for most of one day.
Interestingly, while traffic through LINX was
reduced atrickle on that day, traffic through the
Manchester Network Access Point—the UK's
second major peering point—rocketed by 400 per
cent. Without MaNAP the problem would have
been far worse.
The only reliable approach for securing the
Internet and all the business that depends on it is
duplication and diversity, not concentration. It
helps, of course, to understand the precise details
of the infrastructure and mechanisms that together
form 'the Internet' and hence where the true
threats reside.
It then becomes evident that the relative
exposure of different ISPs does vary quite
significantly and whilst individual users may have
little interest in these matters, collectively it's a
Hay-wards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DH.
Telephone 01444 475631. Please notify
change of address.
Subscription rates 1year UK £38.00 2years
£61.00 3years £76.00. Europe/Eu 1year
£54.00 2years £86.00 3years £108.00
ROW 1year £63 00 2years £101.00 3
years 12t,
Overseas advertising agents: France
ana Be.g,urn P•erre Mussord 18 20 Place de
la Madeleine, Paris 75008. United States of
America Ray Barnes, Reed Business
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matter of great concern.
Vulnerability lies both in the 'pipes' that carry
Internet traffic and in the exchanges where Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) connect with one another
and hand over traffic, an activity known as
'peering'. The very largest Tier 1ISPs tend to have
their own private peering points, whereas smaller
ISPs tend to use communal (public) exchanges.
To complicate matters further, not all ISPs
possess their own network infrastructure and
facilities; some merely resell others' spare capacity
and are thus 'virtual' ISPs.
Major ISPs are aware of the need to examine
their peering capacity at multiple points of
presence but many others have not recognised the
need to use geographically distanced backup
peering facilities. This could leave their customers
at significant risk. Users of ISPs that simply rebrand another operator's product without investing
in infrastructure of their own will be very
vulnerable when problems occur.
Even then, greater dispersal of peering and
mirroring facilities will not alone guarantee the
Internet's survival under pressure, as it's still
totally dependant on the diversity of the physical
routing implemented by the telephone companies.
Whilst most ISPs have multi-sourced their
backbone provision reasonably adequately, the
access links that connect their operations centres to
the main backbone are still very vulnerable. If, say,
their operations centre has asingle fibre link and
that link fails, then that's where the holes will
appear. Similarly, collocation centres need to
ensure greater survivability of their links to the
backbone network.
Last year, on 20 November, BT's Colossus IP
backbone network suffered catastrophic failure and
affected not just BT but many other providers too.
Even if ISPs use multiple upstream providers, they
may find that both of their diverse suppliers use the
same duct in the same ring. When one suffers
failure, so does the other; network ISP diversity
should never be confused with fibre diversity.
Enough of this doom and gloom; we can be
grateful that the Internet works most of the time.
But if we want it to work all of the time we'll need
alot more investment in fibre, backup and peering
facilities nationwide. Will it take amajor disaster
on the September 1l'h scale to make it happen?
Mark Nelson
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Build It n Cyberspace
www.labcenter.co.uk
CIRCLE iNi0 10; ()N. KFI'l

(,.RD

Develop and test complete micro-controller designs without
building a physical prototype. PROTEUS VSM simulates the
CPU and any additional electronics used in your designs. And it
does so in real time. *
• CPU models for PIC and 8051 and series
micro-controllers available now. 68HC11
comming soon. More CPU models under
development. See website for latest info.
• Interactive device models include LCD
displays, RS232 terminal, universal keypad
plus a range of switches, buttons, pots,
LEDs, 7 segment displays and much more.
• Extensive debugging facilities including
register and memory contents, breakpoints
and single step modes.
• Source level debugging supported for
selected development tools.
• Integrated 'make' utility -compile and
simulate with one keystroke.
• Over 4000 standard SPICE models included.
Fully compatible with manufacturers' SPICE models.
• DLL interfaces provided for application specific models.
• Based on SPICE3F5 mixed mode circuit simulator.
• CPU and interactive device models are sold separately build up your VSM system in affordable stages.
• ARES Lite PCB Layout also available.

fl
Electronics

*E .g. PROTEUS VSM can simulate an 8051 clocked at 12MHz on a300MHz Pentium Il.
Write, phone or fax for your free demo CD -or email info@labcenter.co.uk.
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857. 53-55 Main St, Grassington. BD23 5AA.
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Nickel-zinc power cell technology
outperforms alkaline
Power-hungry digital cameras have
prompted battery makers to develop
anew type of cell for the consumer
market.
To be available in AA-size, the
non-rechargeable nickel-zinc
batteries could easily find
application in professional portable
equipment.
Panasonic and Toshiba are close
to production, but exact capacities
are hard to come by. "The number
of shots taken when using the
Panasonic battery, on average,
surpassed those using the Duracell

M3 by 27 per cent and Energizer E2
by 47 per cent," claims Panasonic.
"Used in adigital still camera, the
[Toshiba] batteries last five times
longer than alkaline batteries, and
work better in alow-temperature
environment," said Toshiba.
Toshiba's GigaEnergy batter)
uses nickel oxyhydroxide for the
positive electrode, acompound
often used in rechargeable batterie
GigaEnergy is due out in Japan
this month and Panasonic's is out in
May. Prices will be 50 per cent up
on alkaline cells said Toshiba.

World's largest fuel cell supplies 1.4MW
A 1.4MW fuel-cell system —the
world's largest to date — is being
installed by US phone operator
Verizon at acall centre in New York.
Verizon's decision to use afuel
cell system, rather than taking power
from the grid, is abold step for the
firm and shows the increasing
importance attached to fuel cells.
The facility handles call switching
for 40 000 lines, and has over 1000
workers. Seven natural gas powered
cells from UTC Fuel Cells will be
capable of producing I.4MW, while
four natural gas generators will
provide back-up and boost this to
4.4MW.
"We expect this fuel cell project
will show us that the technology can
deliver for us in terms of reliability,

reducing energy costs and protecting
the environment," said Paul
Lacouture, Verizon's network
president.
Fuel cells produce electricity
though chemical processes, rather
than burning the gas. This reduces
pollutants to very low levels, the
main by-products being heat, in this
case over six million Btus, and
water.
Compared to conventional
electricity generating, the Verizon
system will cut carbon dioxide
production by around 5.5 million
kilos ayear.
• Last year Woking Borough
Council announced that Britain's
first commercial fuel cell would be

installed at Woking Park in Surrey.
The 200kW power system, also
from UTC, will provide both heat
and electricity for the Park's pool,
lighting, air conditioning and
dehumidifier systems.
Woking is recognised as one of the
most ardent supporters of alternative
fuel sources in the UK, particularly
its promotion of combined heat and
power (CHP) systems.
The fuel cell is part of alarger
1.35MW project that will include a
reciprocating engine and
photovoltaic solar cells.
Woking also operates a'private
wire network' for its electricity,
allowing spare electricity from the
cell to be kept in the town, rather
than fed back into the national grid.

New chips for 10Gbit/s Ethernet
Philips has boosted the speed of its ahead)
fast QUBiC4 BiCMOS chip process with a
SiGe-based `G' version.
QUBiC4G will enable Philips to supply
ICs needed by the optical fibre networking
industry, said the company.
"As the requirements of new markets
continually evolve, so our technology
portfolio adapts and grows in order to meet
the specific needs of our customers", said
Neil Morris, director of advanced technology at Philips. "This is one of the reasons
why we have intentionally timed the release
of our SiGe technology to coincide with the
massive explosion in broadband communications."
Ftand Finax figures for transistors in the
process exceed 75GHz and 100GHz
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respectively. This should provide the speed

added to standard QUBiC features for high-

required for applications including network
switches for 10 Gigabit Ethernet and
SONET optical fibre networks.
The first chip out in the QUBiC4G is a
single-chip 12.5Gbit/s optical cross-point
switch called TZA2060.
For amplifiers and transmission gates, the
process has a2.7V 75GHz F, 100GHz Fmax

speed signal routing.

transistor and for VCOs and interface logic
aslightly slower 3.8V device.
Its SiGe transistors achieve 0.68dB noise
figures at 2GHz with collector currents of
only 240µA. "Ideal for battery powered
wireless applications in the 5GHz to 10
GHz range," said Philips.
Impedance-matched transmission lines in
the top two thick metal layers have been

UPDATE

Electrodes hit anerve
Self-proclaimed cyborg Professor
Kevin Warwick of the University of
Reading recently had electrode
attached to the nerve in his wrist.
The key technology in the
connection is an implantable multielectrode array developed at the
University of Utah and made by
Bionic Technologies of Salt Lake
City —see picture below.
The tips of the electrodes are
metalised with platinum to make the
electrical contact.
To minimise nerve damage, the
needles are exceedingly sharp,
designed to push through tissue
without tearing it, as ablunt point
would, or cutting it like achisel end.
Total array volume is 4% of the block
of tissue it is pushed into.
Each electrode is electrically
isolated from its neighbours with
glass around its base. A bonding pad

The Utah Electrode Array needles
Number
Length
Shape
Substrate
Insulation
Wires
Impedance

100 electrodes 0.4mm apart in a10 by 10 square grid
1.5mm long
Conical. 80pm, tapering to 2pm. Pt tipped
0.2mm thick
2pm SiN, all over except tips
25pm diameter PTFE-insulated platinum-iridium alloy.
100 and 500k, at lkHz 100nA

on the back of the array provides a
contact for the connecting wire.
The needles are strong enough to be
pushed into egg shell and aspecial
pneumatic gun ensures the array is
pushed all the way home.
Warwick's current implant is a
partially connected array.
If all goes well, the experiment may
be repeated using aslanted version of
the array, with needles between 0.5

and 1.5mm to reach nerves at
different depths, with all 100 needles
connected.
Eventually, surgeon Professor Brian
Andrews of Stoke Mandeville
Hospital, who inserted the array,
would like to include processing
electronics on the back of the
implant.
www.bionictech.com

What is Stoke Mandeville getting out of the deal?
Kevin Warwick's implant was

inserted by Professor Brian
Andrews of the famous Stoke
Mandeville hospital.
The hospital is using Warwick's
willingness to experiment with
human-machine interaction as an
opportunity to push forward its
spinal injury research.
"We want areliable way of
implanting electrodes," said
Andrews. "The first objective is to
implant the device without
damaging nerves or getting
infection."
In future he hopes electronics

()

will help restore feeling and
movement to those with nerve
injury. Right now he is working on
the basics.
Infection is one problem. 15cm
between array and wire exit
wound should prevent infection
creeping in. "We are hoping the
skin will form abiological seal
around the wires to prevent
infection," said Andrews. And this
seems to be happening.
After this "we hope to pick up
signals to muscles at the base of
the thumb," said Andrews. The
nerves will then be stimulated

artificially "using pulses of afew
milliamps", he added.
The question will be: "Can
Kevin perceive the pulses as
something to do with his hand?"
asked Andrews. "For instance, the
pulses may create the impression
of rubbing atextured surface or
pressing something."
If this happens it will be abonus
for those at Stoke Mandeville.
"The wounds are healing nicely
and there is no sensory or motor
loss," said Andrews. "If we get a
recording we can use, it will be
the icing on the cake."
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You probably know Electronics
Workbench software. You may have
learnt electronics engineering with it,
or used its powerful, intuitive

The
Electronics Workbench
Professional and PowerPro suites integrate
schematic capture, simulation, analysis
and programmable logic, with PCB layout,

know that these days, Electronics

autorouting and autoplacement.
Depending on the configuration you
choose, you can handle RF design, cosimulate HDL components with SPICE, and

Workbench has also moved into the

integrate design team projects.

simulation and analysis tools to hone
your circuit design skills. But did you

professional EDA market?

The

In fact, it's taking this market by storm.
With its unparalleled resources as the
world's best-selling supplier of Windowsbased electronics design software,
Electronics Workbench has developed a
set of CAD and CAM tools that match, and
in some technologies surpass, the

I Email:
I Position:
oOrganisation:
oAddress:

Postcode:
ITel:
I Fax:
For more information fill out and return the

full set of design tools on every desk.

Except in one area: price. You may not
believe that you can get such
comprehensive EDA capabilities for such

money. Fill in the coupon today, or call our
EDA specialists on 01462 480055.

low prices. But you can.

I Name:

Suites complement your existing

tools and can be used on an enterprisewide basis for rapid prototyping and proof
of principle. And their affordability means
you can equip entire PCB divisions with a
So if you're looking to renew or extend
your EDA capabilities, make sure
Electronics Workbench is on your shortlist.
You'll be amazed at what you get for your

established EDA providers.

YES! Please send me aFREE
Electronics Workbench product guide

coupon or contact Adept Scientific today...

Tel: 01462 480055
Fax: 01462 £80213
Adept Scientific plc, Amor Way, Letchworth, Hens 566 tIA
Email: ewbetadeptscience.co.uk

•

WWW: www.adeptscience.co.uk
Webstore, www.adeptstore.co.uk

wbetectronicsworitibuncli.cauk
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UPDATE

New display technology is faster
than LCD and non volatile
A powder-based display than exhibits
quicker response times than liquid
crystal displays and is bistable has
been developed by Bridgestone, the
Japanese tyre giant.
Called quick response liquid
powder display (QRLPD), the
technology is based on apowder with
what the firm describes as 'high
fluidity'. The powder flows like a
particulate suspension and responds
very quickly to an electric field,
changing the display from reflecting
to light absorbent.
When subject to afield, the
response times for the powder is
claimed to be in the hundreds of
microseconds, making it between 10
and 100 times faster than liquid
crystal.
In reflective mode, the white
powder reflects around 45 per cent of
incident light. Importantly the display
is bistable or non-volatile, so power
can be removed once an image is set.

Bridgestone said the display can be
driven by asimple passive matrix,
rather than more expensive thin film
transistor active matrix drivers.
Commercial products in mobile
phones, laptops and electronic paper
are expected by the firm before the

end of next year.
Other firms are developing powder
or particle-based displays including E
Ink from the US. Its paper-like
display, however, will require an
active matrix with one transistor per
pixel.

Steerable micromirror array has 1200 reflectors
Transparent Networks has
announced this 1200 reflector
steerable micromirror array, claimed
to be the first with high-voltage
on-chip drivers.

It is aimed at steering optical fibre
signals inside routing equipment and
is claimed to be scalable to 18 000
port switches.
"Our mirror array is driven by
integrated electronics, which is
believed to be the world's largest
mixed signal IC. This single-chip
design includes 4800 high-speed
15-bit D-to-A converters with 120V
outputs," said Dr Janusz Bryzek,
Transparent's president and CEO.
The mirrors are bulk machined.
"We chose bulk micromachining
technology for our integrated mirror
to provide an optically flat surface
enabling superior optical
performance and high optical power
handling capability —neither of
which is achievable with surface
micromachining. This future-proofs

the switch and allows it to support
next generation DWDM systems
with over 200 wavelengths per
fibre," said Bryzek.
Electronics are in 1.2ttm CMOS
with 120V outputs and, "we
implemented mechanical design in
low-cost bulk MEMS process using
only eight masks", said the
company.
Multilayer metalisation is
fabricated on atop of the circuit
wafer to form four individual
electrodes per mirror, which
electrostatically drive the reflectors.
An integrated high-speed serial
interface enables direct low-voltage
communication with acommercial
DSP based controller.
Power consumption is said to be
below I
mW/mm 2.
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Smith and polar plots.
A massive 16,000 parts as standard.
Powerful new graphing and plotting -display & switch
between multiple graphs easily.
New "workspace" window to manage your projects
and files.
New "parts chooser" window to easily pick and place parts.

ç.

Results you can rely on

Combined digital and analogue graphs.
Even faster simulations.
Unlimited undo /redo.
Many new simulation models.

B2 Spice sease of use and above all, accuracy, is why it is used by
dozens of universities and thousands of professional designers in the

Create new parts .

UK and US. B2 Spice delivers simulations that accurately behave like

Create and edit symbols.

the end result. This new version contains a plethora of additional
features, from Radio Frequency simulation to PCB capabilities.

Create new PCB layout parts.

More features and simulation options than ever before

There are NO limits

Sinusoidal, constant, periodic pulse, exponential, RF, single frequency, FM, AM,

We set no limit on the size of your
design or the number of nodes or parts. It can be as

DC voltage, AC voltage, VCO, Vcc, piecewise linear, polynomial /arbitrary
source, voltage-controlled voltage, voltage-controlled current, current-controlled
voltage, current-controlled current, lossy and ideal transmission line, MESFET,
uniform RC, current and voltage controlled switches are all available

New fully featured schematic editor.

large or as complex as you want. The high quality
graphics ensure that your results are easy to
understand and interpret. Everything can be
customised to suit your needs and preferences.

Fully mixed mode, single /dual parameter DC sweep,
AC sweep, transient analysis, small signal transfer
function, Fourier analysis, AC & DC sensitivity, Smith
charts, pole zero, Monte Carlo analysis, noise, distortion
operating point, temperature change, as well as
generating component faults.

30 Day no risk trial with free ongoing
technical support. If it doesn't do what you
want, then simply return it.
From just £159 ex VAT for the standard version.
Normal price - professional version £229 ex VAT.

••••

Upgrades from earlier versions £179 ex VAT.
All libraries included -no hidden extra costs.

'

Education discounts and site licences available.

eResearch

Tel: 01603 872331
Research House, Norwich Road. Eastgate
Norwich. NR10 4HA. Fax: 01603 879010

Email info@looking.co.uk www.spice-software.com

Also order on-line through

GREY MATTER

www.g reymafter.com/mcmird research

UPDATE

Epoxy resin can be electrically un -stuck
A US company has developed an
epoxy resin adhesive that can be unstuck with alow voltage signal.
Called ElectRelease, only afew
milliamps are needed to un-bond a
joint without leaving blemishes.
According to importers
Electromotif, the glue was developed
to temporarily attach test equipment
to the outside of supersonic aircraft.

Dis-bonding is aresult of electrochemical surface reactions between
the amine-cured epoxy and the metal
it is attached to. Ten to 50V typically
undoes the joint and it works with
aluminium and its alloys, low-alloy
steel, stainless steel, copper and
titanium.
www.electromotif.co.uk
www.eiclabs.com

Facts:
Un-bond current is 800µA/cm 2
dropping to 50µA/cm 2 after afew
seconds.
The bond breaks after between 5
seconds and 20 minutes, depending
on the voltage and force
Lap shear strength is 2500psi
(175kg/cm 2)in type E4 and 2000psi
for type M.

LEDs look set to replace CCFLs in backlighting applications
Light emitting diodes are set to oust
yet another incumbent technology,
this time the cold cathode fluorescent
lamps (CCFLs) used to backlight
liquid-crystal displays.
High-power LEDs from Lumileds
will be used by Mitsubishi Electric as
backlights for monitor-sized, highresolution TFI' liquid crystal
displays.

"We believe that this technology
will eventually replace CCFL lamps
in most monitors on the market," said
Eishi Gofuku, application
engineering manager for Mitsubishi's
LCD division.
This is perhaps the first use of
LEDs to backlight large flat
screens, which will be aimed at
applications such as publishing and

other desktop uses.
Lumileds claimed its Luxeon LEDs
can self-adjust their brightness, are
twice as bright as CCFLs, and
provide more saturated and lifelike
colours. Their 50 000 hour lifetime is
up to twice that of CCFLs, said the
firm.
Mitsubishi expects to have monitors
on the market by the end of this year.

Accelerator speeds up signal processing
UK firm Elixent has designed
hardware accelerators that can be
reconfigured to implement multiple
signal processing functions.
DFA1000 accelerator cores can be
configured to implement functions
such as FIR filters, discrete cosine
transforms, or even complete JPEG
and MPEG codecs.
Elixent said it will supply the cores
as hard macros that interface to

standard Rim: processors. Interlace to
the cores is via the AMBA high speed
bus (AHB) from ARM.
The AHB is widely used by
processor and peripheral developers
to use as the main system bus in chip
designs.
Elixent said its cores aim to bridge
the gap between traditional DSPs,
FPGAs and Asics. The reconfigurable
cores can he more powerful than

The picture shows
adendrimer from
the Japanese
Communications
Research
Laboratory and
PRESTO Japan
Science and
Technology. It is a
molecular laser,
where wrapping
polymers modify
interaction with
other molecules
and allow the
active fluorescent
dye core to lase.

1n

DSP, taster and smaller than FPGA,
and cheaper than Asic, it said.
Five members of the DFA1000
family range in size from 128 to 2048
arithmetic units.
Each 4-bit arithmetic and logic unit
(ALU) has its own registers and
RAM. Larger data widths are
accommodated by combining ALUs,
while aswitch matrix passes data
between blocks.
Bristol-based Elixent claims the
logic is several times denser than an
SRAM-based FPGA, which is
normally constrained by wiring.
The reconfigurable nature of the
cores allows for scaling within
applications. For example, acomplete
JPEG encoder can be created using
680 ALUs of the 1024 ALU core.
Alternatively it could be split into
three sections in a256 ALU array,
running at aquarter to athird of the
speed.
The cores are programmed by
treating the core as an FPGA and
using either Verilog or through C, the
latter using Celoxica's DK1
development tools.
The current cores are designed on a
0.18iim process, with 0.13µm
planned for the year end. Elixent has
used design rules that are compatible
across the TSMC, UMC and
Chartered foundries.
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Very cost-effective gang programmer for microcontrollers, flash and eproms.

•

Choice of over 125 plug-in modules eliminates the need for fragile socket
adaptors in aproduction environment. Many modules have plug-in sockets which
can be changed in seconds if they wear out.
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One or two identical or different modules can be fitted to support devices in DIL,
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New algorithms added monthly.

•

Large LCD displays checksum and number of devices programmed for cross checks.
Flat working surface reduces contact problems with surface mount components.
SPECIFICATIONS

Optional remote control Windows PC software (RS232 and Centronics ports
available for user written command scripts).

RAM sus.
2,8 or32Mbits

Also available for next day delivery from international distributors.

REMOTE CONTROL
FC Windows 95, 98 &NT

Lloyd Research Ltd has been designing gang programmers since the early 1980s.

Also avaiable with hgh-speed download
tacky tor Motorola and Intel files

The M9000 is an improved version of the 'industry standard' L9000 which has been used
extensively for high volume programming in the telecommunications,

RAM EOTTING CONTROLS
Edit, Split, Merge, Fill, Complement and
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automotive and TV manufacturing industries.

LINE SUPPD'
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For details of device support and module availability
please visit our website.

PHYSKAL
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Test and measurement
on abudget
has been
looking at how a PC's
sound card, combined Ill
with a versatile piece of
sound editing software,
can be used to generate
arbitrary waveform
and to make useful
analyses of audio band
signals.

l

thas become axiomatic that anything requiring computer powerper-pound is best done on adesktop computer.
In the field of electronics test and
measurement their usefulness is
obvious: typically these days they
have pretty impressive processor
power, acres of memory, practically
limitless data storage space and a
very high resolution display. This
last should not be overlooked, since
after all amajor part of data acquisition and processing is being able to

look at results in as much detail as
required. And of course software is
widely available for all kinds of
tasks.
The computer is not the problem.
What is considerably more taxing is
how best to get the data into the
computer. PCs are made in telephone
numbers and cost accordingly, but
data acquisition cards aren't and
don't. This also applies to Macs, but
I'd better come clean right away as a
PC person': apologies to Maccies
but what follows refers primarily to

Fig. 1. General view of the Cool Edit environment.
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PCs. In addition, the software required
to interface with data acquisition cards
has something of areputation - not
entirely deserved - for being both
tricky and expensive.
So why not use the audio card of a
computer as the input device? Until
recently there was avery good
reason why not: most such cards had
pretty lousy inputs which
contributed enough noise and
distortion of their own to mask
anything at all subtle that one might
be trying to measure.
However, some of the latest cards
have much better input performance,
such that one can use them to record
audio at quite high resolution direct
to the hard disk. Using the normal
CD format of 44.11cHz sampling and
16-bit resolution, this gives excellent
quality from near DC to 20kHz.
As an alternative to asound card
input, it is also worth considering an
audio CD recorder -stand-alone, not
aPC-based burner. Costing from as
little as £250, these generally have
very good input circuitry and.can be
used as a'data capture' unit,
recording for up to 80 minutes on an
inexpensive disk which, after
'finalising' to make it readable by
other equipment, can then be loaded
into the PC and the data transferred
to the hard disk for analysis.
You'll need audio `ripping'
software to get the files off the CD
and into the usual .WAV form used
for audio: such software is often
supplied with aCD drive or
available as freeware or shareware
via the Internet.
Yet another variant uses aCD
recorder -or in this case even a
MiniDisc recorder -as an analogueto-digital converter, connected to the
digital input of acomputer's sound
card by asuitable cable. Again, this
benefits from the high quality inputs
of the audio device.
You can't use aMiniDisc recorder
as adata storage unit, though,
because the format uses the
'ATRAC' data reduction system.
This system may work tolerably well
for audio, but it renders results
useless for analysis work.

Software for analysing
captured signals
Many engineers already use mathematical packages such as Mathcad and
Matlab on adaily basis. However, one
advantage of using audio files on the
PC is that they can be read by dedicated audio editing software.
One of these programs in particular
has several features of great usefulness in data analysis: Cool Edit, Fig.
1. Although it's distributed via the
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Internet for the extremely modest sum
of $69 (from www.syntrillium.com) it
is aremarkably clever bit of software.
Like any audio editing software it
allows you to look at the waveform on
the screen. This in itself is very useful,
the more so since you can zoom in as
much or as little as you want, Fig. 2.
What makes Cool Edit really useful
is its 'Frequency Analysis' function.
This is afloating fast-Fourier transform (FFT) window that displays a
high-resolution frequency-domain plot
of the signal around the cursor position.
Length of the transform 'window' is

—

seconds

variable between 128 and 65536 samples, giving more or less resolution.
At lengths of up to 4096 samples the
window is updated in real time as the
music - or what the program interprets as music -plays through.
It is also possible to scan aselection
to get an average of the FFT over a
period of time. You can't output the
FFT result in any storable form. You
can grab the plot window with a
screen-capture program though and
save it for future examination.
One drawback of the FFT is that it
divides the frequency band into 'bins'
of equal width. So what if you want to
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Producing test signals
So far I've only considered the
'response' part of test and measurement. What's of equal importance of
course is the stimulus.
In simple audio testing, the commonest stimulus is a sine wave at
some suitable spot frequency. Most
engineers have some kind of sine generator. However, the use of Cool Edit
and a CD burner (or audio output
from ahigh quality sound card) also
puts an arbitrary waveform generator
into your hands, Fig. 3. The only
restriction of this generator is the
20kHz bandwidth which we've
already taken for granted in the measurements.
Cool Edit's signal generator produces sine waves of any frequency,
amplitude and duration. These signals
can be swept. Also, several can be
added together —using cut and paste
much as in desktop publishing — to
produce complex multitone signals.
Avoid using digitally-generated
square waves, and indeed anything
else with discontinuities such as sawtooth and sine-squared waveforms.
These are generated in such away as
to have high distortion due to aliasing.
Cool Edit can generate white and
pink noise. At very high zoom magni-

a

Roister« 177- &FS
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examine only aportion of the band?
Cool Edit provides filtering and modulation functions that allow this to be
done. I'll be looking at this in more
detail in a second article. Also,
because it intrinsically works in
stereo, it gives the possibility of comparing two measurements side by side.
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fications it is possible to grab individual samples with the mouse and edit
them, giving truly arbitrary generation
if you've got the patience.
Produce the basic waveform, multiply it using cut and paste if necessary
to obtain auseful duration. Next, save
it as an audio file and use any CD
burning software to make your very
own test CD. Ihave half adozen for
various purposes.
Obviously you now need aseparate
CD player to play these tones out, but
the chances are you have one already:
most homes do. Alternatively, simply
play the sound file through a highquality sound card. Output quality is
usually higher than input quality on
sound cards and this can work fine.

Multitone testing
Multitone testing is perhaps the most
useful facility that this technique adds
to the low-budget engineer's artillery,
Fig. 4. You can make —or buy second
hand —adecent enough THD test set
for not much money. Pulse and noisebased tests are reasonably amenable to
simple implementation based on an
oscilloscope and perhaps arelatively
low-resolution digitiser of some sort.
Multitone testing, by contrast, is of
little use without high-resolution spectrum analysis. This is because the
intermodulation distortion it shows up
is spread all over the test band, among
the original frequencies. But it is a
very useful and powerful technique.
In audio in particular, multitone testing is arguably the most directly relevant test of distortion since —sensibly
implemented —it most closely resem-

[
-

I
Help

bles the case of real music.
Significantly, it places realistic stress
on equipment under test at high frequencies, without requiring the use of
analysis at ultrasonic frequencies as
does THD testing.

Wow and flutter
One other test quite easily carried out
by my method is wow and flutter testing. Admittedly, such tests are not
often necessary these days, but they
are still useful for characterising LP
and tape replay equipment.
Using Cool Edit's modulation and
pitch-shifting functions, you can actually listen to the speed variations,
much magnified. This gives you an
instant handle on what might be misbehaving.
Indeed, the possibilities afforded by
listening to distortion residuals, etc.,
are well worth investigating. OK, it's
unscientific in the sense that it gives
no numeric answer, but for analytical
purposes in development or repair it
can be an incredibly handy short-cut.

Mathematical analysis
If you are mathematically inclined you
may want to take advantage of
Mathcad or similar for analysis. Cool
Edit normally works with .WAV files,
but it can also import and export data
in text form, which can then be read
into Mathcad —or any other programs
that can read columns of figures —as a
`.PRN' raw ASCII data file.
All sorts of additional possibilities
now open up such as correlation and
convolution. Ihaven't found aneed
for any of these myself in this field,
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but someone surely will! In addition,
you can at least save the results of an
FFT.
A more detailed look at the possibilities afforded by Cool Edit will
make up alater article. A third article
will be taking the piece of audio
investigation for which Ioriginally
refined these techniques as an illustrative example. This was an investigation into the alleged 'sound' of
audio cable.
•

Further reading
1. K. Howard, 'The Weighting Game', Hi-Fi News, December 2001, pp.
78-83.
2. E. Czerwinski et al., 'Multitone Testing of Sound System
Components...', J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 49 No 11 (Nov. 2001) pp.
1011-1048 & Vol. 49 No 12 (Dec. 2001) pp. 1181-1192.
3. J.M. Risch, 'A New Class of In-Band Multitone Test Signals', J. Audio
Eng. Soc., Vol. 46 No 11 (Nov. 1998) p. 1037.
Note that the article by Czerwinski et al contains avast list of 119 further
references.

Things to watch out for
Not surprisingly, there are afew
drawbacks and limitations to bear in
mind —as with any cut-price solution to
anything.
One of the most important things to do
is to get abaseline of test equipment
performance. Iusually play test tones
from aRotel CD player and record the
results on aMarantz CD recorder.
Imade a'calibration run' connecting
the two directly together, with afourtone test signal, to examine the intrinsic
distortion: the resulting spectrum is
shown in Fig. A. Note that the highest
single distortion spike is 84dB below the
highest signal spike, and over alot of the
band there is aclear dynamic range of
over 100dB.

7PrIrrrifrrer 1,
9e F97

A dCS professional analogue-to-digital
converter —over £5000-worth —gave the
noticeably better results shown in Fig. B.
What really surprised me though was
that af350 Sony MiniDisc recorder with
digital input level control and all gave
results slightly better if anything than the
dCS, Fig. C. The MiniDisc player was
used in record/pause, so there was no
ATRAC processing in the path.
That pretty much covers dynamic
range limitations. Frequency range is
near DC to 20kHz, take it or leave it.
Most audio a-to-d converters have good
low-pass filters built in and are highly
immune to ultrasonic interference. If you
are in doubt, carry out some tests.
Because there is alow-pass filter also

11 7el
I
F
F
IM

1 77 11
27:r1

built into any digital replay equipment,
pulses output through it will turn into
distinctive windowed sine-function
curves, when viewed on an ocilloscope.
In general, replay and recording won't
be in phase even though they are at
nominally the same frequency. As a
result, pulse testing and any other
investigations requiring accurate phase
alignment may give odd results.
Testing of the digital version of wow
and flutter, generally known as jitter, is
possible but may well be limited by the
jitter of the source and the a-to-d
converter used, so don't bet on it. In
general, alittle forethought and common
sense will show up most potential
problems before they ever occur.
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fig. A. 'Calibration run' with Rote! CD player and Mararnz CD recorder.

Fig. B. As Fig. A, but with dCS professional a-to-d converter replacing Marantz CD recorder.
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Behind RDS

There's quite a bit more
information in RDS
transmissions than is
displayed by most RDSequipped radios. Roger
Thomas explains what the
'Radio Data System' is,
and how to reveal exactly
what's being transmitted.

.r

he Radio Data System —Cenelec* EN50067
specification —is an inaudible data signal added to
the VHF FM stereo signal. It was introduced within
the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) in the mid
1980s.
RDS was designed to make VHF-FM radios more user
friendly by providing the listener with additional
information about the radio programmes available. An
RDS radio can display the current radio station name and
other information. All RDS radios have an eight character
alphanumeric display.
A list of alternative frequencies of nearby radio
transmitters that are also transmitting the same radio
programme is also provided by RDS. This allows the radio
to automatically re-tune itself to an alternative frequency if
the current frequency is providing poor reception when
driving between different transmitter coverage areas.
Automatic re-tuning is also used with traffic
announcements so that when you are listening to a
network station, the RDS radio will switch to alocal radio
station carrying traffic information when an announcement
becomes available.

and connect the output to asingle-chip RDS demodulator.
Icouldn't find out from the kit manufacturer whether the
RDS signal would be available though.
There was asecond problem. RDS demodulator chips
are available from several manufacturers but all require a
4.332MHz timing crystal. Iwas unable to find anyone who
could supply this crystal.
In the end Ibought aGoodmans RDS MW/FM analogue
clock radio (model (3CR 1605RDS) for £25 including
VAT. The term 'analogue' means that this radio has
manual tuning. It is unlikely that acomplete VHF-FM
radio and display could be hand built for less than the cost
of the Goodmans radio.
This radio incorporates an RDS demodulator chip
similar to the one Ihad originally wanted to use —
complete with the elusive 4.332 MHz crystal. No doubt
there are other similarly priced RDS radios available.
It may seem daft to buy aradio that is already RDS
enabled just to decode the RDS signal, but there is much
data that the radio does not use or display. RDS data is
taken directly from the RDS demodulator chip. This way
all the RDS data is available for decoding irrespective of
whether it is also being decoded by the Goodmans radio.
In this article Ihave given detailed information only on
the RDS data groups that are being broadcast. Also, Ihave
used hexadecimal numbers in nni 6 form when describing
the RDS data transmitted. A glossary is provided.
RDS data signal
RDS's 57kHz sub-carrier, Fig. 1, uses amplitude
modulation but with the carrier suppressed. This has the
advantage of using less bandwidth than if the RDS data
signal were frequency modulated.
Maximum bandwidth of the RDS data signal is ±2.4kHz.
Although the RDS data signal is locked to three times the

1
30Hz

Project background
Originally Iwanted to build aVHF-FM radio from akit
'Cenelec - Comae Europeen de Normalisation Electrotechnique - is
responsible tor standardising television and radio receivers

16

Pad

Mono (Loa)
audio signal

L-R lower
sclebana

231cHz
19kHz
sutcarrier

L-R upper
sideband

15kHz

38kHz
suppressed
carrer

RDS

53kHz
57kHz RDS
data

Fig. 1. Spectrum showing the stereo multiplex and RDS
sub-carrier.
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Lth
16 bits

16 bits

Block A
10-bit

of data
(PI number)

of data

check word
4-offset A

Block A

Block B

16 bits

Block C

16 bits

10-bit

of data

10-bit
check word

of data

check word
*offset B
Block B

4-offset C
Block C

of C

Fig. 2. RDS data group comprising 4blocks of
data with 26 bits per block.

Block D
10-bit
check word
4-offset D

Block D

9kHz pilot frequency it is not necessary to have astereo
result will be one of the five possible syndromes.
decoder for RDS.
Although the word syndrome has medical connotations
Each RDS data bit phase modulates the sub-carrier by
it simply means aset of characteristics. These syndromes
±90°. When the input data bit is '0' the output remains
are identified as A, B, C or C', and D. The occurrence of a
unchanged, when an input 'I' occurs the output is the
C' syndrome indicates that block C is aPI number without
complement of the previous output.
the need to reference the group type number (PI and group
The RDS clock frequency is obtained by dividing the
type are explained later).
transmitted sub-carrier frequency of 57kHz by 48.
Consequently, the data rate is 57000/48, which represents
Block A. The first block of an RDS group transmitted 1187.5 bits per second. Each group takes around 88ms to
block A -is always the PI, or 'programme identification'
transmit.
-number of the current radio station. This number can
Similar VHF-FM sub-carrier data transmission systems
also be found repeated in subsequent blocks in some group
been used for many years prior to RDS. They include
types.
A PI number is made up of the country code, the
MBS (Mobile Broadcast System) aSwedish radio paging
system and AR! (Autofahrer
Rundfunk Information) providing
traffic information. However ARI is
Fig. 4. Block A PI bit definition. This block is transmitted in every RDS group.
Bit
being replaced by the RDS Traffic
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
Message Channel (TMC) across
Europe.
23
22
21
2°
23
22
21
2°
27
26
25
24
23
22
RDS data
Each RDS data group is made up of
104 bits comprising 4independent
blocks of data. Each block is 26 bits
in length with 16 bits for data and 10
bits as the check word.
Data is transmitted synchronously
so there are no inter-block gaps: the
data in each block is transmitted
most significant bit first. There is no
header data or special sequence of
data to indicate start of the data
block. Instead RDS decoders rely on
the fact that only properly received
and synchronised data will pass the
check word test, Fig. 2.
Check word. The addition of this
10-bit error-detecting check word to
each block of data allows detection
of all errors of fewer than 10 bits and
about 99.9% of longer error bursts.

Country code
GB =Ci,,
Ot6 — not used
116 -DE,GR,MD,MA
216 -DZ,CY,CZ,EE,IE
3 16 -AD,PL,SM,TR
416 —1L,MK,CH,VA
516 — IT,JO.SK
616 BE,FI.SY,UA
716 -LU,RU,TN
816 -PT,BG,NL,PS
916 -AL,DK,LV,LI,SI
A16 — AT,
GI,IS ,
LB
B16 — HU,I0,MC
C16 — HR,LT,MT,GB
D16 — DE,LY,YU
E16 — ES,RO,ES.SE
F1(,-BY,BA,EG,FR,NO

Syndrome. In asimilar data system, the result of the
check word calculation previously discussed would
normally be zero or all ones if the block had been received
correctly. With RDS though, a 10-bit offset is added to
each check word. When the data is correctly received the

Fig. 3. Syndrome types and their hexadecimal
representation.
A
= 3D8 16
B
=
3D4 16
C

=

C'

=

25C16
3CC16

D

=

258

16
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Coverage area
016 =local
116 =international
216 =national
316 =regional
416 =region 1
516 =region 2
616 =region 3
716 = region 4
816 =region 5
916 =region 6
A16 =region 7
B16 = region 8
C16 = region 9
D16 = region 10
E16 = region 11
F16 = region 12

01
21

00
2°

Radio-station reference number
Network radio stations:
01 16
02 16
03 16
04 16

-BBC
-BBC
-BBC
-BBC

A1

-Classic FM (C2A1

16

Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio

1(C201 16 )PS
2(C202 16 )PS
3(C203 16 )PS
4(C204 16 )PS
16 )
PS

=Radio 1
=BBC R2
=BBC R3
=BBC R4

=Classic

coverage area and aunique radio station reference number.
It is usually quoted as ahexadecimal number, Fig. 4.
The PI number is fundamental to how RDS works. It is
this number that the radio uses when looking for
alternative frequencies in case of bad radio reception or
switching to other radio stations for traffic announcements.
The radio station name displayed on an RDS radio is
purely for information.
Having only four bits, the country code only allows
differentiation between 15 countries. It is not possible for
each country to have its own number, so several countries
share the same country number.
These country numbers are allocated to ensure that
neighbouring countries have different numbers. For
example, France is allocated F16, Ireland is 216 ,Belgium is
616 ,The Netherlands is 816 ,and so on.

17

Fig. 5. Block 13 definition showing group type and PTY number. Functions of hits
04 to 00 depend on group type.

Bit
15

14

'programme type', number. Programme type numbers are
given to radio programmes according to their content.
Most RDS radios will search for aradio station
broadcasting aparticular type of programme.
The definitions for the rest of block B, and blocks C and
D vary according to the group type.

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

21

2°

Flag

Flag

24

23

22

21

2°

Group type

B

TP

PTY programme type

OA

O

00 = NO PTY

Group types

OB

1

01 = NEWS

1A

O

02 = AFFAIRS

Many different block configurations for different data
applications are defined in the RDS standard. Each of the
four block groups are dedicated to one type of data
application and identified by agroup type number from 0
to 15. Different broadcasters utilise different groups.

e

22

1B

1

03 = INFO

2A

0

04 = SPORT

2B

1

05 = EDUCATE

3A

O

06 = DRAMA

3B

1

07 = CULTURE

4A

0

08 = SCIENCE

4B

1

09 = VARIED

currently not used.

5A

O

10 = POP M

Type Function

Fig. 6. RDS group type summary -many group types are

58

1

11 = ROCK M

OA

6A

O

OB

Basic tuning and switching.
Basic tuning and switching.

6B

1

12 = EASY M
13 =LIGHT M

1A

Programme item number and labelling codes.

7A

O

14 = CLASSICS

1B

Programme item number.
Radio Text (64 characters).

7B

1

15 = OTHER M

2A

8A

O

16 = WEATHER

2B

Radio Text (32 characters).

8B

1

17 = FINANCE

3A

Application Identification for ODA.

9A

0

18 = CHILDREN

1

19 = SOCIAL

3B
4A

Open Data Application.

9B
10A

0

20 = RELIGION

4B

Open Data Application.

10B

1

21 = PHONE IN

5A

Transparent Data Channels or ODA.

11A

O

58

Transparent Data Channels or ODA.

11B

1

22 =TRAVEL
23 =LEISURE

6A

In-house use.

12A

O

24 = JAZZ

6B

In-house use or Open Data Application.

25 = COUNTRY

7A

Radio Paging.

Clock time and date.

12B

1

13A

0

26 = NATION M

78

Open Data Application.

13B

1

27 = OLDIES

8A

Traffic Message Channel.
Open Data Application.

14A

O

28 = FOLK M

8B

14B

1

29 = DOCUMENT

9A

Emergency Warning System or ODA.

15A

O

30 =TEST

9B

Open Data Application.

15B

1

31 = ALARM!

10A

Programme Type Name.

10B

Open Data Application.

11A

Open Data Application.

118

Open Data Application.

12A

Open Data Application.

128

Open Data Application.

The UK is allocated number C16. Within Europe, we
share this number with Croatia, Lithuania and Malta.
Consequently all UK radio station PI numbers begin with
'C'.
Additional information, called 'Extended Country
Code', is given in the type IA group. This combination
then allows for aunique country number.
By definition, local radio stations have alimited
coverage area signified by the regional information. Some
RDS radios have a'regional' function that allows the RDS
radio to re-tune to another local station within the same
region.
Block B. The first four bits of block B determine the
group type of the following data and the fifth bit (B)

determines the group version. Fig. 5.
There are two versions of each group depending on the
binary status of bit B: an 'A' or 'B' is appended to the
group type, as appropriate. The next bit. TP, is the traffic
programme flag. This bit indicates that the tuned radio
programme carries traffic announcements. More about
traffic announcements later.
The next five bits of block B contain the PTY, or

18

13A

Enhanced Radio Paging or ODA.

138

Open Data Application.

14A

Enhanced Other Networks information.

148

Enhanced Other Networks information.

15A

not defined in RDS.

158

Fast basic tuning.

Type 0 group. PS (Programme Service) is the eight
character name of the radio station displayed by RDS
radios. This group is transmitted more frequently than
other groups as atotal of four type OA groups are required
to transmit the entire PS name. Two text characters of the
radio station name are transmitted in each block D.
All PS names are eight characters long; if the name is
less then spaces are added. The PS is for information only,
thus different radio networks may refer to the same PI
number with aslightly different PS. For example, Classic
FM refers to Radio 1as BBC 1FM (PI=C201).
Networked BBC radio stations have adynamic
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programme type, where the PTY number varies according
to the programme content. For example, when the news is
broadcast the PTY number changes to 1, similarly when the
weather is broadcast the PTY number changes to 16. The
majority of commercial radio stations have astatic
programme type, so their PTY number does not change.
Bits CiCo determine which position the character being
sent occupies, and which decoder information bit (bit 02)
is being transmitted.
TP and TA flags. When the traffic-programme flag, TP, is

2signifies 87.7 MHz, and so on in increments of 0.1 MHz
up to number 204 (107.9 MHz).
The RDS standard also covers alternative frequencies for
medium and long wave but this feature does not seem to
be used in the UK. All the AF codes are listed in Fig. 11.
If there are no alternative frequencies then either the
filler code is transmitted (205) or atype OB group is used.
With type OB group block C transmits the PI number again
(copy of block A).
Type 1 group. This group provides the extended

Fig. 7. Decoder information.

Fig. 11. Alternative frequency (AF) codes.

C1
0
0
1

Co

O

1

1

0
1
0

Decoder option
D3=0, mono: D3=1, stereo
D2=0. not binaural: D2=1, binaural
D1=0. not compressed, D1=1,
compressed
DO=0, static PTY, DO =1, dynamic PTY

logic 1, it indicates that the radio station currently being
received broadcasts traffic announcements. If the trafficannouncement flag, TA, is logic 1, atraffic announcement
is currently being broadcast by this station.
Music/speech bit. Bit 3in block B indicates whether
music or speech is being transmitted, enabling areceiver
to be set up with adifferent volume and tone to suit the
audio content. However, the default setting is music and I
have not found astation that changes the status of this flag
—even when the programming is all talk. Blocks details
are given in Figs 8-10.

1
2

not used
87.6 MHz
87.7 MHz

203
204
205
206. 223
224
225
226

107.8 MHz
107.9 MHz
filler code
not assigned
no AF
1AF exists
2AF exists

248
249
250
251 .255

24 AF exists
25 AF exists
LF/MF AF follows
not assigned

country code and several other options. The PIN, or
'programme item number' in block D is the scheduled
start time of the radio programme and enables asuitable
radio to record aparticular programme that the user has
selected.
The radio paging option does not seem to be used in the
UK. Type 1B group has the PI number in block C instead

Alternative frequency. Alternative frequencies,
designated AF, are transmitted in block C of each group
type OA. These alternative frequencies are transmitted as a
number between 1and 204. Number Isignifies 87.6 MHz.

Fig. 8. Definition of block B for type OA or OB group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

11

10
TP

Group type number

09

08

07

06

05

PTY programme type

04
TA

03
M/S

X

02

01

00

C1

CO

D3

0

0

D2

0

1

D1

1

0

DO

1

1

02
22

01
21

00

Fig. 9. Definition of block C for type OA group.
Bit
15
27

14
26

13

26

12

24

11
23

10
22

09
21

08
26

07
27

06
26

05
26

04
24

03
23

2°

Alternative frequency list of tuned network

Alternative frequency list of tuned network

Fig. 10. Definition of block D for type OA or OB group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

11

27

26

25

24

23

10

22

09

21

08

2o

07
27

06

26

05
26

04
24

03
23

Programme service name
CiCo = 00 character position 1
C Co = 01 character position 3

Programme service name

C Co = 10 character position 5
C Co = 11 character position 7

CiCo = 10 character position 6
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02

01

00

22

21

2°

CICo = 00 character position 2
CICo = 01 character position 4
CiCo = 11 character position 8

1,)

of the labelling codes, Figs 12-14.
Using the LA bit allows several radio services with
different PI numbers to be treated by the RDS receiver as a
single service during times when acommon programme is
carried. The PIN —or Programme Item Number —is the
scheduled broadcast start time and day of month of the radio
programme, Fig. 15.

group seems not to be used in the UK. Details on the type 2
group are given in Figs 16-18.

Type 3A group. The type 3A group gives information about
which open data application' (ODA) groups are being
carried on the current RDS transmission. An open-data
application is one that has not been explicitly defined in the
RDS specification. This method of allocating ODA allows
additional data services to be
broadcast (or data groups to be
Fig. 12. Definition of block 13 for type 1
Agroup.
re-allocated) dynamically.
Bit
The type 3A group comprises
04
03
02
01
00
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
07
06
05
the application group type
Radio paging codes
Group type 1A
B
TP
PTY programme type
number used by the ODA
0
0
0
1
0
application. The 16 message bits
in block B can by used directly
by the ODA.
Fig. 13. Definition of block Bfor type 18 group.
In block D, the AID
Bit
(Applications IDentification)
05
04
03
02
01
00
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
07
06
number is used to uniquely
Reserved for future uses
Group type 1B
B
TP
PTY programme type
identify aparticular application.
0
0
0
1
1
This number is recognised by the
radio's software and the data sent
can then be correctly decoded.
Fig. 14. Definition of block C for type 1
Agroup.
These AID numbers are
Bit
allocated by the European
01
00
07
06
05
04
03
02
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
Broadcasting Union on
[0] Radio Paging
Extended Country Code (GB =E1 16 )
LA
0
0
0
application by the broadcaster or
[1] TMC identification
LA
0
0
1
data provider. The number
[2] Paging Identification
LA
0
1
0
allocated is arbitrary but AID =
LA
0
1
1
[3] Language code (including 09 16 English, 12 16 Gaelic, 05 16 Welsh)
0093 16 is 147 decimal and as it
[4] not defined
LA
1
0
0
relates to DAB broadcasts this is
LA
1
0
1
[5] not defined
rather appropriate number
LA
1
1
0
[6] For use by broadcasters
(Eureka 147).
LA
1
1
1
[7] Identification for emergency warning system channel
Details on the 3A group are
LA =Linkage Actuator bit (for linking radio services)
given in Figs 19-21.
Fig. 15. Definition of block D for type 1,4 and 18 groups.
Bit
15 14 13 12 11
10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02
24 23 22 21 2°
24 23 22 21 2° 25 24 23 22
day (1...31)
hour (0...23)
minute (0...59)
if 0then no PIN

01
21

Type 2group. Broadcasters can send radio text messages of
up to 64 characters in length for display on asuitably
equipped RDS radio. Each type 2A group carries atotal of
four characters, with two data blocks (C and D) each block
carrying two text characters. Bits C3C2C 1C0 determine the
text character position.
The A/13 flag is used to indicate whether anew text
message should over write the existing message or if the
display should be cleared before the new message is
displayed. If the flag value changes between messages then
the display is cleared.
Observing the radio text message is agood indication of
the quality of the RDS signal. If any data in atype 2A group
block is missing, then potentially four text characters will be
missed. The same text message is broadcast several times to
ensure correct reception.
Type 2B group is limited to 32 text characters as block 3is
used to transmit the PI number rather than text but type 2B

20

Type 4A group. Type 4A group is
transmitted every minute and is
used
to transmit the current time
00
and date. The time is in
2°
'co-ordinated universal time'
(UTC) plus local time achieved by
using atime offset.
Local time offset is transmitted
as the number of half-hour
difference from UTC. The mostsignificant bit determines if this is apositive or negative time
offset — i.e. east or west of Greenwich longitude.
The date is transmitted in modified Julian day code, where
the date is encoded as the number of days from aparticular
year starting from 1March 1900 to 28 February 2100. As the
date is locked to UTC time not local time, it will change at
UTC midnight, as opposed to local midnight.
Figures 22-24 detail block A functions.
Type 6A group. The format of type 6A groups, when used
in-house, is defined entirely by the broadcaster. Ibelieve that
this data group is used internally by the BBC to
communicate the status of the network RDS equipment.
Type 8A group. Traffic message channel, or TMC,
information uses type 8A group and the ALERT (Agreed
Layer for the European RDS-TMC) protocol. This protocol
defines the coding of traffic messages by the use of apre-
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defined database containing
location names and events.
The protocol is not language or
country specific and is planned
to be used across Europe. A
TMC radio will require either a
synthesised voice or display
screen for the traffic information
and will usually be integrated
with acar navigation system.
Although the technical aspects
of transmitting TMC have
mostly been resolved there
remains the issue of who pays
for the service. The BBC as a
public service broadcaster
believes the travel information
should be made freely available.
However the only large scale
TMC trials undertaken in this
country involved the two
motoring organisations and used
Classic FM transmitters, with the
intention of providing a
subscription based service.
Type 12A group. The open
data application', or ODA.
feature allows data to be
transmitted whose format has not
been defined in the RDS
specification. Such data is
determined by the broadcaster or
end user. The last 5bits of block
B and blocks C and D are
available to carry data. These
ODA groups are identified by
type 3A group to enable a
suitably equipped RDS receiver
to process the transmitted data.
Type 14A group. Enhanced
other network, or EON, is a
feature used to update the
information stored within aRDS
receiver about radio services
available on other radio
networks. The BBC network
carries information about the
BBC networks and BBC local
radio stations, as well as
information for Classic FM. This
information for the other
network includes the radii)
station name, PI number,
transmitter frequencies, traffic
announcement identification,
and programme type. For some
stations programme item number
(PIN) information is transmitted.
EON is implemented using type
14A group and 14B to send the
information of the other radio
networks. The value of the variant
code (type 14A) determines what

Fig. 16. Definition of block B for type 2A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

Group type 2A

0

1

11
B

0

10
TP

09

08

07

06

05

PTY programme type

04

03

02

A/B

C3
0

C2
0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

03

02

01

00

Fig. 17. Definition of block C for type 2A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

Radio text message

Radio text message

C3C2C1C0 = 0000 character position 1

C3C2C1Co = 0000 character position 2

C3C2C1C0 = 0001 character position 5

C3C2C1C0 = 0001 character position 6

C3C2C 1C0 = 1110 character position 57

C3C2C1C0 = 1110 character position 58

C3C2C 1C0 = 1111 character position 61

C3C2C1C0 = 1111 character position 62

Fig. 18. Definition of block D for type 2A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

C3C2C1C0 = 0000 character position 3

C3C2C1C0 = 0000 character position 4

C3C2C1C0 = 0001 character position 7

C3C2C 1C0 =0001 character position 8

C3C2C 1C0 = 1110 character position 59

C3C2C1C0 = 1110 character position 60

C3C2C 1C0 = 1111 character position 63

C3C2C1C0 = 1111 character position 40

00

Fig. 19. Definition of block B for type 3A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

Group type (3A)
0

0

1

1

11

10

09

B

TP

PTY programme type

08

07

06

05

0

04

03

02

01

00

A3

A2

A1

Ao

B

Application group number

Fig. 20. Definition of block C for type 3A group.

Bit
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

02

01
216

00
215

Message bits (data available to the ODA)

Fig. 21. Definition of block D for type 3A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

Application identification
AID = 0093 16 -Cross referencing DAB within RDS (12A)
AID = CD46 15 -ODA transmissions for RDS-TMC using 'ALERT' protocol (8A)

Fig. 22. Definition of block 8 for type 4A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

Group type 4A
1

0

0

11

10

09

B

TP

PTY programme type

08

07

06

05

04

03

Spare bits
(not defined)

MJD

0

Fig. 23. Definition of block C for type 4A group.
Bit
15

2 14

b14
2 13

b13
2 12

b12

2 11

b11

2 10

b10

29

b09
28

b08

27

b07

26

b06

25

b05
24

b04

b03

23

22

b02

21

b01

20

b00

24

UTC
hour

Modified Julian Day Code (1 March 1900 to 28 February 2100)

Fig. 24. Definition of block C for type 4A group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

23

22

21

2°

11

25

10

24

09

23

08

22

07

21

06

20

05
±

04
25

03

24

02
23

01
21

00

2o

UTC hour code (0. 23)

UTC minute code (0..59)

Local time offset (in half hour steps)

Spare codes not used

Spare codes not used

(b05) O = plus, 1= minus

number of the station is
transmitted in block D. This
informs the EON radio that there
is atraffic announcement being
made on aparticular local radio
station.
The RDS radio will already
know the frequencies associated
with this Pl number from
previous EON data. The radio
will first check that it can receive
the local station and, if so, will
switch from Radio 1to the local
radio station. At the end of the
announcement the radio returns to
Radio 1.
EON alternative frequencies are
transmitted as either afrequency
list, or as amapped frequency
where the tuned network
frequencies are associated with
frequencies of the other network.
The frequency sent is not the
actual frequency but afrequency
code, Fig. 11.
Figures 25 -27 define blocks B,
C and D for type I4A.

Fig. 25. Definition of block 8 for type 144 group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

Group type 14A
1

1

1

0

11

10

09

B

TP

PTY programme type for

08

07

06

(tn)

tuned network

05

04

03

02

01

00

TP
(on)

V3

V2

V1

Vo

01

00

Variant code

0

Fig. 26. Definition of block C for type 144 group.
Bit
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

V3V2Vi V0 = 0000 PS (on) character position 1

07

06

05

04

03

02

V3V2V 1V0 = 0000 PS (on) character position 2

V3V2Vi V0 = 0001 PS (on) character position 3

V3V2V IV° = 0001 PS (on) character position 4

V3V2ViVo = 0010 PS (on) character position 5
V3V2ViVo = 0011 PS (on) character position 7

V3V2ViVo = 0010 PS (on) character position 6
V3V2ViVo = 0011 PS (on) character position 8

V3V2ViVo = 0100 Alternative Frequency (on)

V3V2ViVo = 0100 Alternative Frequency (on)

V3V2ViVo = 0101 Tuning frequency (tn)

V3V2ViVo = 0101 Mapped FM frequency (on)

V3V2ViVo = 0110 Tuning frequency (tn)

V3V2ViVo = 0110 Mapped FM frequency (on)

V3V2ViVo = 0111 Tuning frequency (tn)

V3V2ViVo = 0111 Mapped FM frequency (on)

V3V2Vi Vo = 1000 Tuning frequency (tn)

V3V2ViVo = 1000 Mapped FM frequency (on)

V3V2Vi Vo = 1001 Tuning frequency (tn)

V3V2Vi V0 = 1001 Mapped AM frequency (on)

V3V2ViVo = 1010 [10] not allocated
V3V2ViVo = 1011 [11] not allocated
V3V2ViVo = 1100 [12] linkage information
V3V2ViVo = 1101 [13] [bit15:bit11 -PTY (on)], [bit10:bit1- reserved], [bit° -TA(on)]
V3V2ViVo = 1110 [14] Programme Item Information (other network)

Travel information

V3V2ViVo = 1111 [15] reserved for broadcasters use

For the tuned programme service
TP=0 flag in all groups and TA=1
flag indicates that this radio
station broadcasts EON
information only. This does not
mean that there are no traffic
announcements on the radio
station; only that they are not
flagged. A switch to the
referenced traffic announcement
on the other network is made
whenever TA=1 flag is detected
in type 14B group (PI for the
other network is sent in block D).

on -other network
tn -tuned network

Fig. 27. Definition of block D for type 144 group.
Bit
15

23

14

22

13

21

12

20

11

23

10

22

09

08

21

20

07
27

06
26

05

25

04
24

03

23

country code

coverage area

radio station reference number

of other network

of other network

of other network

information is being transmitted in block C.

01

21

00
20

Fig. 28. TP and TA traffic flags for tuned network.

EON travel information

TP

TA

RDS receivers that implement the EON feature allow the
radio to be tuned to one radio station (or listening to
cd/tape) and automatically receive traffic messages from
another radio station.
For example, if the traffic/travel function is selected and
the radio tuned to BBC Radio 1network. When anearby
local radio station is about to make atravel announcement
the Radio 1TA flag (14B block B bit 10) is set and the PI

off

off

off

on

EON information.

on

off

No traffic announcements at present and EON.

on

on

Traffic announcement being broadcast.

Software and pre-programmed PICs
For those of you who don't have a 16F877 programmer, Ican
supply apre-programmed PIC for £20. This price includes the
Windows 95/98/ME software. The Windows RDS decoder
software is available separately for £10. Please send an SAE to
Roger Thomas at 24 Slave Hill, Haddenham, Aylesbury, Bucks
HP1 7 8AZ for details.

22

02
22

No traffic announcements or EON.

See Fig. 29 for adefinition of block B for type 14B.
Type 15B group. Type 15B group is referred to as fast
basic tuning as the TP, TA, PTY and DI information is
transmitted twice, in block B and block D. The PI number
is also repeated in block C.

RDS decoder chip
The BU1923 found in the Goodmans radio is
manufactured by Rohm and is a16-pin surface-mount
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Fig. 19. Definition of block 8 for type 148 group.
15

14

13

12

11

Group type 14B
1

1

1

0

10

09

TP

PTY programme type

08

07

06

(tn)

for tuned network

05

1

04

03

02

TP

TA

not used

01

00

Other
network

device. This RDS demodulator takes care of all the
filtering via an eight-stage switched-capacitor type filter.
Fig. 30. It uses aphase-lock loop to recover the data. At its
output is the recovered clock and RDS data, Fig. 31.
There are many other similar RDS demodulator chips
available from other manufacturs. Among them are the
TDA7479, TDA7330B and SAA6579. All have the same
basic design and provide the same clock and data output.
However the pin configuration of these different chips
can vary.
This RDS decoder chip is mounted on the small LCD
circuit board, not on the main radio circuit board. Visually
the build quality and design of the display board is
different from the other boards. The display board includes
acustom LCD driver and processor chip. It is likely that
this display will be used in other radio products.

Input

Anti-aliasing
& 8-stage
bandpass filter

57kHz
phase-locked
loop

Clock recovery

Clock

WWI

Fig. 30. RDS decoder
chip block diagram.

B-phase
decoder

Differential
decoder

Data

Fig. 31. RDS

Clock

data can be
read on
either the
rising or

Wiring the RDS radio to the PIC
This 'modification' does not affect the normal operation of
the radio but allows access to all the RDS data being
received.
As the output from the RDS demodulator device is ITL
compatible, it can be wired directly to the PIC
microcontroller. PIC port pin RBO (clock) and RB 1(data)
are used as inputs and have Schmitt trigger inputs which
help to ensure aclean input.
Connecting the RDS demodulator to the PIC
microcontroller requires two wires —RDS data and clock
signal —to be soldered to the BU1923 RDS demodulator
chip. As this demodulator is asurface mount device
considerable care has to be taken when soldering these

Warning
You will need to open up the radio and
solder wires directly to the display and
power supply circuit boards. This will
invalidate any warranty or guarantee that
came with the radio.

Data

falling clock
edge.
-1

842tis

0-

Fig. 32. Wiring between the RDS radio and PIC microcontroller. Note that this
rewiring will invalidate any warranty or guarantee that came with the radio!
BU1923 pin 16 (clock)

connect to PIC RBO pin 33

BU1923 pin 2 (data)

connect to PIC RB1 pin 34

RDS +5V (lamp+)

connect to PIC pins 1,11,32

RDS OV (B-)

connect to PIC pins 12,31

wires.
Also the radio's power supply can be used to power the
PIC circuit. The power supply circuit board was marked
+lamp for +5V and B— for OV but this may vary between
different versions of the printed circuit board. Confirm the
voltage and polarity with amulti-meter before connecting
the power supply to the microcontroller.

Fig. 33. Example of RDS groups transmitted.
PI

PS

C201

Radio 1_

Radio station
BBC Radio 1

PTY RT
D
D

EON TA
•

OA
•

1A
•

1B

2A
•

3A
•

4A
•

6A
•

SA

12A 14A
•

•

C202

BBC R2

BBC Radio 2

D

D

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

C203

BBC R3

BBC Radio 3

D

D

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

C204

BBC R4

BBC Radio 4
Classic FM

D
S

D
D

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fox FM, Oxford

S

S

C2A1
C4B7

Classic
FOX FM

CB11

BBC_Oxfd

BBC Radio Oxford

D

S

CD86

_MIX 96_

Mix 96. Aylesbury

S

S

e •
•

•

e •
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

15B

•

•
•

S - static.
D - dynamic
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2

+5V

C2

ii
j_ T TT
+11,

+11,

10

10

lc,

C3 C4

in

1n

VDD

C5

OSC 1-4-111120MHz
15p

MCLR
OSC2

,-.AAAA

470

T
-

I1-1,
MM

15p

•

Internal •
pull-up
RDS mode select
1=text (default)
0=binary r

1

RB2

IC2

RDS data

RB1

RDS clock

RBO/INT

Fig. 34. RDS-PIC circuit.

RC6
74LS14

OV

PIC software
R2

470

CN1
(serial data)

PIC 16F877-20

Observing RDS data
RDS transmissions started in 1984 so it can be regarded as
amature technology. It comes as abit of asurprise that the
RDS data groups transmitted vary between radio stations.
In general, the BBC makes far more use of RDS than
commercial stations. For example, from my local
transmitter Classic FM (101.3 MHz) with EON only lists
the four BBC networks (no local BBC or other
commercial stations). This is of no use for EON traffic
information as the four BBC networks do not flag their
own traffic announcements.
However, in recent months it has started to transmit
TMC traffic data. Also Classic FM changes its radio text
message more frequently than any other radio station,
whereas my local radio stations (Fox FM, Mix 96 and
BBC Radio Oxford) never change their text message.
Type 6A and 12A groups are transmitted by the BBC but
as the format is not defined in the RDS specification the
PC software displays the received data as bytes, Fig. 33.

RDS PIC circuit
The RDS decoder circuit, Fig. 34, is not complicated and
can easily be built on strip board. When constructing the
circuit ensure that the crystal can is connected to OV.
Keep the wiring between the PIC and RDS radio
reasonably short and use appropriate decoupling capacitors
on the +5 volt line to the PIC and 74LSI4 chip.
There's abuilt-in serial communications port in the PIC
16F877 but as the microcontroller is only sending, not
receiving, data aserial interface driver
chip is not needed. A 74LSO4 inverter is
used to invert the transmitted serial data as
Fig. 35. RDS-PIC components list.
aserial driver would in operation invert
ICi
PIC 16F877-20
the serial data.
IC2
74LS14
Computers can generate radio
10uF
interference, so the RDS radio and
C1,2
1nF
C3.
4
computer need to be kept apart. An RDS
15pF
C5 .6
radio will start to display data after having
470û
received apre-determined number of
R1,2
X1
20MHz crystal
groups error free.
As the PIC will decode any error free

24

group, the RDS data may appear on the PC before being
displayed on the radio's display.

The PIC microcontroller software is interrupt driven with
the edge of RDS clock signal generating the interrupt on
RBO. It does not matter which clock edge is used as the
data is valid on both edges.
When an interrupt occurs the PIC software looks at port
pin RB 1to see if the RDS data bit is '1' or '0'. This bit
value is added to the RDS data already received. The RDS
data is stored in 13 packed bytes, located at memory 35 16
I
CI 41 16 .
After acquiring 104 bits the parity check routine is
executed. Each block of 26 bits (including the check word)
is checked by the use of aparity table. Fig. 37. Whenever
any message bit is '1' the value from the appropriate
position in the parity table is taken and multiplied with the
running total using modulo-two arithmetic.

Fig. 37. RDS parity check matrix.
parity[01] =
20016
parity[02] =
10016
parity[03] =
5016
parity[04]=
4016
parity[05] =
20 16
parity[061=
10 16
Pari 1)
,
[0 71=
ParitY[ 08]=
Panty[06]=
parity[10] =
parity[11] =
parity[12] =
parity[13]=
parity[l 41 =
parity[151=

08 16
04 16
0216
01 16
2DC16
16E16
0B 716
287 16
39F 16

parity[161=
parity[17]=
parity[18] =
parity[19] =
parity[20] =
parity[21] =
parity[22] =
parity[23] =
parity[24]=
parity[25] =
parity[26] =

313 16
355 16
37616
11313 16
201 16
30 C16
1EE16
0F7 16
2A7 16
38F 16
31 B16

As the parity table contains 10-bit numbers and the
internal PIC registers are 8bit wide, this results in the
software having to use two different tables. One table is
the top two bits of the parity number and the other table is
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the remaining eight bits.
After the block-A check word calculation the result is
compared with all the syndrome numbers to see if the
block is valid and to determine the block sequence. If the
cyclic redundancy check value is not asyndrome, then all
the 104 bits of data are rippled along by one bit with the
first data bit lost.
Another bit is read in and stored in the last position and
the check word test re-applied until asyndrome value is
received. Although it is possible to correct an error burst of
up to 5bits the software does not attempt this.

modes —text or binary. With the text mode the PIC
software decodes the RDS data and sends the text
information to the PC via the serial port. In binary mode
the PIC software sends the raw data for decoding and
display by the PC software.
Display mode is selected by the logic voltage on port pin
RB2. As the internal PIC pull-up resistors are enabled then
leave this pin open circuit and this is the text mode
(default).
For selecting the binary mode output, port pin RB2
needs to be taken to 0volts. The status of this port pin is
continually polled so that if the mode is changed then a
PIC reset should not be required.

Fig. 38. Calculating received check word for each data
block.

Text mode
The RDS decoded text can be viewed using the Hilgraeve
HyperTerminal software that comes with the Windows
operating system. Set the properties to: connect using
direct to COM option, 57600 baud, 8bits, no parity, 1stop
bit and no flow control.
The RDS text is not scrolled as the cursor is moved to
the start position after each block of text is displayed. The
time is set to zero whenever the PI number changes. If the
HyperTerminal software is used but the PIC binary mode
is selected by mistake then the screen will fill up with '1's
and 'O's.
With text mode selected the alternative frequencies are
not decoded by the PIC software. If you are using the
Goodmans radio (and tuned to an RDS signal) then these
frequencies can be displayed by pressing the 'hour' button.
Similarly the date is not decoded in text mode as this
information is also available by pressing the 'mode'
button.
Received RDS text can be saved using the 'transfer'
menu and capture text option of the HyperTerminal
software. Examples of edited captured text showing the
radio station information and example radio text messages
are shown in Fig. 39.

procedure checkA
crc

= 0

if bit[1]

= 1 then crc = crc XOR

parity[1]
if bit[2]

=

1

then crc = crc XOR

parity (2]
if bit[25]

= 1 then crc = crc XOR

parity (25]
if bit (26]

= 1 then crc = crc XOR

parity[26]
if crc = syndromeA then checkB
else
ripple RDS data
checkA

In theory, as the group is made up of four independent
blocks, acheck word failure in one block does not affect
the other blocks. However the software will only decode
complete groups where each block has passed the check
word as this is more reliable than attempting to decode
individual blocks.

Binary mode
Instead of the PIC converting the RDS data into text, the
raw data can be sent to the PC in binary mode for display.
In binary mode, the PIC software still does the check word

PIC display modes
The PIC microcontroller software has two RDS decode

Fig. 39. Examples of decoded RDS information saved to disk using HyperTerminal.
Classic

LIGHT M

EON-BBC 1 FM

(static)

POP M

stereo

PI=C2A1 National,

PI-C201

You can reach Classic FM by telephoning 020
Our address

is Classic FM,

PO Box 2834,

Classic FM on the

internet:

Call us

information on 08702

Relax

for music

TA and EON.

7343

9000...

W1A 5NT.

www.classicfm.com

- it's Classic FM

Relax

41 42

42

- it's Classic FM

Relaxing Classics at Two....with Nick Bailey
FOX FM

POP M

(static)

stereo

PI=C4B7 Region 1,

No TA or EON.

FOX FM WITH THE BEST SONGS ON THE RADIO AND NEWS FOR OXFORDSHIRE
BBC Oxfd

VARIED

EON-BBCLondn

BBC Radio Oxford
MIX 96
MIX 96

(dynamic)

VARIED

POP M

stereo

PI=CB11 Region 8,

TA and EON.

PI=CC11 TP

- news,

sport,

(static)

travel and information for Oxon.

stereo

PI=CD86

Region 10,

No TA or EON.

- Bucks Best Music live from Aylesbury 24 hours a day
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....L.41

-r ROS2.Hypenienuinal

El. Lcit Yu» SA Dander deb

011 ge_i

Dlel 5131
Classic
E0111-111BC
UTC

LIGHT Ill
1

nt

POP II

11:12 local

Jane Jone•

stereo

PI-C2A1

national,

TA and EON.

PI-C201

11:12

p

Corrseted 0(10137

L
.
J

(static)

t•

The

Clas•te FM Most Vanted.

Auto detect

576008411

NUM

Fig. 40. Screen of Hyper Terminal shutting Classic FM RDS data decoded im the PIC
in test mode.
MIS Decode. (VI Of

92.7 MHz

BBC R4

stereo

AFFAIRS

C204

dynamic PTY

music

GB national coverage. station reference •'oen
Country
code -El, PIN day
.•13 start time •13 00

local

AF [24192 793 494 594 493 692 693 994 104 893 394 2

I
30

EON information
BBC Shrp

NEWS

PI -C202

PIN day - 13, start time - 13.00

TFon Ltion

[A] 96

Traffic Announcement from BBC LDN

[3A] group -12A data -'0000'h AID -cross reference DAB -> RDS

CIA

1:=1 MO 0
0
0
0
IA
19
35
BA
14.4
148
158

TPh,

local IMO

TAin

[14A-15] reserved for broadcasters [data - '00 59'h]
lawn of programme» on Radio 4.

Tuesday 13 November 2001
week 46

C=11:13

clear

Cooing next:

UTC

oss1

cou 2

RDS Decoder (Vi of
MHz

Classic

stereo

LIGHT

M

C2A1

static PTY

music

FIRLT.A4T.GB national coverage, station reference •'Al 'h
local

AF[51101.310091003101 7101.9
Traffic Announcements and EON
BBC 4 FM

VARIED

[B] 101 9 -> 94.5

Pt - C204
UTC

TPon TAon

[3A] group •8A data -'6280'h AID -traffic message channel
0=000000
04
IA
113
35
BA
14,4
148
15B

OEM
1Pm

TAM

Jones

presents

The

Classic

P11

I
2:5 cl
I
2:5 El

Tuesday 13 November 2001
week 46
local time •UTC

[8A] group data - 'OB'h 40'h 73'h 98'h '71'h
Jane

com1Fdm2
—
Most

PIC programming
The RDS Decoder hexadecimal code file (rds.hex) is
available by e-mail from j.lowe@cumulusmedia.co.uk.
Please use the subject heading 'RDS hex file'.
If the PIC programmer is being used in conjunction with
Microchip's MPLAB software then select the import to
memory option from the file menu. Find the appropriate
directory and select the rds.hex file. To view the hex code
that will be programmed into the PIC16F877 select from
the Window menu (located at the top of the MPLAB form)
the 'Program Memory' option to show the Program
Memory Windows.
This option will display the object code, choose the 'Hex
Code Display' option from the top left icon of the Program
Memory Windows. This will show that the beginning of
the PIC program is where all the various text messages are
stored, starting with the FrTY text.
These text messages can be altered using the 'modify'
option from the Windows menu but the new message must
be exactly the same length as the old message otherwise
the following messages will not be displayed correctly.
Use Export Memory option from the file menu to save the
modified hex file.
When programming the flash PIC ensure that the PIC
configuration options are set to the following —oscillator
mode is set to HS (high speed), watchdog timer is off and
power up timer enabled.
•

The World at One.

Fig. 41. Screen of Windows program showing Radio 4RDS data (binary mode).

101.3

calculation and will only send acomplete data group that
is error free.
The binary data is sent as ASCII characters '0' and 'I',
with an 'S' synchronisation character sent as the first byte
to indicate start of adata block. Unlike the text mode, the
binary mode decodes and displays all the RDS data
received. Note that Windows software for carrying out this
task is only available from the author.
Figures 41 & 42 show Windows displays produced by
the binary software.

Wanted.

il

RDS glossary
AID
Application IDentification.
AF
Alternative Frequency.
ARI
Autofahrer Rundfunk Information.
CT
Clock Time and date.
DAB
Digital Audio Broadcasting.
DI
Decoder Information.
ECC
Extended Country Code.
EON
Enhanced Other Networks.
ODA
Open Data Application.
ON
Other Network.
PI
Programme Identification.
PIN
Programme Item Number.
PS
Programme Service.
PTY
Programme Type.
RDS
Radio Data System.
RT
Radio Text.
TA
Traffic Announcement.
TN
Tuned Network.
TDC
Transparent Data Channel.
TMC
Traffic Message Channel.
TP
Traffic Programme.

Fig. 42. Screen of Windows program showing Classic FM with TMC data being
transmitted (binary mode).
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Hexadecimal listing for RDS decoding using aPIC 16F877
20MHz microcontroller

:1003A000AD007427E8037A10E229E421061DD9294F
1003B000E229B40A3408C83C031DE2294330ADO0E9
1003C0007427B401A829A7297A105A08EB005130802

This is the PIC I6F877 hex code is for the RDS Decoder.
This PIC code is intended for personal use only; any
commercial use requires written permission from the
author.

:1004000 OEDO DECO DEBO D0310EE0 DE DO DECO DEBO DO 8

:02000000A7292E

:10041000AF266A08033C031D992A6908D43C031DD2

:08000800AA00030E8312ABOOF5
100010002008AC009A222C08A0002B0E8300AA0E08

1003D000ECOO5C08ED005D08EE00AF266A08033C07
1003E000031D992A6908D83C031D992A5D08EB0072
1003F0005E08ECOO5F08ED006008EE000310EEODF3

10042000992AFA106008EB006108EC006208ED0000
:100430006308EE000310EEODEDODECODEBOD031057

100020002A0E090020344E344F34203450345434D6

:10044000EEODEDODECODEBOD0310EEODEDODECODC5

1000300059342034203420344E344534573453342A

:10045000EBOD0310EEODEDODECODEBODAF266A0864

:100040002034203441344634463441344934523427

:10046000023C031D382A69085C3C031D382AFA1433

:10005000533420342034203449344E3446344E3421

:10047000 6A08033C031D412A6908CC3C0310412A3C

:1000 600020 3420342034 5334 50 344 F3452345434 F8

10048000FA14FA1C992A6308EB006408EC0065086A

1000700020342034453444345534433441345434EA

:10049000ED006608EE000310EEODEDODECODEBODIA

:100080004534203420344434523441344D344134E6

:1004A0000310EEODEDODECODEBOD0310EEODEDOD4B

1000900020342034433455344C34543455345234A1

:1004B000ECODEBOD0310EEODEDODECODEBOD03103F

:1000A0004534203453344334493445344E34433496

:1004C000EEODEDODECODEBOD0310EEODEDODECOD45

:1000B00045342034203456344134523449344534A4

1004D000EBODAF266A08023C031D992A6908583CB7

1000C00044342034203450344F34503420344D34B0

:1004E000031D992A5A08B5005B08B6005C08B7OODE

1000D00020342034203452344F3443344B342034D1

:1004F0005D08B8005E08B9005F08BA006008BBOO7C

:1000E0004034203420344534413453345934203491

100500006108BC006208BD006308BE006408BF004B

1000F0004D3420344C34493447344834543420345B

100510006508C0006608C100061D922AAE220030A0

:100100004D34203443344C344 13453345334493423

10052000E700992A5330AD0074276830E8000030A ,

:10011000433453344F345434483445345234203407

10053000B40008000314861C0310E6ODE5ODE40D5D

:100120004 D34203457344534413454344834453404

:10054000E3ODE2ODE1ODEOODDFODDEODDDODDCOD47

:1001300052 342034463449344E3441344E344334 FE

10055000DBODDAODE70A7A148B10080038083E39F3

10014000453420344334483449344C3444345234F4

:10056000EB000310EBOC6B08003C031DB92A4E2373

1001500045344E34203453344F34433449344134DD

:10057000D02A6B08043C031DBF2A0C23D02A6B0829

100160004C342034523445344C34493447344934C7

10058000083C031DC52AE822D02A6B081C3C031D29

100170004F344E34503448344F344E3445342034A8

10059000CB2AB823D02A6B081D3C031DDO2AD122B8

1001800049344E3420345434523441345634453496

1005A00008007B10B9187B147A173E08EC003F084E

100190004C3420344C34453449345334553452347F
:1001A00045342034203420344A3441345A345A34CB

1005B000ED004008EE000310ECOCEDOCEE0C03100

-

1005C000ECOCEDOCEE0C6D08D5006E08D6000800A2

:1001B00020 3420344 3344 F3455344E345434523484

1005D0003E08EC003F08ED004008EE006D083F3992

:1001C000593420344E344134543449344F344E344D

:1005E000D800FA10EE1BFA146E087839D9000310F1,

1001D00020344D3420344F344C3444344934453485

:1005F000D90C0310D90C0310D90C0310ECOCEDOC22

1001E00053342034203446344F344C344B34203490

10060000EE0C0310ECOCEDOCEE0C6D08F039D7007D

1001F0004D34203444344F34433455344D34453435

10061000D70E3D1A571608003908EC003A08EDOOCD

100200004E3454342034203454344534533454342C

:100620000310EDODECOD0310EDODECOD0310ECODB2

:1002100020342034203441344C344 1345234403471

1006300 00310ECOD6C083F39A03E840031308EC0031

10022000203421340734643479346E3461346D34CD

100640003C08ED003D08EE000310EEODEDODECOD45

:100230006934633406347334743461347434693427

:100650000310EEODEDODECOD0310EEODEDODECOD98

1002400063340634733474346534723465346E3413

100660000310EEODEDODECOD6C088000840A6D0892

:1002500004346D346F346E346F34053420342034FC

100670008000840A3E08EC003F08ED004008EEOODI"

:10026000503449343D3405344C346F346334613494

:100680000310ECOCEDOCEE0C0310ECOCEDOCEE0C6E

:100270006C340D3449346E347434653472346E34 F5

100690006D088000840A6E08800008003908ECOOAC

100280006134743469346F346E3461346C340834DE

1006A0000310EC000310EC000310ECOC6C08B20003

:100290004E346134743469346F346E3461346C3488

1006B000300836020030031DFF3E0319602BAC27C3

1002A000083452346534673469346F346E346134E1

1006C000310835020030031DFF3E0319682BAC27AB

1002B0006C340C344E346F34203454344134203494

:1006D0003508B1003608B00039080439031DFA1690

1002C0006F347234203445344F344E340334453463

:1006E0000319FA1238080139031D7A1603197A1210

1002D0004F344E340A3454344134203461346E3453

:1006F0003908EC003E08EC003F08ED004008EE0031

1002E00064 3420344 5344 F344E340634543441346D

:100700000310ECOCEDOCEE0C0310ECOCEDOCEEOCED

:1002F00020346E346F3477340734523465346734C5

:100710003A08C039ECOO6C08003C031D992B6D08A9

1003000069346F346E342034093454344134203429

:10072000F0006E08F10039080139031D7A1503192

-

:100310007334743461347234743420340734543494

:100730007A116C08403C031DA12B6D08F2006E0875

100320004134203465346E3464342034043455341C

:10074000F3006C08803C031DA92B6D08F4006E08B3

10033000543443342034073420346C346F34633401

10075000F5006C08CO3C031DB72B6D08F6006E0851

1003400061346C34203403342034543450347927ED

10076000E7003 9080139031DFA150319FA1108008

10035000061DBD290B1DBC290B11F80A7808FA3CB3

:100770003908EC003A08ED000310EDODECOD031004

10036000031DBC290030F800F90A79080A3C031D76

:10078000EDODECOD6C080F39EC003B08ED003C085A

:1003700 OBC290030F9003124D32968080319D32996

:10079000EE003D08EF000310EFODEEODEDOD031020

:1003800 0C10 DCOODBFO DBE 0DB DO DBC 0DBBO DBAO D19

:1007A000EFODEEODEDOD0310EFODEEODEDOD031041

10039000B9ODB8ODB7ODB6ODB50D3130031C3030A9

:1007B000EFODEEODEDOD6C08003C031DE42B6D08F4
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100BF0000310EBOD0310EBOD1230A0000030A1002C
1007C000CA006E08CB00302C6C08013C031DED2BD9

100C00006B08A200A301F827AD007427EBOA12308D

1007D0006D08CC006E08CD00302C6C08023C031D67

100C1000A0000030A10061308A200A301F827ADOODE

1007E000F62B6D08CE006E08CF00302C6C08033C51

100C20007427EBOA1230A0000030A1006B08A2006C

1007F000031DFF2B6DO8D0006E08D100302C6C0853

100C3000A301F827AD007427EBOA1230A0000030A2

100 800000D3C031D302C0310ED000310ED000310F8

100C4000A1006B08A200A301F827AD007427EBOAEE

:10081000EDOC6DO8D2003E08EC003F08ED004008EA

100C50001230A0000030A1006B08A200A301F82709

:10082000EE000310ECOCEDOCEE0C0310ECOCEDOCD8

100C6000AD007427EBOA1230A0000030A1006B0821

10083000EE0C6DO8D3006E08D4004A08C2004B08C5

100C7000A200A301F827AD007427EBOA1230A000F0

10084000C3004C08C4004D08C5004E08C6004F0840

:100C80000030A1006B08A200A301F827AD00742773

10085000C7005008C8005108C9007B1139197B1521

100C9000EBOA1230A0000030A1006B08A200A301F3

1008600008000C3OAD0074277008AD0074277108C3

100CA000F827AD007427EBOA08000D3OEB00602632

10087000AD0074277208AD0074277308AD007427AB

100CB00008000D3OAD0074270A3OAD00742708001D

:100880007408AD0074277508AD0074277608ADOOB4

100CC0000030ECOO6B080319742E1230A0000130C4

1008900074277708AD0074272030AD007427320824

100CD000A1006C08A200A301F827ADOO6C082D0745

1008A000EBOOF6252030AD0074272830AD0074270A

100CE000ECOOECOAEB03622E1230A0000130A100F0

1008B0007A1D5E2C0030EB006026612C0130EBOOCD

100CF0006C08A200A301F827ADOOECOA2D08EB0058

1008C00060262930AD0074272030AD007427FA1D52

:100D00006B080319902E1230A0000130A1006C086E

1008D0006D2CO230EB006026702C0330EB0060269C

:100D1000A200A301F827AD007427ECOAEB03802E94

1008E0000430EB0060263108EB004E273008EBOOA7

100D200008003030ED003030ECOO6B08633C0318F5

1008F0004E272030AD00742731080F39ED006D0808

100D3000A02E6B08A00064302002EBOOED0A952E77

10090000003C031D872C0530EB006026132D6D087D

100D40006B08093C0318AB2E6B08A0000A30200288

10091000013C031D8F2C0630EB006026132D6D0863

100D5000EBOOECOAA02E6B08303EEB000800EA0125

:10092000023C031D972C0730EB006026132D6D0849

100D6000E901EB1FB72E0230EA060030E9066B1FDF

10093000033C031D9F2C0830EB006026132D6D082F

:100D7000BD2E0130EA060030E906EBlEC32E00301F

10094 000043CO3IDA82C55263130AD007427132DOF

100D8000EA068030E9066BlEC92E0030EA064030C-;

100950006D08053C031DB12C55263230AD007427BF

100D9000E906EB1DCF2E0030EA062030E9066BID78

10096000132D6D08063C031DBA2C55263330ADOOFF

:100DA000D52E0030EA061030E906EB1CDB2E0030B1

100970007427132D6D08073C031DC32C55263430F6

100DB000EA060830E9066B10E12E0030EA06043032

10098000AD007427132D6D08083CO3IDCC2C552693

100DC000E906EC1FE72E0030EA060230E9066C1F48

100990003530AD007427132D6D08093CO3IDD52C8F

100DD000ED2E0030EA060130E906EC1EF32E02305B

1009A00055263630AD007427132D6D080A3C031D03

100DE000EAO6DC30E9066C1EF92E0130EA066E30A8

1009BOOODE2C55263730AD007427132D6D080B3C07

100DF000E906EC1DFF2E0030EAO6B730E9066C1D4F

1009C000031DE72C55263830AD007427132D6D0814

100E0000052F0230EA068730E906EC1C0B2F033071

1009D0000C3C031DFO2C55263930AD007427132D27

100E1000EA069F30E9066C1C112F0330EA061330F6

:1009E0006D080D3C031DFC2C55263130AD007427DD
1009F0003030AD007427132D6D080E3C031D082DFB

100E30001D2F0330EA067630E906ED1E232F013020

100A000055263130AD0074273130AD007427132DD9

100E4000EAO6BB30E9066D1E292F0230EA060130A2

100A10006D080F3C031D132D55263130AD00742792

100E5000E906EDID2F2F0330EAO6DC30E9066D1D93

100A20003230AD0074272C3OAD0074272030AD007B

100E6000352F0130EA06EE30E906ED1C3B2F00304C

100A30007427ED017A1E1E2D0230EDOOFAIE212DC5

100E7000EAO6F730E9066D1C412F0230EA06A7307A

100A4000ED0A6D08003C031D2A2D0930EB006026DD

:100E8000E906EE1F472F0330EA068F30E9066E1F92

100A5000FA13442D6D08013C031D332D0A3OEBOOC1

100E90004D2F0330EA061B30E90608006B08AD0051

100A60006026FA17442D6D08023C031D3C2D0B3007

:100EA0000310AD000310AD000310AD000310ADOC12

100A7000EB006026FA17442D6D08033C031D442D3E

:100EB0002D08093C0318602F2D08373EAD00632F25

100A80000C3OEB006026FA172E3OAD007427592683

100EC0002D08303EAD0074276B080F39AD002D089A

100A9000FAIF8B2D4530AD0074274F3OAD00742701

100ED000093C03186F2F2D08373EAD00722F2D08E7

100AA0004E3OAD0074272D3OAD0074274208ADOOE4

100EE000303EAD00742708000C1E742F2D089900A'

100AB00074274308AD0074274408AD007427450827

:100EF00008000030840000308000AFOIB201B3016F

100ACOOOAD0074274608AD0074274708AD007427B1

:100F0000AEOIE701E801F801F901B001B1017A1081

100AD0004808AD0074274908AD0074272030ADOOE8

100F100003 1000308 600861000308COOFF308316EF

100AE00074275208EBOOF6252030AD0074275030F3

100F2000860018158312143083169900181383124

100AFOOOAD0074274930AD0074273D3OAD00742738

:100F3000181318168316981618128312981707306'

100B00005308EB004E275408EB004E277B1D8B2DIE

:100F40008316810081120114811401118111831211

100B10001230EB00602659267A1F9D2D7B1C932DE9

100F50000B168B17AC270800A030840020308000CF

100B20000E3OEB00952D0F3OEB0060265508EBOOE2

:100F6000840A0408E03C031DAE2F7A1IFA127Al2AB

100B30004E275608EB004E2759261030EB00602652

:100F7000FA137A137B10D901FB10D801D7017B1127-

100B40005708EB0091266C08AD0074276B08ADOOC8

100F80002030F0002030F1002030F2002030F3005E

:100B500074273A3OAD0074275808EB0091266C08D2

100F90002030F4002030F5002030F6002030F7003B

100B6000AD00742761308AD0074271130EB006026D0

100FA0002030CA002030CB002030CC002030CDOOD3

100B70005708EB005908ECOOFB1CCB2D6C0803193F

100FB0002030CE002030CF002030D0002030D100B3

100B8000CA2D6B08003CO3IDC72D1830EBOOEB038A

100FC0002030C2002030C3002030C4002030C500D3

100B9000ECO3BE2DD72D6C080319D72DEBOA6B087B

100FD0002030C6002030C7002030C8002030C900B3

100BA000183CO3IDD52D0030EBOOECO3CB2D912616

100FE0000030D2000030D3000030D4007A13080063

100BB0006C08AD0074276B08AD0074273A3OADOOA7
100BC00074275808EB0091266C08AD0074276B0859
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100E2000E906ED1F172F0330EA065530E9066D1F5

10OFF0002008A2070319A10A210823078A00220852
:0210000082006C

100BDOOOAD0074275926A03084000008AD007427AA

02400E00020F9F

100BE000840A0408E03C031DED2D08000310EBODO2

00000001FF
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Fig.1. This
artwork
composite was
used to generate
both copper side
and groundplane
artwork films for
my 'Differential
RF Probe' design,
published in the
December 2001
issue. Note the
five registration
targets. These
appear colocated on both
films. To
permanently
clarify each film's
identity and
orientation, text
identifying
copper side and
ground plane is
printed on the
relevant film.

aking
double-sided
PCBs

Cyril Bateman describes how to get round the
problem of aligning films when producing

one-off double-sided circuit boards.

I

n my last article on making PCBs, in the May issue, I
described low cost DIY methods to create the artwork
needed for use with UV photo sensitive, single-sided,
boards. Each of these basic steps is also applicable to producing two-sided boards. All that's needed is the additional
artwork for the second side.
This second article details the additional techniques needed to make adouble sided printed board. It should be read in
conjunction with my previous article on single-sided printed
circuit boards, in order to be complete.

The double-sided board problem
Unless you can ensure accurate registration of both artworks
with each other and with the board for both of the UV exposures needed, the board will not be usable. Ispeak from personal experience.
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Before adopting the method described here, Iproduced
more scrap than usable double-sided prototype boards.
Boards were scrapped due to poor registration or one damaged side.
For many years, and still today, if aprototype board can be
produced as single sided, that remains my preferred choice.
It was only when designing my recent series of double-sided
high-frequency RMS meter and probe designs, published in
the August, October, November and December 2001 issues
of Electronics World, that Idecided Ishould find asolution
to end this problem.
Designing two-sided boards presents little more difficulty
than does designing single-sided boards. It can in fact be
much easier and quicker. Many computer design packages
include ausable auto-router, which will at least arrange most
tracks for you. This however will most certainly result in cre-
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ating many tracks requiring vias, needed to connect tracks
between each board face.
Using DIY methods, plated-through hole vias are not really
practical. Through holes are easily replaced though by Harwin
Track Pins, inserted into lnun holes and soldered on both sides
of the board. Available as Maplin part FL82DI, they were used
to avoid plated-through holes, in the abovementioned doublesided printed board designs.
In contrast, designing single-sided boards to avoid using wire
links —or at least using as few wire links as possible —can be
difficult. To date, each of my single-sided boards has been
carefully hand routed. All attempts to use my auto router having failed.

Registering the artwork
If equipment cost is no object, both artwork films can be registered together and both sides of the board exposed simultaneously. However this requires an expensive-double sided UV
exposure unit. These usually also have vacuum beds to hold artwork and boards in close contact. The lowest cost unit Ihave
seen, listed at £600, is not exactly within many DIY budgets.
Consequently for my budget Iaccepted having to expose one
side at atime, using two quite separate exposures. This need for
two separate exposures was the cause of all my original problems with registration.
One early method, which worked occasionally, was to expose
then develop one side only. The maker's protective film or
paper, left on the second side, prevented its exposure to light
and developer.
Each artwork film was provided with registration drill pads,
located outside the finished board area. Using the developed
image, these location holes were drilled and used to register the
second side artwork for its exposure. Developing this second
side without damaging the first side image was the reason for
almost all my rejects.
Itried re-protecting the developed image, using self adhesive
films, before developing the second side. This resulted in only
partial success. Frequently, the developer wicked between the
adhesive film and the developed image, along track edges, dissolving parts of the resist image.
Ialso tried developing and fully etching the first side, leaving
the maker's protective films in place on the second side. Again
this was only partially successful. Without adequate protection
during immersion for the second etch, the first side continued to
etch, causing severe undercut of any tracks or ground plane.
In hindsight, an aerosol spray of board protection lacquer
might have provided better protection than using self adhesive
films, but at the time Ididn't think to try some.

Modified technique for smaller boards
With the quite small boards and much narrower tracks needed
for my recent articles, neither method worked. Isearched
Internet looking for better ideas, but with no success. After
some thought Idecided that only one immersion in developer
or etchant could be allowed.
Using low-cost methods, this required pre-aligning the board
and both artworks, then maintaining this alignment throughout
the two separate exposures. Both sides could then be co-developed and etched, just as for asingle-sided board.
A two sided exposure frame is neecded. This frame must
keep both artworks in intimate contact with the board faces.
The photo resist on one side of the board is exposed, then the
the frame is turned over to expose the other side.
You will need two pieces of 3mm thick glass, one sized larger than your blank circuit board, which must remain fully visible. The second should be some 5cm larger in both directions.
All cut-glass edges must be covered to support the glass and
protect your hands. For this Iused lengths of thin aluminium
channel sold for secondary double glazing.
Five easily-visible registration targets are placed outside the
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design area, but within the blank board dimensions, and coincident on both artwork films. One target is placed near each
board corner and one centrally along one longer side, Fig. 1.
This arrangement of five registration targets reduces the possibility that one or other artwork film becomes accidentally
reverse aligned. Nevertheless, Istill write clearly on each artwork film, identifying which is the copper or board facing side.
With the track-side artwork positioned correctly over the
board, Iuse asharp probe to pierce through the centre of each
artwork target and the board's protective film, thus marking the
board's top copper. Idrill small holes through the board at these
marked positions. This top copper side is identified by ashort
length of masking tape.
The track-side artwork is taped firmly onto the larger piece of
glass, through which it will be exposed. Ensure the board side
of this artwork is uppermost.
Remove the protective tape, previously identified with masking tape, and place this side of the board down onto your artwork. Then remove the protective tape from the second, now
uppermost, side of the photo resist coated board.
With the track side of your board facing down, the pre-drilled
board is positioned so that all five target centres are visible
through the pre-drilled holes. Taking care to not overlap into
the design area, the board is securely taped in position, directly onto the artwork.
Ihold the glass frame, artwork and board up so that daylight
from ashaded north facing window penetrates through the
drilled holes, to facilitate registration.
A partially folded strip of masking tape is placed temporarily on the etch resist on each longer side, clear of the design
area. This tape acts as 'handles' to aid moving the board into
position and to avoid fingernail damage of the resist surface.
When the board is secured in position, remove both handles.
The ground-plane artwork film's five targets are now carefully positioned over the five pre-drilled board holes, ensuring
all five holes are aligned with the target centres. This artwork is
also carefully taped into position. The smaller exposure glass is
then fixed onto this sandwich, ensuring artworks and board
remain in intimate contact, using spring clamps. The design
area of both sides of your board must be clearly visible through
the glass.
Both sides can now be exposed in turn.

Developing and etching
This method produces good, well registered, double-sided
boards. It is suitable for use with surface mount ICs down to
eight-lead micro-SOIC size.
When both sides have been exposed, the board is removed
from this sandwich and processed as described for asingle
sided board.
A photographic developing tray having small ridges along the
bottom allows the underside photoresist to develop and minimises any scratching. Since the ground plane is usually easier
to 'touch up' Iprefer to develop with the track side uppermost.
Before etching, any minor resist scratches can be quickly
'touched in' using an etch resist pen.
The board can now be finished following the methods already
outlined for single-sided boards.
•
Cyril is currently developing alow-cost DIY PCB drilling machine.
We hope to have adescription of this later in the year.

Reference
I Harwin track pins Maplin Electronics part FL82D,
http://www.maplin.co.uk
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OLSON

® 19" RACK MOUNTING
DISTRIBUTION PANELS WITH IEC 320
SOCKETS AND REAR CABLE MANAGEMENT

19" Front Panel 1U HIGH
Sockets on the back
10A inlet on the back
New Colour
Up to 12 Sockets
22 Different types
With cable support

This unique design offers
cable tie slots for instant
snap-in installation and

Call for our
NEW products
catalogue today!

stops plugs accidentally
being disconnected.

24 HOUR SERVICE, VISA, MASTERCARD AND SWITCH ACCEPTED

V() ))()0 11)/2/ 3

OLSON

cELECTRONICS

CC

MED
l

..)

OLSON HOUSE, 490 HONEYPOT LANE,
STANMORE, MIDDX HA7 1JX
TEL: 020 8905 7273

FAX: 020 8952 1232

e-mail: sales@olson.co.uk
web site: http://www.olson.co.uk

MIL

Fact: most circuit ideas sent to Electronics World get published
The best circuit ideas are ones that save time or money, or stimulate the thought process. This includes the odd
solution looking for aproblem -provided it has adegree of ingenuity.
Your submissions are judged mainly on their originality and usefulness Interesting modifications to existing circuits
are strong contenders too -provided that you clearly acknowledge the circuit you have modified. Never send us
anything that you believe has been published before though.
Don't forget to say why you think your idea is worthy.
Clear hand-written notes on paper are aminimum requirement: disks with separate drawing and text files in a
popular form are best -but please label the disk clearly.
Send your ideas to: Jackie Lowe, Highbury Business Communications, Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Rood
Cheam, Surrey SM3 8BZ

Precision low-cost bridge emulator
This circuit emulates aprecision
bridge type sensor, with the
adjustment of asingle resistor.
During testing and commissioning of
sensor conditioning circuits or data
acquisition systems, that interface to
'bridge' type sensors —including
pressure transducers and strain gauge
load cells —it can be very useful to be
able to emulate the sensor in some
way without actually using
transducer, which is normally
expensive.
If aconventional four-resistor
bridge is constructed to emulate the
sensor then precision lowtemperature coefficient resistors are
required. Even then, bridge balance
can be effected by thermal gradients
across the resistors also it is difficult
to generate stable millivolt output
signals by unbalancing the bridge.
To overcome these problems I
developed the simple five-resistor
arrangement shown in Fig. 1, and
have found it very useful on many
occasions.
This circuit has four significant
advantages:
• The circuit performance is
relatively insensitive to resistor

divider and importantly is also ratio
metric.

tolerance unlike aconventional
bridge. A moderate imbalance
between R1and R2 will generate a
common-mode input offset
voltage, but does not produce a
significant change in the signal
output. The following
instrumentation amplifier cancels
the common mode offset resulting
in minimal output offset voltage.
• For small output voltages the
current through RI,and R5
remains approximately constant.
In particular, the current through
R1is always balanced and so the
self heating is always balanced
Therefore there will be no thermal
gradient between RIand R2.This
is evident by virtue of negligible
output voltage drift in practice.
• The output signal level is easily
adjusted by the value of asingle
resistor R5.
• The circuit's low cost!

Example
The circuit can be made to present the
same input and output impedances as
abridge sensor by making Ri-i-R 2 and
Ri+R4 equal the sensor bridge
impedance. Resistor R5 can be one
fixed resistor to give 0% and 100%
output signals or two equal value
series resistors giving 0%, 50%,
100%, or say four to give 0.25, 50,
75, 100% switched outputs, Fig. 2.
A simple option is to use alow
value 'decade resistor box' for R5 and
if RIand R2 are calculated to pass
lrnA then the output is ImV per ohm
set by R5.
Note the switch contact resistance
appears in series with RIand
therefore has little effect on the millivoltage produced by the dummy
sensor.
My colleagues encouraged me to
submit this idea. Over the years, my
colleagues have referred to it as the
'Jaques Bridge'.
Dennis Jaques
St Ives
Cornwall
G50

Bridge-type sensors are ratiometric
devices and produce millivolts of
output for volts of excitation — 10mV
output per volt of excitation at sensor
full scale for example, i.e. 100:1
input/output ratio, my circuit is
basically adifferential potential

£75 winner
+ve excitation

+ve excitation

signal +

-ve excitation

Instrumentation amplifier etc
(System under test)

Fig. 1. This simple
five -resistor
arrangement
emulates a
conventional
bridge, but doesn't
need precision
resistors.

R3

signal +

R4

signal -

Fig. 2. Resistor R5
can be one fixed
resistor to give 0%
and 100% output
signals, or two equal
value series resistors
giving 0%, 50%,
100%, or say four to
give 0.25, 50, 75,
100% switched
outputs.

(G50)

-ve excitation
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Q UASAR ELECTRONICS LIMITED

ABC Mini Hotchip' Board
Currently

EW). PO Box 6935, Bishops Stortford. CM23 4WP
TEL:01279 467799
FAX:07092 2034
(Dept

1

810f2.00P4 Pleated's.) Violets illecorded fa. Moat lay
(Insured £250)67, bripet5.00. Rest of World £10.00). We accept
all major credit me& Make cheques/P0 % payable to Quasar
(lectronics. Priem Include 17.5% VAT. MAIL ORDER OILY
FREE CATALOGUE oil* order or see 2o 1« clan stamps Irelundable)
for details of sow 160 kits & publications.

1,15,1

!tell!

Enhanced `PICALL' ISP PIC Programmer

Kit will program virtually ALL 8 to 40
pin* serial and parallel programmed
PIC microcontrollers. Connects to
PC parallel port. Supplied with fully
functional
pre-registered
PICALL
DOS and WINDOWS AVR Software
packages, all components and high
quality DSPTH board. Also programs
certain ATMEL AVR, SCENIX SX and EEPROM 24C
devices. New devices can be added to the software as they
are released. Blank chip auto detect feature for super-fast
bulk
programming.
Hardware
now
supports
ISP
programming. *A 40 pin wide ZIF socket is required to
program 0.3" devices (Order Code AZIF40 @ £15.00).
Diem Ref

Description

inc. VAT ea

3144KT

Enhanced PICALL ISP PIC Programmer

£54.95

AS3144

Assembled Enhanced PICALL ISP PIC Programmer

£74.95

AS3144ZIF

Assembled Enhanced PICALL ISP PIC Programmer

£89.95

crw

ZIF socket

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer
Powerful programmer for Atmel 8051
micro controller family. All fuse and
lock
bits
are
programmable.
Connects to serial port. Can be used
with ANY computer and operating
system.
4
LEDs
indicate
programming
status.
Programs 89C1051.
89C2051.
89C4051, 89C51, 89LV51, 89C52, 89LV52. 89C55, 89LV55.
89S8252. 89LS8252. 89S53 & 89LS53 devices. NO special
software needed - uses any terminal emulator program
(built into Windows).
31 23KT

ATMEL 89xxx Programmer

AS3123

Assembled 3123

learning

about

microcontrollers?
Need
to
do
something more than flash a LED
or sound buzzer? The ABC Mini
'Hotchip'
Board
is
based
on
Atmel's
AVR
8535
RISC
technology and will interest both
the beginner and expert alike.
Beginners will find that they can
write and test a simple program,
using the BASIC programming
ABC Statutes Peck
language, within an hour or two of
connecting it up. Experts will like the power and flexibility of the
Atmel microntroller. as well as the ease with which the little
Hot Chip board can be "designed-in" to a project. The ABC Mini
Board 'Starter Pack' includes just about everything you need to
get up and experimenting right away. On the hardware side,
there's a pre-assembled micro controller PC board with both
parallel and serial cables for connection to your PC. Windows
software included on CD-ROM features an Assembler. BASIC
compiler and in-system programme. The pre-assembled boards
only are also available separately.
anger fief

Description

Inc. VAT es

ABCMINISP

ABC MINI Starter Pack

£59.95

ABCMINIB

ABC MINI Board Only

£34.95

Advanced 32-bit Schematic Capture
and Simulation Visual Design Studio
we i.2.••

perm.

gem /eats •Isater gpla

,H,I
eragq,
‘44.01t tt

F. 18

0 I Ate
KW§ f-

Advanced Schematic Capture & Simulation Software
Advanced Hierarchal Schematic Capture Includes Grew.'

• »MIL

Library &ousel and Deno. Searcher Device Library Editor
Spice end PCB Nett. Generation Over 7000 Pent* moor:leis
Model impon Wizard aliens you to cknunload end mport models
from O.oc. rnanstecturers web page

Cutcyr
rile»

_

...............

.11

Achrinced 2.b1t Anillogue Dee &Pélblad MU» Simulation
Vlflud Instruments' OimAroluge/CurrentrPower Slulhineter
snores cons*. voltage Current Phase Alegrutude titc
•But In 61-Chennel Real.0rne Virtual Oullicmope
'Burn nDig5C Logic anima« allows you to tat breakpoints
SuPsorts Adverned 8111.13v3. SPAS ono 801 Modals
'21 Different analysis types InciuOing lidencail Monte Celt:ANC
VitualSpice Seeman Purchasing Options
Personal Edition £74.05
Standard Cd18on £124.95
Pr•Iti•0•01 545100 C174.55

£29.95
£44.95

See web site for full details and derroj j

Atmel 89Cx051 and AVR programmers also available

PC Data Acquisition & Control Unit
Use a PC parallel port
a
real
world
interface. Unit can be

as

connected to a mixture

of analogue and digital
inputs from pressure,
temperature,
movement, sound, light
intensity, weight sensors, etc. (not supplied) to sensing switch
and relay states. It can 'hen process the input data and use the
information to control up to 11 physical devices such as motors,
sirens, other relays, servo motors & two-stepper motors.

FEATURES:
• 8digital Outputs: Open collector, 500mA, 33V max.
• 16 Digital Inputs: 20V max. Protection 1K in series, 5.1V
Zener to ground.
• 11 Analogue Inputs: 0-5V, 10 bit (5mV/step.)
• 1Analogue Output: 0.2.5V or 0-10V. 8bit (20mV/step.)
All components provided including a plastic case (140mm x
110mm x 35mm) with pre-punched and silk screened front/rear
panels to give aprofessional and attractive finish (see photo).
with screen printed front & rear panels supplied. Software
utilities & jrammi •exam es su

Assembled 3093

Serial Port Isolated I/O ControllPr

Kit provides eight relay outputs
capable of switching 5amps max and
four optically isolated inputs. Can be
used in a variety of control and
sensing applications including load
switching,
external
switch
input
sensing, contact closure and external
voltage sensing. Programmed via a
computer serial port, it is compatible
with ANY computer & operating system. After programming,
PC can be disconnected. Serial cable can be up to 35m long,
allowing 'remote' control. User can easily write batch file
programs to control the kit using simple text commands. NO
special software required - uses any terminal emulator
program (built into Windows).
Screw terminal block
connections. All components provided including aplastic case
with pre-punched and silk screened front/rear panels to give a
professional and attractive finish (see photo).
VAT ea

Order Ref

Description

inc.

3108KT

na '0 SO 8 • • on o er
Assembled Serial Port Isolated I/O
Controller

£54.95

AS3108

LAI

£69.95

details of these items and over 200 other projects can
be found at www.QuasarElectronics.com

ied.

£124.95

nokeieAFt.

Pl umberKitej
1
1
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

Tester in akey fob

I

designed this tester to be something that
would take up little space, but would allow
many vehicle electrical faults to be found
at the side of the road.
With no button pushed, the unit is a
voltmeter with the led illuminating if between
3and 30V is applied to the probe.
High resistance in the voltage source —
caused by corroded contacts for example —
can be detected by pushing the load' button.
This causes about 0.5A to be drawn from the
source. If the LED dims significantly, the
source is high impedance.
Pressing the 'continuity' button allows a

£50 winner

simple conductivity test to be made. Anything
below afew kilohms will light the led. In this
state, the earth clip is positive, so the unit can
also be used to check rectifier diodes.
The 'load' part of the circuit is only
intended to be used briefly to check that a
terminal is not offering significant resistance.
As such, the 22Q resistor can be asmall 2W
type that will fit in akey fob case. The real
power dissipation is 6W, so don't hold the
button down for more than afew seconds or
the whole unit will melt.
The transistor has to be ahigh-gain type as
the push buttons have little current capacity

and there is half an amp flowing in the
collector. Reducing the resistor to 10Q draws
IA and give the voltage source abetter test,
but increases the chance of melt-down.
Other power sources, such as a3V lithium
cell, could be used with appropriate resistor
changes, but at 3V the unit will no longer
check rectifiers.
Two button key-fob cases are available
from most electronics catalogues. The unit is
short-circuit protected and can withstand over
25V.
Steve Bush
Via e-mail

Battery to suit key fob
A
22
wire wound

Probe

11 Probe

ZTX692B

00

1N4001
Earth clip
Circuit diagram of the handy tester, top, and its construction below.
Details (b) and (c) in the lower diagram show how the probe can be
stored inside the fob for safety when not in use.
Part A is the probe. It is made from threaded brass stud. The thread
is filed off over most of the length of the rod. A small threaded
portion is left at the opposite end to the probe tip. A nut is fixed in
the middle of this portion of thread.
Part 8is asmall brass tube that's glued inside the key fob. It has a

(a)
(b)
(c)
nut soldered on one end. When the probe is in use, the lower thread
portion in diagram (b) is screwed into the tube's nut. When the probe
is not in use, the bulk of the probe slides into the tube and the lower
part of the thread in diagram (c) holds the stored probe in place.
Note that tube and probe scales are not accurate. Model makers'
shops supply thin brass tubing. Iactually filed the corners off the nut
and inserted it into the end of the brass tube. This is stronger than
butting the nut on the end.

A lengthening circuit for ashort antenna
Output voltage of ashort receiving antenna
can be substantially increased by adding a
quartz crystal, connected to the antenna as
shown.
Assume that the height of the vertical wire
antenna is many times shorter than the
wavelength. In that case the antenna can be
replaced by the equivalent circuit containing
voltage source e, capacitance C and the
resistance R.
Values for e, C and R can be calculated
using:
Eh
e —
2
C

55h
In (1.1511)

k d
h2

R

160/r 2—
)1.2

Here, E is the electric field strength, [V/m), h

34

is the geometrical height of the antenna, dis
the diameter of the antenna wire in metres and
kis the wavelength, also in metres. The
formulas are true when the antenna is placed
above aconductive surface and h/k<0.1.
Capacitance C and the inductance of the
quartz crystal form the series-resonant circuit.
Output voltage of that circuit is many times
larger than input voltage ebecause resistance
R is very small and the Q-factor of the quartz
crystal is very large.
Isimulated the circuit using PSPICE. It was
assumed that E=1 mV/m,
d.).002m,
and k=300m —i.e. the signal frequency is
equal to 1MHz. In that case, e-4105mV,
C=1.35pF. R=1.75 x10-4 Q. These values were
calculated by means of the formulas.
A QZP1MEG quartz crystal was applied.
The PSPICE simulation has shown that the
output voltage of the circuit is equal to
1.13mV at the resonance frequency. Output
voltage of the same antenna without the
quartz crystal is 0.05mV. So the quartz crystal

increased the output voltage 22.6 times. That
is identical to lengthening of the antenna.
Put another way, an antenna of 0.1m with
the quartz crystal ensures the same output
voltage as an antenna of 2.26m long without
the quartz crystal.
The circuit is convenient for application in
single-frequency receivers of remote control
systems. The input resistance of those
receivers must be very large to avoid shunting
of the quartz crystal. Such input resistance
can be ensured by field-effect transistors.
SChekcheyev
Tiraspol
Moldova
G56

Antenna
(piece
of wire)

Output

Equivalent
circuit of
the antenna
C

R

o
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Easy-PC For Windows V5.0, now available
with SPICE based AID mixed mode simulator
Rome*

£97

NEW Easy-PC V5.0

lb go

la

San.

2,
4
411.4

In*

11*

Easy-PC for Windows is one of the
biggest selling PCB systems in Europe. With
prices starting from as little as £97 it represents
exceptional price performance.

°IllY

£295

SPICE Based Simulator

Easy-Spice is asubstantially enhanced
version of SPICE3 and XSPICE with the
underlying algorithms being reworked to

!h

significantly improve convergence and add
new functionality.
Easy-Spice is integrated with Easy-PC
Schematics and is supplied ready to use with
SPICE libraries and models.

il

We, etil.

Sue .4 (.4

un

46 no•

Ma, 10 CO L.10 1•PDICIItd

ai MWV°
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For more information or for ademo copy call us on +44 (0)1684 773662 fax +44 (0)1684 773664

t

or E-mail info@numberone.com

or download ademo copy from

wvvw.numberone.com

Number One Systems, Oak Lane, Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos, GL20 7LR

The
MetalFish
Consultancy
O
O
O
O

Design service for all your power supply needs
Custom manufacture and installation
VA to KVA
Remote monitoring and control

(T)+44 (0)1444 473472

PO Box 439

(F)+44 (0)1444 473471

Haywards Heath

sales@metalfish .com
www. meta 'fish .conn
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West Sussex RH16 4YR
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Intelligent voice-operated switch with recorder
One of the main features of this voiceoperated recorder is its low cost. It also
consumes little power, it's compact and it's
simple.
As the block diagram makes clear, op-amp
/
CIis working as anon-inverting follower.
Audio amplifier gain can be increased by
increasing the value of R2.
Signal input from the microphone feeds this
preamplifier. The amplified signal is filtered
and rectified by diodes DI. ,to produce aDC
voltage over R3.Resistor R4 can be adjusted
to the desired audio level, to activate the
relay. This control is set to suit the operator's
voice.
Transistor Tr2 forms the delay control and
DC amplifier. It can be substituted with a

BD139 or SL100. Potentiometer R6
determines the time between transmitter and
receiver switching. Diode D2 protects the Tr '
during relay operation.
Resistor R4 controls the balance between
the microphone input and receiver input.
Resistor R16 sets the level for operating the
relay. Diodes D4 .5produce asignal that
prevents false operation of the transmitter
while receiving is active.
The last digits of the IC's part number give
the recording time in seconds. For example,
the ISD1016A has arecording time of 16
seconds. If you want alonger recording time
then an IC with more capacity can be used.
Alternatively, two ISD1016As can be
connected in series.

Switch S1is the recording/play back switch,
while S2 which must always be on while
recording resets the recorder. Switch S3 is an
on/off switch for recording and play back. It
must also be on while recording.
PM Prabhu
Kerala
India
G51
Components
Resistors:
1k
R2

100k

R3

220k

R4

20k

R5

4.7k

R6

22k

R7

10k

R8

2.7k

R9,1 0,
11

4.7k

R12
R13
R14
R15

10
220
2.2k
470k

Capacitors:
Ci
0.1pF
C2

0.1pF

C3

lpF

C4

10pF

C5

10pF/16V

C6

lpF/16V

C7

4.7pF/16V

Cg

22pF/16V

C9

220nF

C10

lpF

Cit

100nF

Ci,

100nF

Ci3

22F/16V

Semiconductors

MiC

-

110.

Pre-amplifier
ICI

Receiver _
speaker input

36

e

Relay
switching
T1

Delay control
R6 /T 2

Rectifier/antivox input
04/D 6

Recorder
playback
IC 2

To keying
Tx/Rx control

f> Speaker

ICI

LM741

IC 2

ISDI016A

Tri

2N2222

TN

BC557

D1,
2

1N914

D3

1N4007

D4,5

0A79

Miscellaneous:
Condenser microphone
SPST relay
Switch 1, 2, 3—push to make
switches
Speaker —8, 500mW
PCB, shielded wires and
ferrite beads
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Minimal loudspeakers
This idea is more electro-acoustic
than electronic, but nevertheless may
prove useful to many readers.
Loudspeakers using aplain baffle
fell from favour many years ago, as
the box enclosure took over.
However, with alittle care, the
simple baffle type can yield more
than satisfactory results —especially
if the left and right speakers are set
into two corners of aroom.
Extreme economy of construction
means that one can afford rather
better drive-units than if lots of
timber is required —as in the case of
traditional boxes. Another feature of
the design is that floor-stands that
raise the drivers to ear-level are
readily incorporated. You don't have
to fix brackets or shelves.
The basic principle is illustrated,
where the drive-unit is screwed to the
back of asheet of chipboard, blockboard, MDF or whatever. If you must
use 3mm hard-board, it is worth
adding the horizontal reinforcing
bars.
Apart from cutting the round hole,
very minimal carpentry skills are
needed. The baffle is simply glued
and nailed to the battens, or fixed
with screws if preferred. Common
two-core cable is held with acouple
of staples, so as not to strain the
electrical connections. Make sure that
you end up with correct phasing
(polarity), and left-right placing.
The chief criticism of baffles,
unless of infinite size, is that air from
the back sneaks round the edges and
mixes with the useful air at the front.
This effect is only significant at low

frequencies. For the application —
running PC audio off asound-card —
the results are more than adequate.
A further advantage is that the
sound is 'open', not 'boxy' or
muffled with acoustic wadding, and
thus rather less electrical power is
required for agiven sound pressure
level.
The table gives aselection of eightinch (20cm) drive units that are
readily available. The best value for
money is the Farnell IOW type. A
pair of these performed remarkably
well with aPC.
For use with ahi-fi amplifier, the
20W version might be safer.
However, the 40W twin cone unit
from CPC is better in my view, and
it's cheaper.
The units from RS and from Maplin
seem to have rather limited frequency
ranges, at the low and high ends
respectively. Interestingly, the IOW
units from Farnell were even
sensitive enough to give moderate
sound levels when connected to the
headphone socket of apersonal CD
player.
CI D Catto
Cambridge
G58

Hole dia.
"
to suit drive unit

60cm

Battens
5cm x1.5cm

90cm

30cm

If your woodwork isn't up to it, try using just abaffle.
Low-frequency performance isn't too good, but if you
place the speakers in the corner of the room, it can be
adequate. In addition to being low cost, box-less speakers
don't suffer from cabinet resonances and non linearities
due to pressure within the enclosure.

Comparison of Ion -cost speakers from large distributors.
Freq. response
Supplier
Outer diameter Cont. power
90Hz-20kHz
RS
198mm
20W
50Hz-12kHz
Farnell
203mm
lOw
54Hz-16kHz
Farnell
210mm
20W
50Hz-15kHz
CPC
205mm
40W
50Hz-5kHz
Maplin
203mm
100W
All 80 impedance. Prices excluding post &packing and VAT.

Ten year index: new update

•

Stock no
267-6823
453-110
562-348
LSL200WTC
RC9IY

Price ea.
£10.65
£6.40
£10.49
£8.53
£25.52

Ordering details
The EW index data base price of £20 includes UK postage
and VAT. Add an extra £1 for overseas EC orders or £5

Hard copies and floppy-disk databases
both available
Whether as aPC data base or as hard copy, SoftCopy con supply a
complete index of Electronics World articles going back over the past nine
years
The computerised index of Electronics World magazine covers the nine years

for non-EC overseas orders
Postal charges on hard copy indexes and on photocopies
are 50p UK, £1 for the rest of the EC or £2 worldwide.
For enquires about photocopies etc please send an sae to
SoftCopy Ltd. Send your orders to SoftCopy Ltd,
1Vineries Close, Cheltenham GL53 ONU.
Cheques payable to SoftCopy Ltd, please allow 28 days
for delivery.

from 1988 to 1996, volumes 94 to 102 inclusive and is available now. It
contains almost 2000 references to articles, circuit ideas and applications including asynopsis for each.
The EW index data base is easy to use and very fast. It runs on any IBM or

Photo copies of Electronics World articles from
back issues are available at a flat rate of £3.50
per article, £1 per circuit idea, excluding
postage.

compatible PC with 512K ram and ahard disk.
The disk-based index price is still only £20 inclusive. Please specify whether
you need 525m, 3.5in DD or 3.5in HD format. Existing users can obtain an
upgrade for £15 by quoting their serial number with their order.
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Hard copy Electronics World index
Indexes on paper for volumes 100,101, and 102
are available at £2 each, excluding postage.
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TAKE YOUR PIC!

BASICMICRO ATOM

Parallax BASIC Stamp2

I

BASICMICRO Compiler

• Very easy to use

• Easy to use

• No programmer required

• No programmer required

• 500 lines Interpreted BASIC

• Compiled BASIC

• Windows Environment

• Windows Environment

• 99.99% Stamp2 Compatible

• 99.99% Stamp2 Compatible

• 16 I/O lines

• Uses 16F876

• Requires programmer

• 4000 lines/sec

• Very fast

• We use it!

• 24-pin DIP package

• Interrupts/PWM/Timers/ADCs

• Full Debug facility

• Ready-to-go module

• 32 bit Maths-Int/Floating Point

• Supports all 14-bit PICs

• £39.00 each

• £45.00 each

• Full spec BASIC Compiler
for PICs

(inc 16F84/87X/628 etc)

www.milinst.com
Milford Instruments Limited, Tel 01977 683665, Fax 01977 681465, sales@milinst.com

FRUSTRATED!

WATCH SLIDES ON TV

Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS?
A phone call to us could get a
result. We offer an extensive
range and with aWorld-wide
database at our fingertips, we are able
to source even more. We specialise in \
devices with the following prefix
(to name but afew).

MAKE VIDEOS OF
YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR
SLIDES
(using a video capture card)
-Liesgang

diatv automatic slide viewer with built in high quality colour TV camera. It has

a composite video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available). They
are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see wvnv.diatv.co.uk
£91.91+ vat = £108.00

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 6N 17 40 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BFS BFT BFW BFX BFY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BIB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD DX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICM IRF JKA
KIA LLA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MAB MAX MB
MC MDA JMJE MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC SSAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM SIRS SV1 T TA TAA TAG IBA IC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC TMP TMS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTX + many others

We can also offer equivalents (at customers' risk).
We also stock afull range of other electronic components.
Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.
VISA

Connect

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441
www.cricklewoodelectronics.co.uk
E-mail: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.com

Board cameras all with 512x582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video out.
All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount
parts. They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.
47MIR size 60x36x27mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a small
torch but is not visible to the human eye)

£37.00 +vat = £43.48

30MP size 32x32x14mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind a
very small hole
£35.00 +vat = £41.13
40MC size 39x38x27mm camera for 'C' mount lens these give a much sharper image
than with the smaller lenses

£32.00. vat = £37.60

Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris
VSL1220F 12mm F1.6 12x15 degrees viewing angle

£15.97 +vat =£18.76

VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63x47 degrees viewing angle

£17.65

VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42x32 degrees viewing angle

£19.05 +vat = £22.38

VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 32x24 degrees viewing angle

£19.90 +vat= £23.38

vat = £20.74

Better quality C Mount lenses
VSL1614F 16mm F1.6 30x24 degrees viewing angle

£26.43 + vat =£31.06

VWL813M

£77.45 +vat = £91.00

8mm F1.3 with iris 56x42 degrees viewing angle

1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1value £1.00
1000 of 1value £5.00 +vat
866 battery pack originally intended to be used with an orbitel
mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries
(42x22cha the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc.)
the pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite
easily
£7.46+vat = £8.77
Please add 1.66

vat

rnri

1
:
11LJ0,1lli

r £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS

Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 MastercardNisa/Switch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday
June 2002 ELECTRONICS WORLD
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JFET amplifier with
1.6GHz gain/bandwidth
Texas Instruments has
introduced aJFET amplifier
with again bandwidth of
1.6GHz. The Burr-Brown device
combines avoltage feedback
amplifier with JFET-input
technology to enhance dynamic
range for wideband
transimpedance applications or
driving analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) signals at high
gains, said the company. The
OPA657 also features
4.8nV/N/Hz input voltage noise,
5pA input bias current and
700V/ps high slew rate. The
device's JFET-input stage
eliminates input bias current
errors, said the company. A
unity-gain stable version is also
available and offers abandwidth
of 230MHz (GBW) for optical
networking, photodiodedetection and ADC buffering
applications. Other features
include 7nV/N/Hz input voltage
noise and 290V/ps slew rate.
The OPA657 and OPA656
operate from ±5V to ±12V
supplies and offer 6pV/°C input

offset drift (max) and ±70mA
output current.
Texas Instruments
Tel: 0049 8161 803311
www.ti. com

FM-stereo receiver in a
single chip
Philips Semiconductors has
launched afamily of single chip
stereo radios which are
adjustment free and can tune into
European. US and Japanese FM
bands. The first chips to be
released will be the TEA5767 and
the TEA5768 for mobile handset
applications.
Philips Semiconductors
Tel: 0031 40 272 2091
www.ti.com

A double-deck head
Epcos has introduced aseries of
multilayer varistors (MLV),
which it calls Cera Diodes (CD).
The range has been designed as
asubstitute foe zener diodes and
transient voltage surge (TVS)
diodes in protecting sensitive
components from incoming
transient overvoltages and

electrostatic charges (ESD).The
diode range is available in three
sizes of packages depending on
type: 0603 single line, 0508 dual
line and 0612 quad array.
According to the supplier the
dual CD 0508 package offers a
58 percent saving in board space
compared with adual TVS diode
in aSOT23 package.
According to the supplier, the
multilayer varistors improve on
conventional zener and TVS
diodes with bi-directional
clamping, higher surge current
handling capability, and lower
capacitance as afunction of bias
voltage and temperature.
Epcos
Tel: 08705 550500
www.epcos.com

Mosfets cut on
resistance in cars
International Rectifier's latest
75V HEXFET power Mosfet
offer up to 10 per cent lower onresistance, or RDs(0,, ),over
previous devices. The IRF3808,
IRF3808S and IRF3808L for
42V automotive systems are
available in the TO-220, D2Pak
and TO-262 package. In
addition, the Mosfets are rated
for repetitive avalanche up to
175°C. They are Q101-qualified
and are characterised for
automotive applications.
RDS(on) of these devices is
rated at 7mQ. The low
0.45°C/W thermal resistance in
the TO-220 package enables the

Microcontrollers in near chip-scale package
Microchip Technology has introduced micro-leadframe (MLF)
packaged versions of anumber of its PICtnicro one-time
programmable (OTP) and flash microcontrollers. The package
design does away with the need for conventional side leads and
the company calls it anear chip-scale package. According to the
company, the design means that devices are 50 per cent smaller
than typical SSOP packages. Further space-saving is achieved
when soldering the device directly onto the PCB. A feature
called ExposedPad technology, provides adie paddle which is
exposed and can be soldered directly to the printed circuit
board. The first devices will be available in 28-lead 6x6nun
packages with acommon pitch size of 0.65mm. The initial
product offering will include four OTP devices (PIC16C62B,
PIC16C63A, PICI6C72A and PIC16C73B) and two flash
devices (PIC16F73 and PIC16F76). Additional devices ranging
from 8-lead to 40-lead packages are also planned for 2002.
There are also development tools to support the MLF devices.
The MPLAB In-Circuit Emulator (ICE) 2000 is afull-featured
emulator system. The MPLAB Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) tool allows users to write, debug and
optimise the PlCmicro microcontroller applications for
firmware product designs.
Microchip Technology
Tel: 0118 921 5858 www.microchip.com
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removal of heat generated from
the device more effectively, said
the company. With the
emergence of 42V automotive
electrical systems, automotive
designers need 75V-rated power
semiconductor devices.
International Rectifier
Tel: 020 8645 8003
www.irtcom

ADSL drivers get
efficient amp
Analog Devices has developed
an amplifier architecture which it
claims can improve power
efficiency in ADSL
(asymmetrical digital subscriber
line) line drivers. Called the
Adaptive Linear Power (ALP)
architecture, it anticipates the
signal peaks and so raises the
internal supply voltage when
peak power is needed. The first
implementation is the AD8393, a
575mW, single-supply ADSL
line driver. It can achieve over
18V of signal on asingle 12V
supply, said the company. The
line driver is designed for
driving DMT (discrete multitone) signals onto atwisted pair
line with acrest factor (peak to
RMS ratio) range of 3.3 to 6.4,
while operating from only a
single +12V supply. The full

power dissipation of the AD8393
for full rate ADSL is 575mW for
non-overlapped applications
(19.8dBm line power) and
624mW for overlapped
applications (20.4dBm line
power). It is optimised for
driving a1:1.2 transformer;
however, it has sufficient output
current to drive up to a1:2
transformer, said the company. It
is sampling in 28-lead TSSOP
(thin-shrink small outline
packaging) or 32-lead 5x5 mm
CSP (chip-scale packaging).
Analog Devices
Tel: 0032 11 300 635
wwwanalog.com

70-pin SMT connector
Molex has released its 70-pin
PCB mounted edge card
connector. Intended to enable
the emerging 10Gbit family of
z-axis plugable transceivers, this
connector will support the
proposed IEEE 10Gbit Ethernet
Standard (IEEE 802.3ae
10GbE). The 10Gbit/s
transceivers must be Z-axis
plugable to the host PCB using
this style surface mount edge
card connector.
The connector will offer
alignment posts for stable
placement on the PCB and
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standoffs for PCB post-solder
cleaning. The design will provide
the option for connector
placement on either side of the
PCB. This connector will support
transceiver variants 850nm serial,
1310nm serial, 1310 WVVDM
and 1550 serial transceivers.
Molex
Tel. 01252 720751
www.molex.corn

Flash programming on
anetwork
Data 110's FlashPAK is a
networked flash memory
programming system. It is a
four-site system which offers
network control to manual flash
programming environments,
providing tracability. The
system uses the same

Audio codecs for sound
Wolfson Microelectronics has
announced two 24-bit, 8channel audio codecs for
surround sound applications.
The WM8770 and WM8771 are
the first products to come from
the firm's alliance with Sanyo
Electric. The codecs integrate
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all the necessary ADCs,
multiplexing, DACs and
volume control for multichannel
audio. They are designed to
work in conjunction with
surround sound decoder DSPs
from Sanyo and others. They
are designed for audio playback

of Dolby 5.1 plus L+R stereo
mix down, and Dolby EX 6.1 or
7.1 applications typically
required for new AV receiver
products. Both codecs integrate
an 8-channel MUX with stereo
ADC and 8-channel DAC. The
WM8770 also integrates an
independent 8-channel analogue
volume control. Both the 24-bit
codecs are based on the firm's
proprietary multi-bit sigmadelta architecture. The ADCs
and DACs offer sampling
frequencies between 8kHz
and192kHz and are designed to
run at different sampling rates.
Both the WM877IFT and the
WM8771FT are available now
in a64-pin TQFP. Evaluation
boards and complete reference
design documentation are also
available.
Wolfson Microelectronics
Tel: 0131 272 7000
www.wolfsonmicro.com

programming language and
engine as Data I/O's ProLINERoadRunner automated inline
programming system. It is a
tabletop programming system
having four sites for
simultaneous programming of
up to four fine-pitch flash
memory devices. Features
include auto-start ganged socket
actuation.
Data I/O
Tel: 01280 700262
www.directinsight.co.uk

MPEG-2 cores handle
four video streams
Amphion Semiconductor is
offering MPEG-2
demultiplexing and multi-stream
decoders for designing into
digital video Asics and SoCs.
The CS6804 Multi-source
MPEG-2 Demux can
simultaneously handle four
transport stream inputs from
independent sources, with up to 4
video and 4audio packetised
elementary streams per input
source. The CS6652 and CS6654
MPEG-2 video decoders perform
simultaneous decoding of up to 2
or 4video elementary streams
(ISO/IEC 13818-2 compliant),
supporting both main profile at
main level (MP@ML) and
4:2:2P@ML professional
standard video. The decoders can
be configured to handle asingle
elementary stream at
4:2:2P@HL, and optional 'lite'
versions are available that decode
and store only essential
parameters from the MPEG-2
video stream. According to the
company, off-loading video from
the DSP or general purpose
processor lets the designer build a
more exciting application while
spending fewer resources.
Amphion
Tel: 028 9050 4040
www.amphion.corn
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Super audio CD chip
set for DVDs
Philips Electronics is offering a
Super Audio CD (SACD) chip
for design into DVD-video
players. SACD uses asampling
frequency of 2.8MHz, 64 times
higher than that of CD to deliver
higher quality sound. The
SAA7893 can support different
DVD-platforms with 6-channel
SACD and DVD playback.
Philips Electronics
Tel: 0031 40272 2091
www.semiconductors.philips.com

1W output CMOS
power amp
Fairchild Semiconductor's latest
CMOS power amplifier, the
FAN7021, produces up to I
W of
continuous output power (1.5W
peak) with supply voltages from
2.0V to 5.5V. The device uses
an adaptive bias current control
circuit to minimise crossover
distortion while also minimising
quiescent supply current. The
low power device also has a
shutdown current consumption
of 0.15A. Total harmonic
distortion is 0.2 per cent typical
and power supply rejection ratio
is 65dB. For audio applications
there is also abuilt-in popping
noise reduction circuit to reduce

unexpected speaker noise when
the system's power is turned on
or off. According to the
supplier, the device does not
require an output coupling
capacitor, abootstrap capacitor,
or asnubber network. Other
features include thermal
shutdown protection, unity gain
stability, and external gain
configuration capability.
Fairchild Semiconductor
Tel: 01793 856831
www.fairchildsemi.com

Power controller with
adjustable 12V outputs
Siliconix has introduced amultioutput, sequence-selectable
power-supply controller for
mobile computing and
communications applications.
With up to 95% conversion
efficiency achieved with
synchronous rectification, the
low-noise Si9137 DC-to-DC
controller features fixed 3.3V
and 5V outputs and a500mA
adjustable 5V to I2V output set
by an external resistor divider.
Other features include
programmable output
sequencing, a3.3V reference for
precision analogue circuits, a
5V/30mA linear regulator
output for Mosfet gate voltage
control, and output current limit

and over/under voltage
protection. Operational
frequency is 300kHz, and output
voltage regulation is ±3% over
the combined line voltage, load
current, and temperature
extremes.
Vishay
Tel: 0191 5144155
bVWW.vishay.com

Enclosure with
custom moulding
Serpac has introduced arange of
enclosures, featuring afour
piece design and
interchangeable end panels.
Manufactured from robust ABS
(UL 94 HB), the A-Series
enclosures feature four insert
areas where holes, recesses,
legends can actually be
moulded-in to customer
specifications. Available in sizes
108 x66 x22.2mm, 108 x66 x
28.3mm, 134.9 x85.1 x
38.1mm, 134.6 x 129.5 x
43.5mm, 180 x 127 x33.3mm
and 180.9 x 127 x41.1mm, the
enclosures are assembled by
four or six self-tapping screws.
Mounting pillars are provided in
the top and base parts for fitting
PCBs.
Serpec
Tel: 01489 583858
www.serpec.co.uk

VolP gateway in 360
ports
Motorola Computer Group has
introduced its first range of
application-ready voice over IP
communications gateways. The
ComStruct IGP series is
designed to scale from 120 ports
to 20,000 ports per shelf. The
first gateway in the series is the
IGP1000, offering up to 360
ports of compressed VoIP in a
CompactPCI chassis. The
application-ready system
includes an application processor
board, multiple packet voice
processor boards, ahigh
availability operating system,
and the firm's FACTMG
gateway development software.
Motorola
Tel: 01509 634461
www.motorola.com

3G basestation power
amplifier optimises
efficiency
Wireless Systems International
has introduced a3G mobile
basestation digital power
amplifier which it claims is
capable of delivering more than
15 per cent efficiency
(depending on the required
CDMA signal statistics) from a

Switch-mode power supply with its own diagnostics
The latest switch-mode power supply from
Bulgin Power Source incorporates remote
diagnostics and power-management
facilities that are intended to enhance
system reliability and also to minimise the
need for on-site maintenance. Designed for
battery-backed mission-critical applications
in the telecommunications, networking,
industrial control and utilities sectors, the
560W stand-alone unit provides a28V main
output for powering the load, a27V battery
charging output and a12V auxiliary output.
Via the built-in RS232 serial interface, the
system operator can carry out remote
adjustment of parameters such as battery
charging rate, battery low and undervoltage
lockout operating points, as well as
interrogating the unit for real-time operating
conditions, including PSU temperature,
battery life, elapsed charging time and
battery energy level. Input voltage range is
90 to 264V at 45 to 66Hz.
Bulgin Power Source
Tel: 01522 500511
www.bulginpower.co.uk
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48V DC supply. According to
the supplier, as well as
supporting this efficiency at
high power levels the
amplifier's design will also
retain its efficiency at typical
operating power levels well
below the peak. It is based on
the firm's proprietary digital
pre-distortion amplifier design
which supports what it calls
built-in clipping. This means
that RF power devices do not
ever enter saturation point, so
optimising the efficiency
achieved.
WSI
Tel: 0117 9066200
eteenv.wsi.com

Thick-film resistor with
0.5 per cent tolerance
Offering tolerances of 0.5 per cent.
the latest addition to Rohm's
family of miniature, extended
temperature chip resistors, the
MCRO1 thick-film rectangular
chip resistors, are available with
resistance values from 100Q to
910kQ in the E24 series with a
temperature coefficient of
100ppreC. The devices are
supplied in miniature 0402 (1005)
size packages and can be used
with voltages of up to 50V.
Suitable for industrial systems and
other applications in harsh
environments, the 0.5 per cent
tolerance MCRO1 devices will
operate at temperatures of between
-55°C and 125°C.
Rohm
Tel: 01908 282 666
www.rohm.co.uk

Fixed-value optical
attentuator
Honda Connectors is extending
its MU range of optical connectors with arange of fixed-value
attenuators. Fitting between a
standard MU-type plug and
adapter, the LGA-S600 series is
available in six attenuation
values: 1, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20dB.
Tolerances range from ±0.5dB
for the smallest attenuator, up to
±2.0dB for the 20dB version,
while wavelength dependence is
characterised as between 0.5 and
1.5dB max. The devices are
designed for use with 9.5/125SM
optical fibres operating at
frequencies of 1310nm or the
1510-1620nm range. Return loss
is 4()dB or more at 1310nm.
Honda Connectors
Tel: 01793 523388
www.hondaconnectors.corn

Battery charger
generates 900mA
Ansmann's latest NiCd/NiMH
battery generates a900mA
charging current that can be

supplied to each of four cells.
AAA, AA, C and D type batteries
can be charged. The Powerline 5
charger incorporates amicrocontroller-based charging system
which controls levels. Also a
defined pre-discharge can be
triggered which the company said
is useful to counter any loss of
capacity in NiCd cells that can
reduce lifetimes. The unit will then
automatically recharge once the
cells are fully discharged.
Ansmann
Tel: 01279 838205
www.ansmann.de

Test kit for antennas
Tektronix has added an antenna
test capability to its field
maintenance tools for wireless
communications networks. The
YBA250 antenna and
transmission line tester module
for the NetTek field tool adds the
capability to execute antenna and
transmission line tests
supplementing existing features
including radio frequency (RF)
and modulation measurements
for basestations. It provides
antenna performance tests such
as return loss, cable loss, and
voltage standing wave ratio
(VSWR).
Tektronix
Tel: 01344 392000
www.tektronix.corn

Boundary scan on
Fast Ethernet LAN
Goepel Electronic has launched
its first boundary scan controller

7

for Fast Ethernet (IEEE802.3)
LANs. It is the first in aseries of
boundary-scan test and in-system
programming devices running on
aLAN. Available from
distributor BSE UK, the LAN
1149.1 controller when
combined with Cascon's floating
licence feature allows test and
ISP programming, debugging
and execution to be controlled
from any Windows workstation
on anetwork. The intention is to
allow engineers to remotely test
and diagnose boundary scan
operations from their desktop.
The controller includes a32-bit
PIO to control signals on the unit
under test which are not
accessible by boundary scan,
TCK frequency programmable
from 100kHz to 30MHz, atwo
wire handshake bus for external
synchronisation of scan
operations and two independent
test access ports with I/O levels
which are programmable from
1.8V to 3.6V.
Goepeel Electronic
Tel: 01420 82122
WWW. bseuk. co. uk

64-bit processor runs at 250 Mips
Toshiba's latest 64-bit MIPSbased embedded processor is
targeted at would-be 32-bit
processor applications which
require the extra performance.
The TX4925 Risc chip uses the
firm's 200MHz MIPS-based,
1.5V TX49/H2 core and
delivers 250Mips performance.
Supplied in a256-pin PBGA
package, the processor peripherals include adual-slot PCMCIA interface, aPCI controller,
and an AC-link controller for
AC97 audio/modem codecs. A
direct memory access (DMA)
controller, two UART chan-
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nels, aserial peripheral interface (SPI), 32 general-purpose
I/0 ports, an interrupt controller, three 32-bit
timer/counter channels, a44-bit
real time clock (RTC), and a
high-speed serial Concentration
Highway Interface (CHI) are
also provided.
Controllers for external memory include an
SDRAM/SyncFlash controller,
an external bus controller and a
NAND flash controller.
Toshiba
Tel: 01276 694730
toshiba-europe.com
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ON...

Features:
AA fraction of the cost of benchtop scopes
ASave multiple setups, for ease of use

Ask for a FREE catalogue and
demo software, or visit:

ASave, print and e-mail your traces
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AFREE software and upgrades
AAutomated measurements
Large colour displays

www.plcotech,com
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AScope, spectrum
analyser & meter
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...DON'T GET LEFT BEHIND
Tel:+44 (0) 1480 396395, Fax:+44 (0) 1480 396296, E-mail: post@picotech.com

FREQUENCY SHIFTER
FOR HOWL REDUCTION

TELFORD ELECTRONICS
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton,
Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ, UK
Tel: (0044) 01952 605451 /670178
Fax: (0044) 01952 677978
E-mail: telfordelectronics@btinternetcom /
marc.007@btinternetcom /annie.007@btinternet.com

Web: http://www.telford-electronics.com

• For public address and sound reinforcement.
• Provides more gain and greater stability.
• 5Hz Fixed Shift Board with mains supply.

• Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz.
• Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz.
• Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3.
• PPM10 In-vision PPM and chart recorder.
• Twin PPM rack and Box Units.
• PPM5 hybrid, PPM9 microprocessor and
PPM8 IEC/DIN —50/+6dB drives and
movements.
SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge. Lucks Green, Cranleigh GU6 7BG
Telephone: 01483 275997
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Second User —
Electronic Test and Measuring
Instruments —DC to 100 GHz

FANTASTIC
BARGAINS
TO BE HAD
Please visit our regularly updated web
site for all your equipment needs.
We have aclearance/graveyard site
with goods from as little as £15.00!!!
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Bluetooth software for
non-Windows
applications
Cambridge Silicon Radio is
offering Bluetooth software
allowing designers to embed the
protocol into arange of devices
not running on Windows-based
operating systems, such as
mobile phones or PDAs. BCHS
is the first software to run the
Bluetooth stack (L2CAP, RFC0MM and SDP) on the BlueCore2 hardware, leaving only the
Bluetooth profiles to run on the
host system. The following
profiles are supported: Audio
Gateway (AG) profile, Dial up
networking (DUN) profile and
Object Push (OPP) profile. The
software is also available bundled with CSR's BlueCore2

single-chip, hardware reference
designs and sample applications.
Cambridge Silicon Radio
Tel: 01223 692 689
www.csrcom

Miniature Bluetooth
1.1 module is compact
Murata claims to have one of the
smallest Bluetooth 1.1 transceiver modules measuring 13.1mm x
I0.5mm x2.3mm. Complying
with specification version 1.1,
the Blue Module incorporates
the RF and baseband IC, LNA,
antenna switch, flash memory
and crystal oscillator on to a
LTCC (low temperature, co-fired
ceramic) substrate. Integrated
within the substrate are the band
pass filter, balun and matching
components. The design requires

Build and Upgrade Your Own PC
Second Edition

Meter modules get
afacelift
Lascar has lowered the price and
added to the features of its 10
series meter display modules
which include LED backlighting
as standard and an integral
negative rail generator allowing
measurement of floating voltages
or those referenced to the
meter's own supply. The

modules feature asnap-in
mounting method and are
available in 3sizes ranging from
a5.5nrun digit height to 1 mm.
The DPM 1AS-BL, DPM 2ASBL and DPM 3AS-BL are all
available immediately with
prices starting at £20.90 for low
volumes and £12.54 for OEM
quantities (+250).
Lascar
Tel: 01794 884567
www.lascarelectronics.com

How to pay
(Build and Upgrade Your Own PC) paperback

u Ienclose acheque/bank draft for £

0 Save £100s by making your current PC last longer
0 You can have aPC with aspec that matches your needs
0 Discover the practical techniques of upgrading aPC and
avoid the pitfalls
Ian Sinclair's Build Your Own books
have established themselves as
authoritative and highly practical guides
for home PC users and advanced
hobbyists alike. All aspects of building
and upgrading aPC are covered; making
this the book the computer retailers don't
want you to read! By getting to grips with
the world of PC hardware you can avoid
the built-in obsolescence that seems to be
part and parcel of the fast moving world
of PCs, and escape the need to buy anew
PC every year. You can also have aPC
that keeps pace with the ever-increasing
demands that new software applications
place on your system.
The new edition of this book is based round building and
upgrading to the latest systems such as Pentium III and
dual-processor Celeron motherboards running Windows
95/98 or Windows 2000. As well as guiding you round the
inside of your CPU Ian Sinclair also covers monitors,
printers, high capacity disk and tape systems, DVD drives,
parallel port accessories....
CONTENTS: Preface; Preliminaries, fundamentals and
buying guide; Case, motherboard and keyboard; About
disk drives; Monitors, standards and graphics cards; Ports;
Setting up; Upgrading; Multimedia and other connections;
Windows; Printers and modems; Getting more; Index
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only an antenna for aBluetooth
qualified product.The first
devices in the range available are
the LBMA2U3AB1,
LBMA2U3AB2 and LBMA2U3AB3, each with USB. UART
and BCSP interfaces.
Murata
Tel: 01252 772144
www.murata.com
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FLUKE 45 OMM Dual Display
KEITHLEY 2010 DMM 7'iy digit
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and control applications.
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5110PAnz sampling
front end
Building on his earlier article, outlining how to make a500MHz scope
adaptor, Ian Hickman here discusses the remaining sections needed to
implement the scheme. It turns out that these are as tricky and even
more complicated than the sampling circuit described earlier.

A

,Imentioned in m) earlier article', back in the 1950s
oscilloscopes struggled to provide a bandwidth of
50MHz: 25MHz was nearer the norm. A notable
Tektronix model, with the aid of aspecial plug-in, managed
85MHz. It was considered remarkable in its day.
Strange to relate, then, that in the late 1950s an oscilloscope appeared which boasted the then incredible bandwidth
of 2000MHz. This Hewlett-Packard instrument, whose
model number was HP260 or maybe HP280 Ithink, was an
entirely new breed of device, called a 'sampling oscilloscope'.
This instrument achieved its remarkable performance by
giving up the quest to handle the incoming signal in real
time. Instead, it used avery high-speed gate, operated by a
very narrow pulse, to sample the signal at intervals.
Such asame scheme is still used today in digital sampling
oscilloscopes; not to be confused with digital storage oscilloscopes. Both types are discussed in reference I.
The technique was refined over the years by both HewlettPackard and Tektronix, leading to instruments with abandwidth of 14GHz by the 1970s, and more recently, of 50GHz.
But like the original models, indeed like all sampling oscilloscopes, these are limited to operating on continuous, repetitive signals. Clearly the technique does not, by its very
nature, lend itself to capturing transients, or fast one-off
events of any kind.

r--

Trigger
pea

To trigger
department
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You'll need an oscilloscope and...
As the subsystem described here uses an oscilloscope as the
display device, you will obviously need one if you intend to
experiment in this field. A scope with amodest bandwidth
will suffice, although it will need an external X input facility.
If you intend to build the scope add-on described below,
you will also need afair amount of electronic knowledge
and experience; it is not aproject for the inexperienced or
the faint-hearted. With any project of this complexity, some
trouble-shooting and problem solving will inevitably be
called for.

The basics

Given asampling circuit, such as that described in reference
2, it must be triggered in such away that succeeding samples
build up aslowed down replica of the original waveform,
rather after the manner of astroboscope.
A trigger circuit derives the timing of the sample pulses
from the input waveform, or from adivided down version —
i.e. sub-harmonic —of it. Just how this is managed, in such
a way as to build up the waveform, was a problem not
addressed in the earlier article. That work dealt only with the
sampling circuit.
The circuitry to produce the necessary timing of the sampling pulses is the main topic of this article, although the
essence of the earlier article is repeated here. While the ear*March 2000 issue, Towards a500MHz scope adaptor'
lier article may still be of interest, it doesn't matter whether
you have access to it or not; all the necessary
CC, DO
information for the intrepid experimenter is
contained in the following pages.
The circuit described in the earlier article is
capable of taking exceedingly short samples
of the signal. The sampling gate is briefly
To
AC
Memory
Sampling
oscilloscope
amplifier
opened by a pulse about one nanosecond
gate
gate
Y input
wide, which corresponds to aNyquist bandDitterentiato
Integrator
width of 500MHz. The arrangement is shown
From
Sample
in the block diagram in Fig. 1.
trigger
pulse
Input signals are connected to a storage
deparbnent
generator
capacitor by the sampling gate. The shorter
the time for which the gate is open, the highFrom
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the sampling gate and
er the achievable bandwidth. But with an
trigger
feedback loop.
department
open time as brief as a nanosecond, the
capacitor only has time to charge up to afew
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generator

To Gate 1
(G1)
Hold-off
mono
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Ramp

SR

comparator

Display
rate
generator

G2
control
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Y

SR

generator

G2

To sample
pulse
generator

To
oscilloscope
external
X input

- I I25Ons

_117_1)ns

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the trigger and sample
stewing circuit of timebase department.
to
percent of the input voltage. The voltage on the capacitor is
then amplified by afactor sufficient to make up the shortfall,
giving ameasure of the actual input voltage at the instant the
sample was taken.
However, the required information is not the absolute value
of the capacitor voltage, but the difference between the current sample and its predecessor. So the amplifier is AC coupled. thus it acts as adifferentiator. Its output voltage is
stored via asecond gate, in amemory capacitor.
The memory accumulates the successive capacitor difference voltages; thus it is an integrator and its output represents the value of the input signal at the moment the last
sample was taken. The combination of adifferentiator and an
integrator results in aconstant unity gain system, from 0Hz
(DC) up to afrequency somewhat below the Nyquist rate.
Figure 2shows the all-important trigger processing section. A fraction of the input signal energy, about 10%, is
picked off and fed to atrigger slicer circuit. This produces a
squared up version of the input signal and, via the hold-off
gate, will trigger the control bistable, initiating apositivegoing 'fast ramp'.
The display-rate generator produces afixed frequency high
enough to avoid flicker, and with avery asymmetrical mark
space ratio. During the mark period, apositive-going 'slow
ramp' is produced, resetting rapidly during the short space
period. The slow ramp is fed out to the external X input of
the display oscilloscope.
Both the fast and the slow ramp are fed to the ramp comparator, so that as soon as the fast ramp crosses the level of
the slow ramp, anarrow sample pulse is produced. At this
same time t
o,
the control bistable is reset and the hold-off
monostable is triggered. The latter closes the hold-off gate,
preventing the output of the trigger slicer triggering the control bistable again for the next lOtts.
When the hold-off gate reopens, the control bistable can
again be triggered, initiating another fast ramp. However, this
time, the t
o at which the fast ramp crosses the slow ramp
level will be delayed rather more relative to the trigger that
started the fast ramp. This is because the slow ramp voltage
will have increased since the previous trigger.
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Thus successive samples are taken at slightly later points
on the input waveform, building up apattern across the
screen, representing the input waveform, but in 'equivalent
time' rather than real time. Clearly, the flatter the slow ramp,
the smaller are the successive delays, and the closer together the samples cluster on the input waveform.
Ultimately, with anearly flat 'slow ramp', all samples
would be taken at almost the same point on successive samples of the waveform, and it is thus easy to produce an
impressive figure for the 'equivalent sampling rate'.

The nitty gritty

While true, the preceding explanation is very simplistic.
When the fast ramp crosses the slow ramp level, in addition
to triggering the sampling pulse and resetting the control
bistable, the ramp comparator output generates a 25Ons
pulse. This in turn triggers the Gate 2control monostable,
producing a750ns pulse; see Fig. 2.
The 750ns pulse opens Gate 2, the memory gate in Fig. I.
The reasons for the various delays and pulse widths will
become apparent later, but they are crucial to the operation of
the overall system. To see just how, one must turn from
block diagrams to the circuitry in detail, and the place to start
is at the beginning of the signal processing chain, Fig. 3.

Circuit details

Figure 3shows Gate 1and its associated components. Early
sampling oscilloscopes used ahigh-impedance probe, with
the sampling circuit actually mounted at the end of acable,
in the probe head. This was never entirely satisfactory, resulting in 'kick-out', i.e., fast edges injected into the circuit
under test at the sampling rate, from the sampling gate.
This design uses alow-impedance input, 75Q, intended to
be driven by an active probe, such as described in reference
3. Transistor Tr' is normally off. Its collector voltage rises
via R7 and R8, aiming at +70V, charging the capacitance of
the open circuit coaxial line L1in the process.
However, the collector voltage never reaches +70V, being
caught via adiode at avoltage lick,„,p.This clamp is set at
typically about +28V, depending on the particular BFR9 I
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To trigger
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Figure 7
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D
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100R
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Trigger
from
Figure 9

DD
T1,3T +3T 8thou. EnCu on Siemens 2hole balun core B62152-A8X30, AL =2300
DI -D4,BAR28.

E: to Trigger slicer, L1, miniature 50ohm PTFE insulated coax.

B: G1 output to sample feedback loop circuitry. CC -DD, gate G1 back-off voltage.

Fig. 3Circuit of the sampling gate.
used. This is just below the transistor's avalanche breakdown
voltage, and well above the manufacturer's recommended
rated maximum.
When apositive-going trigger pulse arrives, the transistor
starts to conduct. But due to the high electric field strength
within the device, the few initial carriers multiply rapidly,
and the transistor becomes effectively ashort circuit.
The voltage stored on the transmission line is then divided
between the 50Q source impedance of the line, the
impedance in the emitter circuit of Tr', and the voltage drop
across the transistor, which is not inconsiderable. More on
the operation of avalanche pulse generators can be found in
reference 4.
The impedance in the emitter circuit of Tr 'consists of R6
and, via 7), R5 together with the diodes D1 .
4forming Gate I.
These diodes are normally reverse biased by the 'back-off
voltage' between points CC and DD, but conduct briefly during the pulse, momentarily connecting point A to point B.
Pulse length is determined by the two-way transit time of
the transmission line Li.This is about 1.Ins, depending on
the velocity of propagation in the particular type of 50Q
coaxial cable used.
Since the next sample is normally not taken until many
complete cycles of the input waveform later, the back-off
voltage must be greater than the peak to peak excursion of
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the input; otherwise the Gate 1diodes would conduct at the
wrong time. So the amplitude of the available pulse from the
avalanche pulse generator limits the peak to peak input voltage the system can accept.

Making up the short-fall
As Imentioned earlier, the capacitor that stores the output of
Gate 1can only charge up to afraction of the input voltage
during the very brief sampling pulse. To maximise this voltage, the Gate 1storage capacitor is made very small.
Indeed, you will look for it in vain in either Fig. 3, or in
Fig. 4. In fact, it consists solely of the stray capacitance at the
output of Gate 1, which comprises the input capacitance of
¡C 1a' the self capacitance of R10 and Ri1,and the capacitance
to the rest of the world of the lead connecting Gate 1output
to point B in Fig. 4.
Being so small, this storage capacitance can store the new
voltage level out of Gate Ionly very briefly, before it would
leak away via Ru, returning the voltage at the non-inverting
input of /C ia to ground potential. But before that has a
chance to happen, the new level is applied by the buffer
amplifier /Ci a,via C5 and R12, to non-inverting amplifier
/
CIb. The gain of this is set to X, where 100/X is the percentage sampling efficiency of Gate 1.
Thus the voltage at point H equals what the output of Gate
Iwould have been, had its sampling efficiency been 100%.
But due to the finite response speed of /Ci a and /Cib, this
desirable state of affairs takes an appreciable fraction of a
microsecond. For this reason, the 75Ons wide pulse which
opens Gate 2is delayed by 25Ons, as shown in Fig. 2.
During the time that Gate 2 is open, /C 1c integrates the
voltage at point H. The time constant of the integrator, in
conjunction with the gain of /C ib, set by R13, is such that the
voltage at the output of /C id reaches alevel equal to the input
voltage at point A, when the sample was taken.
Unity gain amplifier /C id is included, as the integrator is an
inverting circuit. Non-inverting integrators, such as the de
Boo integrator, are well known, but not so convenient in this
arrangement, where the integrator input is left open circuit
between pulses.
Having extracted the true value of the input, it is necessary
to set up the front end to measure the change in input voltage
at the time the next sample is taken. This takes two steps.
The first consists of charging up the tiny Gate Ioutput storage capacitor to the current input voltage, which is achieved
via R10.
However, it is also necessary to centre Gate 1itself on this
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voltage, and this is performed by adjusting the voltages CC
and DD. The amplitude of the back-off voltage is set by the
volt drop, caused by constant current generators Tr2.3 ,across
R17. R18 and R20. But the level at which this constant difference sits, is determined by the output voltage of /C id .

Positive or negative?
Response from point B to point K is, as described above,
positive. And the output voltage at point K is fed back to
point B. This sounds like positive feedback, and indeed it is.
However, the inclusion of passive lag R26 and Cs4 delays
this positive feedback, so that it is virtually ineffective during the period that Gate 2is open. But during the minimum
lOps delay between samples caused by the hold-off monostable, the voltages at points B, CC and DD all settle to the
appropriate values and, crucially, point G returns to ground.
Thus when the next sample is taken, purely the difference
between it and the previous one is applied to /Cib.
To see how the system works as awhole, consider the case
where the input is at OV for aperiod, and then makes astep
change to, say, +1V. In Fig. 5, the left hand diagram shows
what happens if the overall gain of the sample feedback loop,
as set by the efficiency of Gate 1sampling, the setting of
R13, the length of Gate 2opening and the time constant of
the integrator, is too high. The result is that the supposedly
accurate estimate of the true input voltage is also too high.
Following the step, the system will adjust to correct the
overshoot, but by too much again; the loop is under-damped.
Thus over the next few samples, the output will settle to
accurately reflect the input. So, considered in the long term,
the feedback is negative. Unlike anormal underdamped negative feedback loop, the frequency of the ring is independent
of circuit parameters. It is simply half the sample frequency,
as shown.
The right diagram in Fig. 5shows what happens, on the
other hand, if the sample feedback loop gain is too low. The
response is now over-damped. When correctly set up, the
sample feedback loop will correctly acquire the true amplitude of the input in asingle step.
Despite the overall effect being one of negative feedback,
the positive feedback aspect is responsible for some deterioration of the signal to noise ratio of the waveform as reconstructed. This appears in the form of jitter, or sample-to-sample noise. The displayed pulses are then not all at exactly the
correct level, a perennial problem with sampling oscilloscopes.

Fig.5. Showing the effect of excess sample feedback
loop gain (left) and low loop gain fright).

Input signal

(\AAA

Trig slicer output IC3 pin 11

rinnyl_

Trig holdott monostablet.
Holdott Gate output T
Control bistable output IC 4pin 5
Slow ramp R

Fast ramp 0

_11_

Gate 1trigger P
Gate 2delay IC6 pin 8
Gate 2open N

_n_
10µs

Fig. 6. Timing diagram showing how the slow ramp stews (delays) successive
samples.
events described in the previous section unfolds.

Trig,ger/slewing

circuitry
Figure 7 shows the front end of the triggering department.
Resistor RI,R2 and R27 provide a75Q input resistance, with
one eleventh of the input voltage available to the MAX913
trigger slicer /C 0.
To ensure clean switching, a small amount of positive
feedback is applied, providing asmall degree of hysteresis.
The positive feedback is applied to the non-inverting input,
being positive by virtue of being taken from the complementary Q\ output.
Resistor R28 is fitted to maintain the maximum trigger sensitivity despite the attenuation due to RI and R27. With a
Slewing the samples
MAX913 having zero offset voltage, its value would be
Figure 6 shows the sequence of events as the system sam1MQ, the same as R31. With the particular MAX913 used in
ples an input waveform. The capital letters by the waveforms
the prototype, the required value turned out to be 3.3MQ.
refer to corresponding points on the circuit diagrams of the
The trigger slicer output is taken via one section of /C3 to
trigger/sample slewing department, detailed below.
the input, pin 10, of the hold-off gate. The intermediate gate
The trigger slicer produces an on/off waveform from the
is aleft over from the development phase, being one of varinput signal. This is applied to the hold-off gate, atwo input
ious superfluous gates or inverters sprinkled around the sysNAND gate. At some point, the lOps hold-off period expires
tem for the same reason.
and the other input to the gate changes from logic 0 to I.
Assuming the input from the hold-off monostable device,
This permits the output of the gate to go negative, either
point L, is high, anegative edge at pin 10 will produce aposimmediately if the slicer output is already high, or when it
itive one at pin 8, triggering the control bistable /C4.The Q
next does so.
output of /C4 at pin 5 then goes high, permitting constant
On the next negative-going edge the hold-off gate output is
sent high, triggering the control bistable, which initiates a current generator Tr4 to charge C15, with C16 if aslower fast
ramp is required.
fast ramp. When the fast ramp level passes that of the slow
Switch Si permits the selection of equivalent timebase
ramp, several thing happen. A Gate 1sampling pulse is genspeeds of 1, 10 or 100ns/division on the display scope.
erated, and at the same time, the control bistable is reset.
A 250ns delay is initiated, and the trigger hold-off monos- Capacitor C13 and Ci4 provide additional decoupling for the
fast ramp generator. Any variations in fast ramp timing will
table device is retriggered, preventing further triggers for
cause the sampling points to vary, contributing to ajittery
lOps. The trailing edge of the 250ns delay pulse triggers the
displayed trace.
Gate 2 control monostable device, and the sequence of
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The fast ramp generator output at Q is applied to the ramp
comparator. but before considering that. Fig. 8 shows how
the slow ramp is generated. The 555 timer /C 8 generates an
asymmetrical squarewave.
During the brief period when /C6 pin 6is high. the JFET
Tr5 is on and shorts out C14, resetting the ramp. During the
longer period when /C6 pin 6 is low. Tr5 is off and the
Howland current pump arrangement of /C9a produces a
ramp. which is positive-going from ground.
The two following op-amp sections are asimple bounding
circuit, which prevents the slow ramp output at S greatly
exceeding +5V. Output Sis applied to the X input of the display oscilloscope.
On my scope. in XY mode input channel 1doubles as the
X input, so its input attenuator and VARiable control were
used to adjust the sweep to 10 divisions full screen. In other
cases, an additional pot like R55 could be incorporated to fulfil this function. Output R provides the slow ramp to the
ramp comparator. R55 providing adjustment to set the ramp
excursion to +5V maximum.
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Figure 9 shows the remainder of the trigger/slewing
department. The slow ramp from Fig. 8is applied at R direct
to pin 2of the ramp comparator /C5,another MAX 913. The
fast ramp is applied to pin 3via the buffer stage Tr6.Due to
D7, the fast ramp at pin 3always starts from below OV. thus
ensuring that it always crosses the slow ramp level.
A small amount of hysteresis is again applied, via R39.
When the fast ramp overtakes the slow ramp. point P. pin 12
of /C6,goes high. triggering the avalanche pulse generator
Tr ' and applying asampling pulse to Gate 1. At the same
time. pin 10 of /C6 goes low, resetting the control bistable,
triggering the hold-off monostable device at pin 1of /C7 and
sending pin 8of /C6 high.
Output from the hold-off monostable device at point L
closes the trigger hold-off gate for the next lOps. With the
control bistable now reset, the fast ramp returns to alittle
above OV, clamped by D5, and pin 12 of /C6 returns to OV.
After adelay of some 25Ons, set by R40 and C18, pin 8of
/C6 goes low, triggering the Gate 2 control monostable
device at pin 9of the 74HC221. /C7.This outputs apulse at
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Fig. 9. The fast comparator and gate timing pulses department.

N, opening Gate 2for 750ns.
And there matters rest for the next lOps at least, until the
control bistable is retriggered. In the mean time, the voltage levels at all points around the sample feedback loop
settle to steady values, ready to process the next sample.

Power supplies

1N4002

+70V
Vclamp
1N4148
BC212

I100n

The suite of stabilised power supplies shown in Fig. 10
was built and tested as aseparate module. It supplies the
1
7805'
various voltages required by the subsystem, namely +70V,
Vcia „,p,+15V, +5V and -15V.
Both MAX913 comparators also require -5V, and this
7 470 u 7815*
10
il°11T
•
was produced locally by a79L05, on the trigger/slewing
7915*
+
470
11
/TM
logic board, see Fig. 7.
14
The MAX913 operates at frequencies up to 150MHz. If
1N4001
you are contemplating higher input frequencies, either a
•Heat sinks fitted
L N
faster device would be required, or aprescaler could be
E
used to divide the input down by afactor of two or more.
3Amp
Fig. 10. Suite of stabilised supplies for the system.
A suitable prescaler is incorporated in many synthesiser
Fused
ICs designed for use in the GSM, DCS/PCS bands, etc. I
Plug
have a couple of SP8715 1100MHz multi-modulus
prescaler ICs in stock, but these are not very suitable, as
the minimum sinewave input frequency for correct opero 6.4MHz at the maximum sample rate - and lower if
ation is 200MHz.
fewer samples across the screen were acceptable.
The devices will operate down to 0Hz provided the input
For frequencies lower than this, the oscilloscope used as
slew rate is faster than 100V/us, so should prove suitable
the display should be able to handle the signal on its own!
if preceded by afast slicer circuit, perhaps PECL. Note
Implementation considerations
that due to the hold-off gate, the maximum sample rate is
100kHz. So a+64 prescaler would permit operation down
When dealing with very high frequencies, the mechanical
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design of a circuit becomes of crucial importance.
Construction of the critical Gate 1circuitry of Fig. 3was carried out on aground plane. Fig. 11. The square flange of a
75Q BNC panel mounting socket was soldered to the edge
of a6cm by 8cm piece of SRBP copper clad board (ground
plane A), and strengthened with acouple of triangular tin
plate gussets, as shown.
Two of the diodes and resistors R3 and R4 were mounted as
shown, on the connector's centre conductor. The other two
diodes were mounted pointing upwards, so that point B sits
in ahole in another piece of copperclad (ground plane B, not
shown), mounted on metal pillars, above the first.
Remaining components of Fig. 1were mounted on, or just
above the ground plane, as shown separately, for clarity, in
the right-hand sketch of Fig. 11.
Resistor R1 was mounted on the connector's centre conductor, pointing upwards and projecting through another hole
in ground plane B, where /C 10 was mounted. Ground-plane
A was subsequently attached with earth straps to alarger
piece of copperclad, 20cm by 20cm (ground plane C), as
indicated. That completed the critical part of the layout.
The beauty of the sampling scope is that once the samples
are taken, they can be processed almost at leisure —certainly at lowish frequencies where handling them is no great
problem. So the sample feedback loop of Fig. 4was constructed on 0.1in matrix copper-strip board.
All ICs were socketed for convenience should changes be
necessary. In fact, such achange was necessary; originally
IC Iwas aTL084, but the response of this proved too slow,
so it was changed to the faster TLE2074 as shown.
The trig,ger/slewing logic was made up on astandard logic
IC prototyping board. The present arrangement is not very
satisfactory though, due to the lead lengths this involves
between the different modules.
Construction is best done in stages, starting with the power
supplies, Fig. 10, and then proceeding to the circuitry of Figs
3and 4. The remaining sections may then be constructed
also, or you may prefer to get each section working, as
described below, before proceeding to the next section.

Fig. 12. The
sampling pulse,
viewed on an
oscilloscope of
bandwidth
inadequate for
the purpose.

Fig. 13. Display
oía squarewave
with a 1ns rise
time.
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Setting up
A temporary test unit will be needed, producing the 25Ons
and 750ns pulses at a100kHz repetition rate, shown in Fig.
2and the bottom two traces of Fig. 6. With Vci
set near
maximum, the avalanche transistor pulse generator Tri
should free run.
The pulse itself will be too fast for most oscilloscopes to
display; Fig. 12 shows what it looks like on my Tektronix
475A, with its rated bandwidth of 250MHz — 1.4ns rise time,
on agood day, bearing in mind its age.
In theory, the pulse is rectangular in shape, but due to the
rise time of a475A, it cannot accurately portray the pulse,
and never actually reaches its full amplitude. However, if the
pulse itself is too fast to see, the recovery of the potential at
the junction of R7 and R8 in Fig. 3, towards Vcia „,p,will be
easily seen. This is evidence that the avalanche pulse generator is working.
With the 250ns trigger pulse and 750ns Gate 2pulse turned
off. Vejamp should be reduced until the avalanche pulses just
cease. The result will be that the output of /C id wanders off
to one supply rail or the other, as /C i,integrates its own
input offsets.
With the 25Ons and 750ns 100Id-lz pulses applied, the output of /C id should sit at or very near OV, this being the potential at point A, with no external applied input at the 75Q BNC
socket, assuming asuitable setting of R20.Adjust this initially
so that the back-off potential between CC and DD is 3V.
When aplus or minus IV potential is applied at the input,
the potential at /C id output should follow the input. If the
sample feedback loop gain set by R13 is too great, the loop
will oscillate, and Ri3 should be backed off until this ceases.
The circuitry of Fig. 8should now be tested; this module
operates purely in astand alone capacity, and should present
no problems. Now add in the circuitry of Figs 7 and 9,
enabling the full timebase department to be tested.
A 1Vp-p 50kHz sinewave should be applied at the BNC
input socket, and should result in a50kHz squarewave at pin
7of trigger slicer /C i0 .A value for R28 can then be found,
that keeps the trigger slicer running down to the smallest
possible amplitude of the 50kHz sinewave.
The whole timebase department should now be working,
but in view of the highly interconnected nature of the various
stages, some trouble-shooting may necessary, unless your
constructional skills are infallible! With Siset for the slowest fast ramp rate, the fast ramp should be visible at the emitter of Tr6,even on ascope having amodest rise time.
With the timebase department working, the Gate 1and
Gate 2pulses, points Pand N in Fig. 9, should be connected
to the corresponding points in Fig. 3and 4. A IV p-p 5MHz
squarewave connected to the BNC socket should now be
reproduced on the screen of the oscilloscope.
For best rise time without overshoot, RD will need adjustment. Note that the setting of Vclamp, R20 and R13 all interact, and some iteration will certainly be necessary to optimise
the performance. Clearly, the 5MHz test squarewave should
have very fast rise and fall times; astring of 74AC series
inverters can be used to sharpen it up.

Further development
As will be all too clear from the circuit diagrams, the system
is still at an experimental stage. An obvious improvement
would be the addition of x2 and x5 timebase ranges, intermediate between the ranges provided by SI.
Reducing the amplitude of the slow ramp will have the
effect of increasing the equivalent sample rate; effectively
increasing the equivalent timebase speed. The mean level of
this reduced amplitude slow ramp can then be adjusted,
between the limits of OV and +5V, giving in effect avariable
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timebase delay, permitting closer examination of any part of
the input waveform.
But probably the greatest prize would result from further
work on the avalanche pulse generator. Halving the length of
the pulse forming line Li would give pulses around 500ps
long, increasing the Nyquist rate to around 1GHz. However,
Ido not know whether the BFR91 device would still then be
suitable, and of course the shorter opening of Gate 1will
halve the sampling efficiency.
While in principle, this can be compensated by increasing
the loop gain with R13, the increased positive feedback will
inevitably increase the amount of vertical jitter of the displayed points on the screen.
Ihave experimented with aBFR520 at Tr i,adevice with
an f, of 9GHz, against the 5GHz of the BFR91. But its lower
avalanche voltage limits the available amplitude of the sampling pulse. This in turn limits the usable range of the
back-off voltage, setting a limit on the maximum input
amplitude the system can accept.
The intention is to use the system with an active probe
using the MAX4005, described in reference 3. This has a
gain of x0.5, so that 5V logic signals only require a0 to
+2.5V signal handling range for Gate I.
All in all, the project has proved afascinating challenge, and
shows very definite promise. As an example, Fig. 13 shows
the display of asquarewave of about 28MHz. This was produced by agenerator Idesigned, using aPECL direct digital
synthesiser chip type SP2002, clocked at 1268MHz. There is
evidence of adegree of jitter in the display, which is doubtless

due to the poor layout of the prototype, mentioned earlier.
The SP2002 device data sheet gives lots of data on the sine
outputs, but fails to specify the rise time of the squarewave
outputs. However, this should not substantially exceed the
clock period and should therefore be Ins or less.
It appears that there are several points on the displayed rise
time, but this is because the exposure used for Fig. 13 has
covered several successive sweeps of the display. It seems
that the rise time of the system really is about Ins.
In oscilloscope applications, rise time is generally amuch
more key specification than bandwidth, and this system looks
very promising in that respect.
•
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Letters to the editor
Letters to "Electronics World" Cumulus Business Media, Anne Boleyn House,
9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam Road, Surrey SM3 8BZ
e-mail j.lowe@cumulusmedia.co.uk using subject heading 'Letters'.

Star point

Mr Darney is unduly critical of starpoint grounding in the April 2002
issue. His arguments seem to centre
on RF equipment, where the
technique is indeed normally
unsuitable and aground-plane
technique is far preferable.
However, in other circumstances,
the essential advantage of star-point
earthing is very significant. This
advantage is that each sub-circuit has
its own return current path —not
shared by any other circuit.
Thus large return currents, and the
associated voltage drops, can be kept
separate from low-current circuits,
and distorted or noisy currents can be
kept separate from clean ones.
Several of his statements should be
challenged in order to dispel
confusion:
Star-point earthing and hum in
valve/tube circuits: Hum from
heaters has absolutely nothing to
do with the use of star-point
earthing. It would still be there,
maybe worse, with ground-plane
earthing. This worsening is due to
the creation of loops, in which the
magnetic fields due to the heater
wiring induce circulating currents
-see below.
Zero-volt reference is an essential
concept in circuit theory; it even
appears as the 'bottom line' in
circuit diagrams drawn with
British conventions. Because any
finite conductor has inductance,
only apoint can be the zero-volt

Solar power charger:
correction
In the April issue, there was acircuit idea entitled,
'Solar power battery charger that works on a
cloudy day' by Malcolm Lisle. The circuit diagram
should have shown two diodes, one in series with
each solar panel, not just one in series with the
battery. If the voltage on the two panels were
different, e.g. if the sun was shining on one and not
on the other, they may try to charge eachother.
Malcolm Lisle
Gateshead
Tyne & Wear
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reference; any other point on a
ground plane or return conductor
has afinite voltage with respect to
the zero point unless the current is
zero.
Avoidance of loops: Star-point
earthing eliminates shared returncurrent paths as well as loops.
Loop elimination, however, is
very important in order to ensure
freedom from magneticallyinduced disturbances. Because
loop impedances may be very low
—afew milliohms, small induced
voltages can result in quite large
currents, and all or some fraction
of such currents can wreak havoc
in sensitive circuits.
Enclosures: Not all equipment, by
any means, is housed in ametal
enclosure these days.
Loops in systems: Interconnected
equipment using unbalanced
interconnections is in fact
extremely vulnerable to
interference caused by earth-loop
currents. This is why balanced
interconnections, or at least
differential input circuits, are
preferred. Systems used in
proximity to high-power
equipment, where high-current
mains faults can occur, can and
do suffer damage due to huge
earth-loop currents.
The explanations in the latter part of
Mr Darney's letter are concerned
only with high-frequency and

51n x51n solar panels

transient effects. They do not apply at
low frequencies, where, for example,
skin depth is equal to or greater than
conductor diameter.
It is futile to condemn star-point
earthing emotionally and
groundlessly. In the right place, it is
the preferred technique. Like any
other technique, if it is used in the
wrong place, it is not good news.
John Woodgate
Via e-mail
http://www.jmwa.demon.co.uk

Making your
own PCBs
Seeing Cyril Bateman's article on
making PCBs in the May 2002
Electronics world reminds me that I
successfully applied asilkscreen
layer to my home-made PCBs as
follows:
I) Print the silkscreen layer onto
OHP clear film.
2) Photocopy the film upside down.
A reversed image is then obtained
on paper.
3) The paper is placed face down on
the component side of the PCB,
taking great care with registration
Itried two methods of transferring
the image to the PCB:
1) Flooding the paper with acetone or
other solvent and pressing down
hard achieved good results —not
very environmentally friendly!
2) Carefully ironing the back of the
paper with ahot iron achieved
good results. Peel back the paper
carefully and if any of the image
hasn't transferred, replace it and
apply the iron again.
If the image is obtained via aLaserjet
printer or photocopier, then the
resulting silkscreen layer is
waterproof.
Tom Scharf CEng MIEE
Principal Design Engineer
Cooper Security Ltd
Regarding Cyril Bateman's PCB
article in the May 2002 issue, when
laser-printing PCB artwork, don't
waste money on expensive laser
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Free USB scope software
Before reading the February and March
issues, Ihad put off experimenting with
USB due mainly to the time needed to get to
grips with the quite complicated specification.
After browsing the FTDI web site and
reading the company's application data, it
became clear that FTDI had taken the pain
away from full-speed USB data transfer.
Iimmediately ordered one of the USB
modules and was told that there would be a
three week delay due to high demand —
proof of asuccessful article but slightly
frustrating nevertheless.
The good people at FTDI sent me some
chip samples so that Icould build one from
scratch. This is underway. If demand is so
high, then maybe there is asimilar demand
for some software to go with the kit.
The proposed hardware solution published
in March requires either absolutely no data
dropouts or an even number of packets lost.
If this doesn't happen, the scope traces will
swap during the trace.
As the February article stated clearly that
data delivery is not guaranteed using this
mode, then maybe there is room to develop
the hardware further to include channel
identification and some simple data error
detection to help remove any discontinuities
in the time domain. Otherwise, at the full
data rate, the main use for this kit will be
single shot applications. This topic could be
far from over.
The reason for this email was to offer an
alternative for the other half of the project. I
have knocked together the basics of a

transparencies or specialised films.
Use tracing paper, available in A4
pads from any stationer.
Get the thickest stuff you can find —
at least 90GSM —to avoid crinkling.
The fact that it's translucent as
opposed to transparent doesn't matter
as long as you ensure the toner side
faces the PCB.
Toner adhesion and density are
excellent, 50 tracks/inch being easily
achievable form a600DPI laser. I'm
told it also works well with some ink
jets printers —those from HP in
particular.
For adetailed article on all aspects
of PCB making on my web site
www.electricstuff.co.uk.
Mike Harrison
White Wing Logic
Loughton
Essex
Ifound the article Making SingleSide PCBs' an excellent piece of
work by Mr Bateman.
When Ifirst started making PCBs,
it seemed abit like ablack art. Some
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scope/FFI software package that currently
operates on simulated data. Iam writing this
for my own pet project and Iam willing to
release it to those of you who are interested,
free of charge.
Note that the software's copyright
remains with me, and you are only allowed
to use it for your own personal, non profitmaking interest.
Iam also willing to develop the software
further, adding more features if Iget some
good feedback. Looking at some of the
commercial packages that are available my
offering provides acomparable starting
point and could be developed into avery
useful tool.
The basic features have been tested on
Windows 95, 98, 2000 and XP, but not
NT4. They are:
• Two scope channels each with
independent full scales on the same
timebase.
• A Trigger on either positive or negative
slope on Ch.A or Ch.B.
• Two markers in the time domain that
give time and measurements for the
triggered channel.
• Frequency display based on the markers.
• Sliding DC offset so that the channels
can be separated.
• Single selectable FFT channel on either
Ch.A or Ch.B.
• A left mouse button click on the FFT
trace will auto locate the largest
amplitude within ±10 bits.
• Simulation uses asine on ch. A and a
square on ch. B. Frequency can be
swept.

attempts were perfect whilst others
ended in disaster. Over aperiod of
time, I've devised asystem that
works for me and Inow have a99%
success rate.
Two points sprang to mind while I
was reading the article though.
Firstly, the tubes used in UV light
boxes only reach their peak output
when warm. Ialways pre-warm the
unit for five minutes or so to make
sure the tubes have reached their
nominal operating temperature. Note
that these UV tubes degrade with age.
So exposure times need to be
increased as the tubes get older.
Also, I've spent aconsiderable
amount of time in finding an
acceptable method of transferring my
artwork to the PCB. Ihave tried the
multiple-pass technique as described
without much success.
Printing multiple copies of the same
artwork and placing these between
the light source and the PCB has also
been less than satisfactory. The best
media I've found is Parchment Paper
which looks like athick tracing
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To use the software, copy all of the files to a
directory and run mscope.exe. If you are
concerned about removing it then delete the
files and the reg key
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\software\MSco
pe.
Operation is straightforward, with tool
tips providing some information. Just start
the simulator and the acquisition and off
you go.
Jason Back
Via e-mail
To obtain the software, e-mail
j.lowegkumulusmedia.co.uk. Please
note that the file is around 1Mbyte
unencoded and will take awhile to
download using astandard modem.
www.sevenlands.co.uWmscope

paper. It's used in needle work and
available in A4 size sheets, 150g/m 2
weight and seems to be obtainable
from most craft shops.
Printing on Parchment Paper with
my (cheap) bubble jet printer
produces aperfect image and for a
100 by 160mm board. Only 2.5
minutes of UV exposure time is
required to provide consistent results.
Parchment Paper is quite cheap.
The type Iuse is manufactured by
Pergamano (www.Pergamano.com)
Joe Farr
Via e-mail

Gang your own pots
The idea for ganging your own
potentiometers in the May issue
reminds me of the way power is
transferred to the drivetrain of steamlocomotives. The wheels on both
sides are connected with linking
members, whose joints on the wheels
are displaced by 90° respective to
each other.
A similar arrangement had been
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used in the fifties on the NSU-MAX
motorcycle. There, the overhead
camshaft was not driven by chain or
gears, but with two link rods which
were driven mechanically 90° out of
phase.
Lutz Kutscha, DL6FCU
Via e-mail
John Woodgate pointed out that there
was an error in the description of the
potentiometer ganging scheme. There
was a section that read, "Strips A and
C are identical. They're about 5mm
thick on the prototype. Strip B is
similar, but a little longer. Strips A and
C are linkage arms from hardboard."
The last sentence should have read,
"Strips D and E are linkage arms from
hardboard." Apologies.

Homopolar response
Iwould like to reply to the many
letters on the subject of the Faraday
Homopolar Generator.
In the article Iwas careful in the
wording of apossible "free energy
device". My experiments were quite
lossy and Icould not endorse such a
claim although some doubts were
expressed.
The reference to the late
DePalma's work was mentioned
because he was one of the few who
went into the constructional details
of the machine and was worthwhile
for such, rather than for any other
claim of "free energy". However the
main emphasis of the article was on
experiments and their unusual
results.
Mr McKinney's suggestion relating
to the rotating magnet/disc is the

right example: you see the wire
connected to the voltmeter flying
past and you think that the voltage is
induced in that wire. So screen that
wire or wires, magnetically,
electrically, with coaxial cable, or a
combination of them and Ican assure
you that you will still measure the
same voltage.
This brings us to Mr Ghislanzoni's
experimental suggestions: both of the
experiments Idiscussed were carried
out —together with many more —
before Iwrote the article. Itried to
limit the loop area as much as
possible, twisting the pair as far as it
was physically possible: there was no
variation of the measured voltage
when tested on the DC machines.
There was indeed alarge variation
though when it was applied to the
AC machines.
Twisting eliminates the induced
voltage, but not the homopolar
voltage, which is anyway at least two
orders of magnitude smaller. This is
what makes it difficult to
discriminate in an AC machine.
The experiment relating to Mr
Ghislanzoni's second comment was
carried out using an electrolytic
capacitor rotating together with the
combination magnet/disc. During
rotation, the capacitor was brought in
contact with the rim and centre of the
disc and then isolated again. The disc
was then stopped and the voltage
across the capacitor measured: it was
always zero.
Mr Robinson seems to have little
trust in the screening of the wires: As
Isaid, they were effective in AC
machines but did practically nothing
with DC machines.
In what Icalled a"pulsing

PSU for electrostatic speakers
Regarding the circuit idea 'Switching EHT generator for ES loudspeakers' in the previous
issue, Iam concerned not to read any warnings for the use of this circuit which under the
wrong circumstances could produce avery nasty electric shock.
Less than amilliamp at these voltages can be fatal. Correctly built and with all parts of the
EHT insulated it should be perfectly safe. However, Iwould recommend including aseries
resistor —of as high avalue as possible —between the voltage source, Vout,and the outside
world.
For an electrostatic speaker, this current limiting would also help protect the electrostatic
membrane in the event of aflashover should the speaker be overdriven.
In acircuit of this type, Iwould also recommend placing azener across the collectoremitter terminals of the switching transistor, Q1.This should be of avoltage about 5% to
10% greater than the normal fly-back pulse when the circuit is operating correctly with its
feedback control loop. In afailure mode, where the control loop no longer functions, this
will prevent the circuit from generating significantly higher EHT voltages.
Note that the zener should be generously rated for wattage as it must be capable of
sinking the output from the fly-back pulse over an extended period of time (e.g. 10220 case
size).
Susan IL Parker AMIEE, Consultant
London
Via e-mail
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generator", Fig. 4a), you will find
two signals: one is the classic
induced voltage with apositive peak
just before reaching the magnet. It is
zero when the wire is exactly in the
middle of the magnet and anegative
peak when it leaves the magnet.
At the same time, there is amuch
smaller unidirectional signal —the
homopolar signal —that is normally
zero. It reaches apeak when the wire
is the middle of the magnet and then
returns to zero: screening helps to
eliminate the induced voltage so only
the homopolar voltage is left; the
better the screening the clearer you
see the homopolar voltage. Iam not
able to explain this residual voltage
with classic theory. Maybe Mr
Robinson will.
Dom Di Mario
Milan
Italy

Measuring small
capacitor values
Iread the article from Michael
Slifkin and Shai Kriegman in the
March issue 2002 entitled
'Measuring capacitance'. It was a
pleasure to read, as it described
concepts as well as design aspects.
Iwas pleasantly surprised to read
that the authors are currently
working on an improved design.
where two identical oscillator circuits
have to be used. One of the two
oscillators will be detuned by the
unknown capacitance and then the
beat frequency of the oscillators will
be measured to determine the
unknown value.
The authors think that this method
will be especially useful in
measuring very low values of
capacitance. It is. In the July/August
1996 issue of Electronics World I
described acapacitance meter in an
article called `C-Meter resolves to
0.1pF'. This design involves two
identical oscillators.
Outputs from the oscillators are
XOR-ed to provide an error signal.
This signal is proportional to the
small detuning of the oscillator
carrying the unknown capacitance.
Ihave to say this idea works very
well for me till today and Ireally can
measure very low capacitance values.
Iwill be very interested to read the
future article of the two authors with
asimilar —Ihope —implementation
involving the mixing of the two
frequencies.
•
Emil Vladkov, PhD
Sofia
Bulgaria
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HP86600 SYN AM-FM-PM-0.01-1300MC/S-2600MC/S -03K.
HP8673D SYN AM-FM-PM-0.01-285 GHz -012K.
HP3312A Function Generator AM-FM 13MC/S-Dual -£300
HP3314A Function Generator AM•FM-1/C0-20MC/S -£600
HP3325A SYN Function Generator 21MC/S -0800.
HP3326A SYN 2CH Function Generator 13MC/S-IEEE £1.4K.
HP3336A-B-C SYN FunGLevel Gen 21MC/S -0400-000£500
Racal/Dana 9081 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-5-520MC/S -E300.
Racal/Dana 9082 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-1.5-520MC,S -0408
Racal/Dana 9084 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-.001-104MC/S -£300

SPECIAL OFFERS
MARCONI 2019A SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATORS 80KC/S-1040MC/S -AM-FM -£400 inc. Instruction book tested.
MARCONI 2022E SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATOR 10KC/S-1.01GHz AM-FM -E500 inc. instruction book tested.
R&S APN 62 LF Sig Gen 0.1Hz -260 kHz c/w book -0250.

MARCONI 2383 S.ANZ 100Hz -4.2 GHz. 02K
H.P RF AMP 8349A 2-20 GHz microwave. 02K.
H.P RF AMP 8347A 100 kHz -3GHz £1,500.
H.P. 8922 radio communication test sets.
G -H -M. options various. 02,000 .£3,000 each.
H.P. 4193A VECTOR IMPEDANCE METER
probe kit. 400
kHz. To 110 MUS. £3,500.

H.P. 83220A -E GMS UNITS for above £1,000 •01,500
WAVETECK SCLUMBERGER 4031 RADIO
COMMUNICATION TEST SET Internai Spectrum ANZ
01,800 02,000
ANRITSU MS555A2 RADIO COMM ANZ. To 1000MCiS
No C.R. tube in this model. 0450.
TEK 2445A -4CH - 150MLS SCOPE •New X1 nX10.
probe. Instruction book. 0500 each.

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM HM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS, AVAILABILITY OR PRICE CHANGE
VAT AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 DAY WARRANTY WANTED: TEST EQU1PMENT-VALVES-PLUGS AND SOCKETS-SYNCROS-TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BD11 2ER. Tel: (01274) 684007. Fax: 651160
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DIRECTIONS
Put your web address
in front of 18,000
electronic fanatics.
Electronics World
acknowledge your
company's needs to
promote your web
site, which is why we
are dedicating over 3
pages in every issue
to WEB ADDRESSES.

ANASOFT LTD
http://www.anasoft.co.uk
SuperSpice. the affordable, mixed-mode
windows circuit simulator. Wrote by an
analogue design engineer for those
Teletubbies who like keeping things
simple

BEDFORD OPTO
TECHNOLOGY LTD
http://www.bot.co.uk
Optoelectronic products UK design
development manufacture standard and
custom. LED bargraphs. circuit board
indicators, stand offs.
transmissive/reflective switches. baseefa
optocouplers tubular and surfacemount.
pannel mount LED assemblies.

COMPONENT KITS
http://www.componentkits.com

EDAForce is adivision of the independent
specialist recruitment consultancy
TelecomForce. We specialise in placing
engineers and engineering managers.
either contract or permanent, in the role
that is right for them. Visit the web site.
email us on ewdedaforce.co.uk or call
+44(0)1628 850273 to find out how we
could help you.

DB TECHNOLOGY
http://www.dbtechnology.co.uk/
dB Te•chno.logy
dB

repute in DM T.sIw

EQUINOX TECHNOLOGIES
UK LTD

ni eq.» IteNT

Te 444101 1104 1111174

http://www.eguinox-tech.com

Illidledblechnology.co.ult
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EMC Testing and Consultancy.
Anechoic chamber and open area test site.
• Compliance Tests
• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.
• Fixes included. FCC Listed.
• Flexible, hourly booking available.
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DESIGNER SYSTEMS CO.
'Component Kits LLC manufactures and
distributes Electronic Component Kits
used for professional engineering design.
prototype, University lab, and hobbyist
uses.
Visit our website to review our current
product line, request our Free CD-ROM.
or join our newsletter.'

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
http://www.cooke-int.com

n•bm,

311
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infogcooke-int.corn
Test & Measuring Equipment
Operating & Service Manuals

E-mail

CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LTD

p.bunce@cumulusmedia.co.uk

http://www.crownhill.co.uk

EAGLE PCB DESIGN
SOFTWARE
http://www.puresoft.co.uk

abb. •
b
Ism$1.

Equinox Technologies UK Ltd.. specialise
in development tools for the embedded
microcontroller market.

http://www.designersystems.co.
uk

Electronic product design company with
over adecade of experience promoting
it's own product range and designing
and manufacturing innovative products
for client companies/individuals.

To take up this offer or
for more information

Tel 0208 722 6028

EDAForce
http://www.edaforce.co.uk

Welcome to too no.,.. per el

Linage only will cost
£150 +vat for afull
year.
Linage with colour
screen shot will cost
£350 +vat for afull
year, this will include
the above plus 3cm
shot of your web site
which we can produce
if required.

tools for use with Micro-Controllers and
Smart Cards. Products include Smart
Card development tools. Smart cards.
Micro Development tools and Bespoke
Design Services.

FELLER UK
http://www.feller-at.com
Feller (UK) Ltd. manufacture Fully
approved cordsets (Moulded mains
plugs and connectors) and Power
Supply Cables for all industrial
Countries to National and International
Standards

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD
http://www.fieldelectric.co.uk
Field Electric Ltd has been successfully
trading since 1958 in the re- sale of used
test & measurement equipment &
computer hardware. We buy and sell in
small or bulk quantities and can source
equipment to particular requirements.
Visit our web site or call 44 01837 83736.

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY
DEVICES INTL. LTD.
http://www.ftdichip.com
FTDI designs and sells USB-UART and
USB-FIFO interface i.cs. Complete with

Crownhill supply low cost development

• Professional PCB design made easy!
• Fully functional freeware download.
• Schematics. Layout & Autorouting
• Free tech support

I
.
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PC drivers these devices simplify the task
of designing or upgrading USB
peripherals

Electronics, the specialist electronic
retail and mail order company to
business and retail consumers alike.
15.000 products available on line.

RALFE ELECTRONICS

TELONIC

professional test 8. measurement

http://www.telonic.uk.com
=
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MATRIX MULTIMEDIA LTD

JW HARDY
COMMUNICATIONS

arum*

www.matrixmultimedia.co.uk

http://www.jwhardy.co.uk
ICJICUSUI

www.ralfe-electronics.co.uk

Eta_

e

R.F. Network Specialist.
Shop online -for R.F.network
components. We supply afull range of
TV. radio reception equipment to receive
analogue/digital signals from both
terrestrial and satellite sources. We
provide afree planning service for your
R.F. networks. MATV and SMATV etc

Matrix Multimedia publishes anumber of
highly interactive CD ROMs for learning
electronics including: Complete
electronics course, Analogue filter
design, and PlCmicro(R) microcontroller
programming (C and assembly).

QUASAR ELECTRONICS
up.

»Jimmie
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LABCENTER

Tie Me. Ne. g Igo re male Mt Ilgeppige

http://www.labcenter.co.uk
VSM Models
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B2 Spice offers powerful simulation
software for professional engineers and
education establishments. All the
software is available on a30 day trial
basis and comes with free technical
support.
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Over 250 electronic kits, projects and
ready built units for hobby.
educational & industrial applications.
TEL 01279 467799. FAX 07092 203496
or EMAIL:
ewsales@quasarelectronics.com

http://www.radiometrix.co.uk
Radiometrix specialises in the design
))
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LOW POWER RADIO
SOLUTIONS
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SOFTCOPY
As aPC data base or hard copy.
SoftCopy can supply acomplete index of
Electronics World articles over the past
ten years. Photo copies of articles from
back issues are also available.

Test Equipment for rental or second user
sale at the industry's lowest prices. All
types of equipment from all leading
manufacturers including general
purpose. communications and industrial
test. Items fully refurbished with 1year
warranty. Rental rebate given on
purchases.

THOSE ENGINEERS LTD
http://www.spiceage.com

rem. •••• I. a MOO NOB

TEMWELL CORPORATION
http://www.temwell.com.tw
Manufacturer & Exporter of Heelical BPF
Filter. 30 Watts BPF Power Filter and
Handset/Base Station Duplexers

http://www.lprs.co.uk
LPRS markets low power radio
transmitters, receivers and transceiver
modules manufactured by ourselves,
Rachometrix. Circuit Designs. RDT and
Micrel. Applications for telemetry,
video and remote control.

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS
http://www.maplin.co.uk
A fully secure and interactive internet
ordering system from Maplin
...

We provide the following services:
Systems design, test & analysis.
Software design & coding. Avionics
design. Document technical review,
authoring & proof reading. Rig design.
Hardware design.

http://www.softcopy.co.uk

RADIOMETRIX

22

Ferems ,
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RIMO-AKD-PP
http://www.art-decade.com

Download evaluation versions of our
unique Proteus VSM mixed mode SPICE
and CPU simulator, and also the full
range of Proteus PCB Design products.
Register the Proteus Lite shareware
versions online for as little as £20.

'Telonic, specialists in laboratory AC &
DC Power Supplies. Electronic AC & DC
Loads. Electrical Safety Testing and
complete test systems. Plus RF Filters.
Attenautors, Diesel Engine Smoke
Measurement. Quartz Crystal
Microbalances.
Tel +44 (0) 118 9786911'

http://www.TestEquipmentH0.com
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TEST EQUIPMENT
SOLUTIONS

www.quasarelectronics.com
IMM..»MO
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CELESCO

RD RESEARCH
http://www.spice-software.com
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TELNET
http://www.telnet.uk.com
and manufacture of VHF & UHF. RF data
modules. We offer abroad range of
PCB mounted miniature transmit,
receive and transceiver modules for
OEM use. They comply with European
harmonised standards EN300 220-3
and EN301 489-3 and are CE certified
by an independent Notified Body.
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RADIO-TECH LIMITED

TOTAL ROBOTS
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http://www.radio-tech.co.uk
Radio modules, modems, telemetry,
audio transmitters, pagers, antenna,
remote controls and much more. All UK
designed and manufactured

June 2002 ELECTRONICS WORLD

Working evaluations of SpiceAge mixedmode simulator, Spicycle PCB design
tools and Superfilter demo (synthesises
passive, active. digital filters). Tech
support. sales links and price list.

11111ffli

Top quality second-user Test and
Measurement Equipment
eMail telnetkmdmsn com

http://www.totalrobots.co.uk
Robot Kits and Control Technology
products, including 00Pic the first
Object-Oriented Programmable
Integrated Circuit. Secure on-line
ordering and fast delivery.

TOWER HILL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
http://www.towerhillaerials.com
Everything you need for DIY Satellite &
TV aerial installation. The one stop

61

hop for TV. FM. Satellite, Amateur
Radio PMR Aerials. Distribution
Equipment, Cable 8. Accessories.

TECHNICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLIES
http://www.technicalscientific.com

our standard RF-products we provide
tailored solutions for customers wireless
communications requirements.
Our wireless data radios are used in the
most varied applications: transferring
environmental data in tropical
conditions, locating moving targets.
remote-control of cranes, controlling
pump stations in waterworks,
monitoring real estates, transferring data
in public transportation information
systems. There are countless
applications, what are yours?

VUTRAX PCB DESIGN
SOFTWARE
http://www.vutrax.co.uk

Suppliers of pre-1985 equipment and
components.
-Test/Measurement equipment
-Valves and semiconductors
-Transducers and pressure gauges
•Scientific books and catalogues
-Manuals and data sheets

WARWICK WIRELESS LTD

WILMSLOW AUDIO

http://www.radiotelemetry.co.uk

http://www.wilmslowaudio.co.uk

wilinsioviAudio
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Free data on Radio Modems, Radio
Telemetry, Radio Modules and Wireless
Video systems. The licence exempt
radios can transmit data from 1to 20Km
at baud rates of 19.2Kbaud to 128Kbaud.
The UK based Company can offer
customised derivatives of their products
as well as turnkey RF Systems.

ULTRACOM
http://www.ultracom.fi
Ultracom specializes in the design and
manufacture of data radio products
including Radio Modules, Radio
Modems. Filters and Antennas for realtime data communication. In addition to

Vutrax electronic schematic and pcb
design system for Windows 95/98. ME.
NT, 2000, XP and Linux. Limited
Capacity FREE version downloads
available, all upgradeable to various
customised level.

Cher lunge

-

slargest supplier of high quality
loudspeaker kits and drive units.
Comprehensive range of components
and accessories, including damping
products, connectors and grilles
materials. Demonstration facilities
available. ".

To take up this offer or for more information call

Tel 0208 722 6028
E-mail j.thorpeecumulusmedia.co.uk

WEB DIRECTIONS
Put your web address in front of 21,000 Electronics fanatics.

FOR 12 ISSUES:

Electronics World acknowledges your companys need to

Lineage only will cost £150 for a full year just £12..50 per

promote your web site, which is why we are now dedicating

month. This includes your companys name, web address and a

page's in every issue to WEB ADDRESSES.

25 word description.

This gives our readers the opportunity to look up your

Lineage with colour screen shot will cost £350 for afull year

companys name, to find your web address and to browse the

just £29.17 per month. This will include the above plus a 3cm

magazine page to find new sites.

screen shot of your site, which we can produce if required.

We also understand that cost is an important factor, as web

To take up this offer or for more information ring

sites are an added drain on budgets. Iam sure you will agree

on 0208 722 6028.

these rates make all the difference

E-mail: j.thorpe@cumulusmedia.co.uk

Company Name
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' Visit

our website I

www.distel.co.uk

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

culk purchase enables us to bnng to you these
GIANT 7segment digital displays at anow affordable
pece'! The 10" character size gives exceptional readability at long distances and enables ahost of applications ncluding score boards digital clocks, counters, event timers etc As the units are a simple
electromechanical device and operate from 12 V DC.
smote swtching ura switches. relays. PIC or PC may
be used to control single or multiple doge Units feature
integral 'Zero Power.memory which greatly simplifies
'''"""•••••"
design For an excellent DIY practical article, see the May issue of
'Everyday & Practical Electronics' magazine Ideal School/College construction project Supplied in good RFE condeon, complete with data sheet

Only £29.95(s) or 4I£99.00(D)
Order RVV44

Order PI-126

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
TV SOUND 8.
VIDEO TUNER

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

10,000,000 items EX STOCK
MAJOR SAVINGS
CALL or see web site www.distel.co.uk
For

COMPUTER MONITOR SPECIALS
Legacy products
High spec genuine multysync.
CGA, EGA, VGA. SVGA

Mitsubishi FA3415ETICL 14 -SVGA Multisync colour monitor with fine
028 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x768 A variety of inputs alms connection to a host of computers
including IBM PC's in CGA, EGA, VGA 8. SVGA
modes. BBC, COPAMODORE (including Amiga 1200),
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many features Etched
faceplate text svolching and LOW RADIATION MPR
specification FuH, guaranteed in EXCELLENT Irttle
used conderr Tilt & Swivel Base £4.75
VGA cable for IBM PC included.

Only £129 (E)

Oc
n:Se
G7
r3as

External cables for other types of computers available -CALL

•A.

Converts your colour monitor into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit containing all
electronics ready to plug into ahost of video monitors or AV equipment which
are fitted with acomposite video or SCART input The composite video output
will also plug directly into most video recorders allowing reception of TV
channels not normally receivable on most television receivers' (TELE BOX MB) Push button controls on the front panel allow reception of 8 fully
tuneable 'off air UHF colour television channels TELEBOX MB covers ‘Artually all television frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as
used by most cable TV operators. Ideal for desktop computer video systems & PIP (picture IFI picture) setups For complete compatibility -even for
monitors without sound -an ntegral 4watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
aedo output are prowled as standard Brand new -fully guaranteed

Generic LOW COST SVGA Monitors
We choose the make, which includes Compaq,
Mitsubushi, IBM, etc. Supplied ready to run with all
cables. Standard RTB 90 day guarantee.

15"

17"

£59.00

£69.00

£79.00

order

order TG21

14"
TD84

Supplied in good used condition

order TJ66
Shipping code (D)

VIDEO MONITORS

TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5 5or 6 mHz sound specification
•For cable /hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be connected to acable type service Shipping on all Telebox's code (13)

,

HARD DISK DRIVES 2f1" -14"

240 V AC mains powered

Only

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTERS

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
MITSUBUSHI FA3445ETKL 14" Ind spec SVGA monitors
FARNELL 0-60V DC @ 50 Amps. bench Power Supplies
FARNELL AP3080 0-30V DC @ 80 Amps. bench Suppy
KINGSHILL CZ403/1 0-50V @ DC 200 Amps -NEW
1kW to 400 kW -400 Hz 3phase power sources -ex stock
IBM 8230 Type 1 Token ring base unit driver
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
INFODEC 1U 24 port. RJ45 network patchpanels #TH93
3COM 16670 12 Port Ethernet hub -RJ45 connectors #LD97
3COM 16671 24 Port Ethernet hub -RJ45 connectors
3COM 16700 8 Port Ethernet hub -RJ45 connectors NEW
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz. IEEE I/O
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator
Marconi 2022C 10KHz-IGHz RF signal generator
HP16508 Logic Analyser
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V @ 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator. GPIB etc
HP Al AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters -from
HP DRAFTMASTER 18 pen high speed plotter
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
Keithley 590 CV capacitor )voltage analyser
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS -New batteries
Emerson AP130 2 5KVA industrial spec UPS
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system 8Mb Ram
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£1850
£3950
EPOA
£760
f2500
f49
£69
£89
£39
fPOA
£45
£550
£250
EPOA
£4500
£1550
£3750
£P0A
£1800
£475
EPOA
f7900
£550
£750
£1800
£P0A
£3750
£4500
£1499
f2200
f945

ea,

Only £99.00

Unless marked NEW, items in
this section are pre owned.

HP6030A 0-200V DC @ 17 Amps bench power supply
£1950
Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) New
£1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit£1450
PHILIPS PM5518 pro TV signal generator
£1250
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List SAE /CALL EPOA
Trio LP dc linear. metered 30 amp bench PSU New
£550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM high speed band printer
£1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser
£2950
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
£3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter
£3250
LightBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
B&K 2633 Microphone pre amp£300
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier /recorder
£750
ADC SS200 Carbon dioxide gas detector /monitor
£1450
BBC AM20/3 PPM Meter (Ernest Turner) •drive electronics
£75
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2 SG/ti waveform monitor
£5650
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£990
ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set
E£650
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator£775
WILTRON 6630B 124 /20GHz RF sweep generator
£5750
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope
£1250
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£1955
TEK TDS380 400Mhz digital realtime •disk drive. FFT etc
£2900
TEK TDS524A 500Mhz digital realtime • colour display etc £5100
HP3585A Opt 907 20Hz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser
£3950
PHILIPS PW1730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessories EPOA
VARIACS -Large range from stock -call or see our website
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto volt regs
£325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto volt regs
£2900

ALL MAIL TO
•

EL EC TRONIC6 OD

£245

£79.00 (o)

Tiny shoebox sized industrial 40 Mhz 386 PC system measuring
only (mm) 266 w X 88 hX 272 d Ideal for dedicated control applications running DOS. Linux or even Windows !Steel case contains 85 to 265 V AC 50 /60 hz 70 Watt PSU. a 3slot ISA passive
backplane and a Rocky 318 (PC104) standard single board computer with 8 MByte NON VOLATILE solid state 'Disk On Chip'
RAMDISK System comprises Rocky 318 (PC104) SBC ISA card
with 40MHz ALI 386SX CPU. 72 pin SIMM slot with 16 Mbyte
SIMM. AMI BIOS. battery backed up real time clock 2 x9pin D
16550 serial ports EPP/ECP printer port. mini DIN keyboard connector, floppy port, IDE port for hard drives up to 528 MByte
capacity, watchdog timer and PC/104 bus socket The 8 MByte
solid state 'disk on achip' has its own BIOS, and can be fdisked.
formatted & booted Supplied BRAND NEW fully tested and guaranteed For full data see featured item on website Order as 0G36
100's of applications inc:
firewall routers robotics etc

Dept W, 29 /35 Osborne Rd
Thornton Heath
Surrey CR7 8PD, UK
Open Mon -Fri 9.00 -5:30

%l e

Europe's Largest Stocks of
quality rack cabinets,
enclosures and accessories.

e- Over 1000 Racks from stock
This month's special
4;1

33 /42 /47 U -High Quality
All steel Rack Cabinets

Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec, rack features all steel construction with
removable side front and back doors Front and
back doors are hinged for easy access and all
lockable with five secure 5 lever barrel locks
The front door is constructed of double walled
steel with a 'designer style' smoked acrylic front
panel to enable status indicators to be seen
through the panel. yet remain unobtrusive
Internally the rack features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing members to take the heavi- ,
est of 19" rack equipment. The two movable
vertical fixing struts (extras available) are pre
punched for standard cage nuts' A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom
rear. provides 8 x IEC 3 pin Euro sockets and 1x
13 amp 3 pin switched utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by fully louvered back door and double sk nned top
section with top and side louvres The top panel may be removed
for fitting of integral fans to the sub plate etc Other features
include fitted castors and floor levelers. prepunched utility panel at
lower rear for cable /connector access etc Supplied in excellent,
slightly used condition with keys Colour Royal blue some grey
available -CALL -Can be supplied in many other configurations

33U

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers Ideal for all
video
monitoring /security applications with direct connection
State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
to most colour cameras High quality with many features such as
with composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi fi stereo sound
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc Good
outputs Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
160 x 52 mm enable full tuning control via a simple 3 wire link to used condition -fully tested -guaranteed O n ly £0 3 nn
•••••••••• (D)
an IBM pc type computer Supplied complete with simple working Dimensions W14" xH120" x 155" D
PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stanprogram and documentation Requires +12V & • 5V DC to operate
BRAND NEW -Order as MY00.
Only £39.95
code (B) dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring Isecurity applications High quality. ex-equipment
See www.distel.co.uWdata_my00.htm for pictures full details
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns) In attractive square black plastic case measuring W10" x HIO" x 136" D

2fi" TOSHIBA MK1002MAV 11Gb laptop(12.5 mm H) New £59.95
2fi" TOSHIBA MK4313MAT 4.3Gb laptop (8.2 mm H) New £105.00
2fi" TOSHIBA MK6409MAV 6 1Gb laptop (12.7 mm H) New £98.00
2fi" TOSHIBA MK1814GAV 18 Gb laptop (12 mm H) New £149.95
2fi to 3fi conversion kit for Pc s. complete with connectors
f15.95
3fi" COMPAQ 313706-1321 (IBM) 9gb ULT/SCSI3
New f199.00
3fi" FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
£59.95
3fi" CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equis )RFE
£59.95
3fi" CONNER CP3044 40 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
3fi" QUANTUM 40S Prodrive 42mb SCSI I/F. New RFE
£49.00
5" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv )RFE
£49.95
5^ SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb
£69.95
5P CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
£69.95
5,"HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£99.00
5^ HP C3010 2Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00
8"
NEC D2246 85 Mb SMD interface New
£99.00
8"
FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£195.00
8"
FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD I/F RFE tested
£345.00
Many other floppy It H droves. IDE. SCSI. ESDI etc from stock,
see website for full stock list. Shipping on all drives is code (C)

19" RACK CABINETS

IC's -TRANSISTORS -DIODES

CABLE COMPATIBL E
- - .•

wanted for cash!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

GIANT 10" 7SEGMENT DISPLAYS

Less than 30%
of makers price!

' Surplus always I

Only

Only

Only

£245

£345

£410

Call for shipping quotation

COLOUR CCD CAMERAS
Undoubtedly a miracle of modern technology &
our special buying power iA quality product feab(
luring a fully cased COLOUR CCD camera at a
give away price !Unit features full autolight sensing for
e
s
?.
use in low light & high light
applications. A 10 mm fixed focus
wide angle lens gives excellent focus
and resolution from close up to long
range The composite video output will
connect to any composite monitor or TV
(via SCART socket) and most video
"'Mat
recorders Unit runs from 12V DC so
ideal for security & portable applications where mains power not available
Overall dimensions 66 mm wide x 117 deep x 43 high Supplied
BRAND NEW & fully guaranteed with user data. 100's of applications including Security, Home Video, Web TV. Web Cams etc, etc

Sq :e.

Order as LK33

ONLY £79.00 or 2for £149.00 (a)

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation. complete with service pack 3
and licence -OEM packaged.
ONLY f89.00 ozo
ENCARTA 95 -CDROM, Not the latest -but at this price ! £7.95
DOS 5.0 on 3ft" disks with concise books civ.,OBas,c
£14.95
Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 6.22 on 3.5" disks
£55.00
Windows 95 CDROM Only No Licence £19.95
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 35" disks with manual £24.95
shipping charges for software is code

B

SOLID STATE LASERS
Visible red. 670nm laser diode assembly Unit runs from 5V DC at
approx 50 mA Originally made for continuous use in industrial barcode scanners the laser is mounted in a removable solid aluminium
block, which functions as a heatsink and rigid optical mount Dims of
block are 50 w x50 d y 15 h mm Integral features include over temperature shutdown current control, laser OK ouput, and gated TTL
ON /OFF Many uses for experimental optics comms & lightshows
etc Supplied complete with data sheet.
Order as TD91
ONLY £24.95 ,A)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of power supply you
can imagine.Over 10,000 Power Supplies
Ex Stock - Call or see our web site.

RELAYS -200,000 FROM STOCK
Save ££££'s by choosing your next relay
our Massive Stocks
covenng types such as Military. Octal, Crate Hermetically Sealed.
Continental. Contactors, Time Delay. Reed. Mercury Wetted. Solid
State. Printed Circuit Mounting etc .CALL or see our web site
www.distel.co.uk for more information Many obsolete types frr,- ,
stock Save aff's

18 Million Items On Line Now!
Secure Ordering, Pictures, Information
‘4r ¡Sign
Secure Site

47U

42U

Order as RV36
Order as BC44
Order as DT20
External dimensions External dimensions External dimensions
mm=1625H x 6350 x mm=2019H x 635D x mm=2235H x 6350 x
603 W (64" H x 25" 603 W (79 5" H x25" 603 W (88" H x
D x230" W
D x23W W
D x23W W )

www.distel.co.uk
email= admin@distel.co.uk

ALL

e
it

ENQUIRIES

0208 653 3333
FAX 0208 653 8888

Ad peces for UK Mainland UK customers add 17 5' VAT to TOTAL cider arndunt Minimum order £10 Bona Fide account orders accepted torn Government.
Unwersities and Local Authorities -minimum account order Lite) Cheques over £100 are subject to 7working days clearance Carnage charges (A)=£3 50 (B)=£6 50 (C £10
(DM£15 00. (E)=E18 00. (FALL. Aloe approx 3days for shipping -faster CALL Al goods supplied to our Standard Conditions of Sale which can be viewed at our website and
unless stated guaranteed for 90 days Al guarantees on areturn to base base All rights reserved to change peces speoinabons without prior notice Orders subject to stock
Discounts for volume Top CASH onus pad for surplus goods All traderneks tradenames etc acknowledged C Display Electronics 2002 E& 0 E

MISC

As an advertiser you can be certain that your sales message is
going to be read by decision-making electronics professionals
with the power to purchase your products.

TOP PRICES PAID

Service

The pre-paid rate for semi-display setting is £17 per single column centimetre
(maximum 4cm). Box number £22 extra. All prices plus 177% VAT.
An cheques, postal orders etc to be made payable to Highbury Business
Communications Ltd. Advertisements together with remittance should be sent
to Electronics World Classified, Highbury Business Communications Ltd,
Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road. Cheam, Surrey SM3 8DZ.
Tel: 020 8722 6028.
Fax: 020 8770 2016.

For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.

Link

Langrex Supplies Limited
1Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP
TEL: 020 8684 1166

ARTICLES WANTED

FAX: 020 8684 3056

SERVICES

SURPLUS WANTED
WE BUY: ICs, Memory, Relays, Caps, PSUs, Semiconductors,
Populated Boards, Computers +Test Equipment

ANYTHING CONSIDERED
For our wide range of Semiconductor +Passives List,
please ring, fax or email

MAIL ELECTRONICS

mecum« and Software üesign
* Analogue * Digital * RF * Embedded *
* Electro and Acousto Optics *
NES-Ltd 15 Berwick Courtyard

Berwick St Leonard, Salisbury SP3 5SN

Tel: 01747 820615

vvww.NES-Ltd.Com

PCBs Conv/PTH/Multi-Layer/Flexible •UK 8, Far East production

TEL: 0161-761 4520 /FAX: 0161-763 6863
EMAIL: andrew@mailelectronics.com
www.mailelectronics.com

•CAD Layout • Electronic Design •Assembly (prototype 8 production)
•SMO m/c assy

s

18.500 cps/hr

Deliveries from

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID
For all valves KT88
PX4 and other
audio types

FOR SALE
World first —
T. Network Capacitor
The Ultimate Electrolytic
Invented by DNM
Made by BHC Aerovox

Wide range of valves
and CRT stocked

Tel: 01403 784961
Billington Export Ltd.
Fax 01403 783519
Email sales

bel-tubes.co.uk

Sussex RH14 9E1
Visitors by appointment

POWER
Patent Na PCT/GB95//00213
advanced 4terminal design
10.000 F 63 volts pcb mount
£22.00 +VAT in small quantity
full production quantity discounts
— trade enquiries welcome
www.dnm.cQu_k follow links to
full details T Network Capacitor
DNM Design, 18 Hartford Road.
Huntingdon. Cambs
PE29 3QD

Rack Enclosures

01480-457989 E-mail denis m@dnm co uk

New and Used -most sizes
1611 to SOU side and rear panels
mains distribution
19' Panel mounts
optima eurorraft

TURN OLD PC INTO DESIGN TOOL

[24H,

om

Tel: 01635 40347

SEE OUR WE6 SITES

v,.,e
www.pcbtrain.com

Newbury Electronics Ltd

faraday Road Newbury Berks 9614 ?AD
Fax 01635 36143

from 1 to 6 layers

'wow newburyetectrsoics.co.uk

Coiie
Cti ont
Production
El ectronlc

design

and manufacturing services

for the

.3864 Steps W., 3•0,me , po'!

86 Bishopsgate Street, Leeds LS1 488

• ••••••,,,d, d,d, god vese,d1
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new millennium:
•iTi U)
, Dii,
Ti re
,
e
. Ai

•
•

Embedded monitoring 8, control
PSTN telephones and test equipment

•
•

Wireless telemetry systems
Audio & Video processing

•
•

Datacom interfacing, line driving etc.
Switch Mode & linear PSU and battery

•

GSM telemetry via. SMS
or data (TCP/IP)

management

•

DVD player control systems

.
i"

•
•

Gas detection systems
Printed Circuit Board design

•
•

GPS positioning systems
Specialist cable looms

o -t=

•

Technical documentation, schematic
layout It language translation

•

Small, medium & large scale
manufacturing

! *
".

Email: sales@designersystems.co.uk
Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1872 223306

Prices from f45 + vat

M&B Radio

V MICROCHIP*
C............

•

•

The low cost source for prototype PCBs

e-mail: circuilsonewbury lcow co uk
htlp

lust

f'40.

(-:- ;41

r

:=—

f:

3

Lai
.....
2.0

Designen

Syst ems
CM.* ......... el..

•te tor sotti versions nitni6 ow•n32) on single floppy

Tel. 0113 2702114 Fax. 0113 2426881

UAZ

3Wheatcrolt Road, Rawmarzh. Rotherham S62 SIR

WANTED
WANTED Surplus or Obsolete Electronic Components
Turn your excess stock into instant cash!
SEND OR FAX YOUR LIST IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

Will collect anywhere in the UK

Mushroom
6a St.Marys St, Bedford, Bedfordshire, MK42 OAS
Tel: 01234 363611 Fax: 01234 326611
E-mail: sales@mushroomcomponents.com
Internet: www.mushroomcomponents.com

FOR SALE

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
aga r
Fast
n'
+.3 -aee
Or
;M! Circuits

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED

RF DESIGN
SERVICES
All aspects of RF

hardware development
considered from
concept to production.
‘NATERBEACH ELECTRONICS I

wwwslavendial.pipex.com

TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853

Prototype
henr0,0
o';:oo
,

PCBs designed trot.,cone! eagrems
Almost all computer Odes accepted
PCB assembly. mechanical assembly
Full product desrset.roeputacturedest-reper

Unit 5, East Belfast Enterprise Park
308 Albertbndge Rd, Belfast BT5 4GX
TEL 028 9073 8897 FAX 028 9073 1802
agarOargonet co.uk

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
So itched Mode PSI
Power Factor Correction
designed to your speoficatIon
Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
e-mail: eugen_kusecix.co.uk

Lomond Electronic Services

PIC BASIC COMPILERS

Crownhill Associates
smart electronic

501LILIOI1S,

'IC Basic Plus & PIC Basic Pro Compilers

D

IC BASIC Plus, supports the popular 14 bit Microchip PIC-Microcontrollers.
allowing the user to write professional programs in BASIC. The compilers
produce fast, tight machine code to load directly into the PIC-Microcontroller.
he Compiler produces code that is guaranteed 100% compatible with Microchips
PASM assembler. The compiler allows direct comparison between the BASIC
rogram and the assembly listing. Two compilers are available, the PIC Basic Pro,
ntry level compiler and PIC BASIC Plus, professional compiler. Both produce fast
;sembly code from BASIC. The Compilers run under Windows 95,98,NT,ME and XP
nd are supplied with a comprehensive, Windows based editor with Syntax
ighlighting and just two key clicks to compile and program and detailed manuals with
orked examples. The Compilers support a range of programmers including the
icrochip PICStart-plus and our own development programmers. For afree demo of
e Pro compiler visit our web site www.letbasic.com, or join our web based forum to
ar what other users think of our compilers and supporting products... (PIC BASIC Pro is
pplied with the book "Experimenting with the LET Basic Pro compiler" by Les Johnson, an invaluable
iide for the beginner.See the web site for an example chapter).

echnical support is pro ided online via our web based forum, www.picbasic.org,
or to tutors via telephone direct from the Author.
Additional support can be provided to tutors using
our development system for educational purposes.

Development system

Prototype PCB system

Programmers

•
=1
upplied with source code and documentation
or 20 Educational projects. Supports LCD displays

32, Broad Street, Ely

rom 2x16 Chrs to 128x64 dot matrix Graphics panel

Cambridge, CB7 4AH

Il supporting components stocked at corn. .g PIC 16F84 04 /P -£1.80 each, PIC 16F:77
£3.95 each
CD 2x16 Chrs, £7.50 each LCD 128x64 dot matrifk15.95 each
any more items stocked, email sales©crownhill.co.Je for prices

Tel +44 (0) 1353 666709
Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710
sales@crownhill.co.uk
All prices exclude:
VAT, postage and packing

TEST EQUIPMENT

Quality Second User
Test Equipment

me le modiétb

SOLUTIONS

kilhifalett

The Industry's
Most Competitive
Test Equipment Rental Rates

Sale

Sale Rant
(GBP) (GBP)

AMPLIFIERS

trRPI

Rent
(Gen

sale

Rent

(GBp)

(GBP)

Amplifier Research 10W10008 1GHz IOW RF Amplifier

3950

150

HP 3571A 5Hz-200MHz Network Analyser

4750

NP 8595E 6.56Hz Spectrum Analyser

10950

435

Amplifier Research 25W1000 1GHz 25W Amplifier

6500

233

HP 41951/001 500MHz Network/SpectrumAnalyser

11500

HP 8596E/021/101;105 12.8Gliz Spectrum Analyser

12500

499

HP 850328 Type NCalibration Kit

1150

41

NP 89018/21/30/35/31 1.36Hz Modulation Analyser

1250

159

lOI

HP 8903E 20Hz-100KHz Distortion Analyser

1250

122

CALIBRATORS
Fluke 5200A DMM Calibrator

1950

10

HP 85046A 36Hz 50 Ohm SParameter Test Set

2950

Fluke 5220A Transconductance Amplifier

2500

90

HP 8752A/003 3Gliz T/R Network Analyser

1500

HP E441IA 1.5611: Spectrum Analyser

4850

114

HP 8753C 36Hz I6ctor Network Analyser

8500

Marconi 2380/83/3036 4.26Hz Spectrum Analyzer (no TG)

5500

313

21500

Tek 492P/001/003 Programmable 216111 Spectrum Analyser 4150

198

COMPONENT ANALYSERS
HP 41458 Component Analyser

I
3950

502

Marconi 62008 10M111-206Hz Microwave Test Set

HP 4192A 13M11: Impedance Analyser

4950

224

OSCILLOSCOPES
FIP 1152A 25GFIz Active Scope Probe

1150

68

HP 83132B/IE 1/1E5/1E8 0.01-206Hz Syn Signal Generator

159S0

666

Fluke DSP4000 Cat 5e/6 LAN Cable Tester

2850

143

HP 54111D 2Channel 500MHz 265/s Digitising Scope

2450

I
91

HP 86421/001 I
GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

2250

98

HP 12300C Internet Advisor

6950

266

HP 54501A 4Channel 100MHz 20115/s Digitising Scope

1250

66

HP 8651A/001 I
Gliz Synthesised Signal Generator

1750

HP J3446C LAN Fast Ethernet Internet Advisor

8500

328

HP 54503A 4Channel 500MHz 20115/s Digitising Scope

2250

171

134
19

HP 86578/001 2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

4951

Microtest MT340 LAN Cable Tester

150

34

HP 546450 2Channel 100MHz 200MS/s + Logic Analyser

2950

Microtest PENTA SCANNER+ Cat 5Cable Tester

975

51

HP 346B/001 186H1 11(m) Noise Source

1195

48

HP 89708/020 2GHt Noise Meter

7950

316 .

DATACOMMS

SIGNAL GENERATORS

'Should you choose to purchase any item

ELECTRICAL NOISE
;

you have on rent from us, we will refund

so%

ELECTRICAL POWER
Kikusui TO58850 Insulation Tester

of the rental cost you have paid

price,

HP 8672A 2-18Gliz Synthesised Signal Generator

49511,

HP E4422B/UNB 46Hz High Power Signal Generator

65131

Marconi 201 9A I
GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

1001

Marconi 2022 Synthesized 1GHz Signal Generator

695

Marconi 2031/001/002/102 2.16111 Syn Signal Generator

6501'

US 511/111 4.32611: Synthesized Signal Generator

11951

US 91102 9KHz-26Hz Synthesised Signal Generator

4500 •

1450

62

Megger F16/12 Breakdown leakage Tester

1250

SI

Seaward PA110005 Portable Appliance

450

16

600

21

HP 54845A 4Channel 1.56H: 8GS/s Digitising Scope

Philips P113295/40 2Channel 350MH: GPIS Analogue Scope 975

68

HP 3488A Switch/Control Unit

Chase HFR2000 30MHz Measuring Receiver

1250

52

Tek 24658 4Channel 400MHz Analogue Scope

2500

HP 871 I
A/K02 Switching Test Set

Chase LFR)000 9-150KHz Interference Measuring Receiver

119

1451 .

1150

41

Tek A6302 Current Clamp

700

Chase MN2050 30MHz LISN

32

HP 8752C/1(36 W GSwitch

750

650

23

Tek TA.5455 2Channel 60MHz Anal cg Scope

HP 11940A 30MHz- I
Gliz Close Field Probe

495

57

Racal 1250 Switching System Mainframe

495

23

Tek TA5465 2Channel 100MH: Anal cg Scope

Keytek M/-15 ESD Simulator

595

69

TELECOMS

2950

126

Tek 1053054 4Channel 500MHz 565/s DPO Scope

6950

RAS E
B100 2011Hz- I
GHz EMC Test Receiver

246

GN Nettest LITE 3000 2118PS Error

1350

138

2950

126

Tek TD5320/14 2Channel 100MHz 500MS/s Digitising Scope

1450

HP 311 I
1UUKJ PDH Transmission Analyzer

RAS ESA) 30MHz EMI Test Receiver

89

2950

149

7500

298

Tek 11:43110 2Channel 400MHz 265/s Digitising Scope

RAS ESYP 20-1300MHz Test Receiver

2250

112

HP 31880/001 2MBPS Error Performance Analyser

1350

9500

369

POWER METERS

Marconi 2840A 2M8 Handheld Transmission Analyser

Schaffner NSGI025 Fast Transient /Burst Generator

1500

3750

135

HP 436A/022 RF Power Meter With GPI8

650

51

Phoenix 5500A Telecomms Analyzer

2500

41
168

HP 4318 RF Power Meter

1350

46

Trend AURORA DUET Basic Rate ISDN Tester

995

HP 438A Dual Channel RF Power Meter

1950

98

TIC Fireberd 4000/4004 Comms Analyser c/w 6821 Analysis 3450

HP 04418A Single Channel RF Power Meter

1950

70

TIC Fireberd 6000A Communication Analyser

4950

ster

Seaward PAT2000 Portable Appliance Tester
EMC

Schaffner 456200E EMC Mainframe
Various Schaffner NSGxxx Plug In Modules (from)
Schaffner 1156435 ESO Simulator

I450
1150

against our second user sale

up to

SPECTRUM/SCALAR ANALYSERS

90% of the sale price!!

Anritsu 533213 3.3GH: Scalar Network /Spectrum Analyser
14950

574

6950

SWITCHES & MULTIPLEXERS
250 r
st Unit

Signalling Analyser

450

ENVIRONMENTAL

HP 04419A Dual Channel RF Power Meter

Bruel & Klaer 2231 Sound level Meter tins Bil 1
10)

2750

lO

Various Fireberd Interfaces (from)

150

Marconi 6960/GPI8 RF Power Meter

695

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

39

W&G PCM4 PCI1 Channel Measunng Set

115111

RF SWEEP GENERATORS

EIP 578 266Hz Microwave Source Locking Counter
Racal 1992 1.3611z Frequency Counter
Racal 1998 1.3611: Frequency Counter

o
695

98

119

TV & VIDEO

HP 8362011001/008 10MHz-204Hz Synthesized Sweeper

15950

8

Minolta CA-I00 CRT Colour Analyzer

44

2650 1

HP 83752A/1E1/1E5 0.01

11500

730

Philips P95418 1
,
1Pattern Generator (Various Types)

2151

38

SIGNAL & SPECTRUM ANALnERS

FUNCTION GENERATORS

106

206Hz Synthesized Sweeper

US SF Q/B5/86/B I
I
/815 TV Test Transmitter

2595.
3950

Advantest R3361A 9101z-2.6GHz Spectrum Analyser with TG

6950

269

Tek 1751 PAL Vectoncope

HP 33120A I
SMHz Function/Arbnary Wweform Generator

951

55

Advantest 841310 3.SGHz Spectrum Analyser

HP 33258 21MHz Function Generator

3950

3

218

WIRELESS

125

HP 811 6A 50MHz Function Generator

Advantest R9211A 100KHz Dual Channel FFT Analyser

3150

199

Anritsu M045101 Digital Microwave System Analyser

2950

79

13500

568

Anritsti MS2602A/01/04 100111-8.5Gliz Spectrum Analyser

9950

495

HP 8920A/1/4/5/11/13/102/103 Radio Comes Test Set

5950

332

brim MS26518 36Hz Spectrum Analyser

4500

211

HP 8922M/001/006/010/101 I
Gliz GSM 115 Test Set

8950

735
178

LOGIC ANALYSERS
HP 16500C Logic Analyser Mainframe

3250

198

Anritsu MS2663A 9K111-86111 Spectrum Analyser

HP 16510A 80 Channel Logic Analyser Card

8500

1450

341

Marconi 29558 IGHz Radio Comma Test Set

96

3500

HP 1660C 116 Channel Logic Analyser

Anritsu MS7 I
OC 236141 Spectrum Analyser

8950

4950

471

Marconi 2965/012 IGH: Radio Communications Test Set

198

6950

HP 3562A 100KHz Dual Channel Dynamic Signal Analyser

HP 1661 ES 102 Channel logic Analyser

3950

5250

239

377

US 01060/81/3/4/6/41/61/62 Dect Radio Comms Test Set

13954

HP 85024A 36Hz Active Probe

HP 16630015 34 Channel Logic Analyser

1450

2150

142

58

US CMS50/833/855/859 Radio Comms Test Set

3950

HP 8560A/002/H03 2.96Hz Spectrum Analyser

8500

403

US CM552/81/85/139/815328 I
GHz Radio Comms Test Set

5750

HP 8562A 226H: Spectrum Analyser

14950

573

US CMT54/131/B4/8536/89 I
GH1 Radio Comms Test Set

3950

MULTIMETERS
HP 34401A 6.5 Digit Digital Multimeter

550

311

HP 8566A 22Gliz Spectrum Analyser

Keithley 2400 Digital Sourcemeter

10950

146

485

US CMTA84 I
GHz Radio Comes Test Set

2500

5950

HP 8563A/026 26.56Hz Spectrum Analyser

16500

633

Racal 6103/001/002/041 GSM/DCS Mobile Radio Test Set

7500

HP 85908/021 1.86Hz Spectrum Analyser

Anntsu 52518/05/10 2.5611: 2Port Scalar Network Analyser 8950
Anntsu S3318 3.3611: Scalar Network Analyser
5500

332

2500

141

Schlumberger 4015 I
GH: Radio Comms Test Set

4500

HP 859111004/021/101/102 1.8611: Spectrum Analyser

I
97

4950

198

Schlumberger 4031 I
GH: Radio Comms Test Set

3500

HP 85928 226H: Spectrum Analyser

HP 35677A 200MH: 50 Ohm SParameter Test Set

9500

93

322

Schlumberger 4039 1
GH: Radio Comms Test Set

HP 8594E/004/021/101/105 2.96Hz Spectrum Analyser

6950

337

WAG 41075 Mobile Phone Tester (GSM/DCS I
800/PCN (
900)

NETWORK ANALYSERS

1895

9
6
70

1250

1111i

If you dont see what you want please CAW
See our extensive online catalogue at Antiniv TestEquipmentHacom

Flexible commercial solutions available on all products

Pr ces shown are for guidance in (UK and are exclusive of VAT. Rental prices
are per week for a rental period of 4 weeks.
Palm m100 shipped
with every order
over E1OK

addresses.

Free carriage to UK mainland

This is just a selection of the equipment we haze available -If you

don't see what you want, please call. All items supplied fully tested and
refurbished. All manuals and accessories required for normal operation included.
Certificate of Conformance supplied as standard: Certificate of Calibration
available at additional cost. Test Equipment Solutions Terms apply. E&OE.

01753 596000
Fax: 01753 59 6001

www.TestEquipmentFIGI.com
email: info@TestEquipmentHacom

